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Preface 

What seemed at first would be a fairly simple task of writing an 
introductory text - something to be accomplished in my spare time and 
on the basis of already existing knowledge - has proved to require much 
in the way of rethinking and new intellectual analysis, together with a 
considerable effort to present the material in (I hope) a telling fashion. To 
begin with, it would have been impossible to complete the original book 
in Swedish without devoting a part of my previous so-called higher 
research appointment in political science - with a focus on developing 
countries (1991-97) - to the performance of the task. (An acknow
ledgement is therefore in order of my debt to SAREC, the department for 
research co-operation within the Swedish Development Aid Authority, 
Sida, which financed my research appointment.) Thereafter, moreover, 
much of the extensively revised and expanded English edition has been 
written within the stimulating milieu of the Department of Political 
Science and Centre for Development and the Environment at the Uni
versity of Oslo, to which I shifted in rnid-1997. 

A first draft was ready in the autumn of 1994. Students taking the basic 
course on development studies at Uppsala University offered valuable 
comments on the text, and inspired me to introduce extensive changes. 
The same goes for the Masters and Ph.D. students at Uppsala who 
attended the yearly course on ;State, Development and Democratisation', 
as well as several students at Oslo with similar interests. My thanks to all 
of you! I have also received encouragement and critical suggestions from 
Peter Mayers, who translated the original book into English, the editors 
and readers at Sage, and many colleagues. My special thanks to Maria 
Edin (who has both taken and taught the very course for which this book 
was originally intended), Lars Rudebeck (who has considered these 
questions since publishing a book in 1970 on a related topic), Ishtiaq 
Ahmed, Bjorn Beckman, Henrik Berglund and Lars Lindstrom (who 
instruct and advise students on similar questions at the Department of 
Political Science at Stockholm University), Anders Uhlin (who first 
performed similar duties at the Department of Political Science at Lund 
University and now continues to do so at the new University College of 
South Stockholm), many of the participants in the Skytteanum research 
seminar at the Department of Government at Uppsala University, and 
several of my new colleagues at Oslo. 

Olle Tiirnquist 
Kungshamn and Oslo 



Introduction 

This is a book for students of politics who are also interested in 
addressing problems of development in the so-called Third World (and 
for students of development who also wish to consider in depth its 
political aspects); for students, that is, who may need an introduction to 
the subject, to the main schools of thought, and to how one can go about 
planning a critical study of one's own - a study which questions the 
conventional truth. 

In other words, this is not a book in favour of universal studies of 
'political development' (which usually take experiences in the West as 
the point of departure), of specific studies of Third World politics as 
such, or of interdisciplinary studies of the politics of development. 
Rather, it is a book that reviews relevant work within the dominant 
frameworks in order to help us bridge and go beyond them; to bridge 
and go beyond those frameworks by first defining the general questions 
in relation to the interdisciplinary politics of development, then focusing 
on the political agents, processes, institutions and structures that affect 
(and are affected by) the development problems, and only thereafter (on 
the basis of solid empirical knowledge of the Third World itself) opening 
up for broad and even universal generalisations. Actually, such specific 
studies of politics related to problems of development in the Third World 
may be thought of as a new sub-discipline within political science, 
tentatively labelled 'politics and development'. (We shall return in 
Chapter 1 to a critical discussion on the notion of the 'Third World'.) 

Studying the politics and development of the Third World is important 
and rewarding - but demanding. To begin with one must know (and 
probably also be concerned about) the problems of development and the 
role of politics. For political scientists, this implies broadening one's 
competence to include interdisciplinary co-operation and knowledge of 
how different factors interrelate in processes of development. Thereafter 
(once the way in which politics relates to this process has been defined), 
there is a need for empirically well-grounded studies of the political 
ingredients themselves; studies which despite their solid empirical char
acter do not lose track of comparative and theoretical perspectives. For 
most of us, this implies time-consuming searching for necessary informa
tion in the field, in addition to reading relevant literature. Finally, one 
must be able to position the study in a comparative perspective and open 
up for generalisations; and this, of course, implies knowledge of other 
theories, contexts and cases as well. 

Having to combine all this is a dilemma, but there are no short cuts. 
Those wishing to study 'politics and development' in a serious way must 
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be able to sit on several different stools at once, without falling in 
between. This book is to help us manage this task. Hence, you will not 
find detailed information on any of the fields that we need to master -
there are other books for that - but you will find an introduction that will 
help to bring it all together. 

The key, then, in my experience, is a concise review. There are three 
reasons for this. A review, first, because there is a need to orient oneself 
and get an idea of what has, should and could be done. Without this 
knowledge of the landscape there can be few critical studies questioning 
conventional truths. Without this ability to find one's own way there 
may be instead a tendency to follow patronising professors and fashion
able trends. A review, second, because we need to know what to look for 
when, thereafter, probing into the theories on politics and development, 
the vast amount of empirically oriented studies, and the scattered but 
vital material that is available only in the field. A review, third, that really 
is concise - because all this work is very time-consuming. 

The structure of the book, therefore, is as follows. Part 1 is an introduc
tion to the debate on what the study of politics and development in the 
Third World should be about. How should one define the problem area? 
How should the studies be organised in relation to various specialised 
subjects? What analytical approaches is it possible to discern? What 
political and other external factors have shaped the studies and the 
various schools of thought? 

This way, we may also formulate questions to structure Part 2 of the 
book, which is a small-scale survey of the main schools of thought that 
have framed the study of Third World politics and development over 
time. We ask how different scholars - during different political and 
intellectual conjunctures - have delineated the subject and specified, 
described and explained the problems, and what prescriptions result. 

I have striven, on the one hand, to present a critical account, and there 
are no special attempts to conceal my own views behind purportedly 
objective formulations. (It is better that the reader be able to ascertain 
where the author stands - and so can be on guard against possible 
mistakes and distortions - than that the author employs a purportedly 
neutral language which makes critical reading more difficult.) Yet I do 
not, on the other hand, argue on behalf of any particular school. 
Representatives of the various orientations should be. able to recognise 
the lay of the land as described herein. This is to make it easier for the 
reader to form a fair and accurate picture of what others have done; 
thereafter to be able to go ahead on his or her own. 

Part 3, then, is on how to proceed after one has settled on a research 
theme and must decide which orientation, which theories and which 
analytical approaches are most fruitful. The point of departure must be 
the issues that one finds to be of particular interest. The next step is to 
search for those analytical tools and explanations which appear most 
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fruitful, but there is no compulsion to adopt the precepts of any one 
school hook, line and sinker. 

Consequently, Part 3 can only be based on an example of how one can 
proceed within a particular research theme. The theme chosen as an 
ex�ple '.s the most central contemporary one: processes of democrat
isation within the framework of Third World development. 

To begin with, I show how one can argue for specifying the problem of 
democratisation in the context of late development, and how one can 
take a position on the contributions of the various schools. What are the 
theories and perspectives on offer? How fruitful are they? Can they be 
combmed? In which areas is more knowledge needed? When trying to 
answer such que

_
stions, it has been necessary, of course, to go beyond the 

non-partisan review of vanous schools of thought in Part 2. Here in Part 
3, by contrast, I do argue for theses of my own. My initial argument is 
that there 1s a need to go beyond the fashionable preoccupation with the 
nuddle-class, rational elite and 'good governance', and to focus instead 
on the problems of democratisation from below. 

_The next question, then, is what analytical approach to apply - or in 
this case, how one should actually go about studying democratisation 
from bel?w. The dominant perspective is of civil society, and of civic 
commuruty generating soaal capital. However, I do not find this to be 
relevant and fruitful. I substantiate my argument in four sections: first 
by recalli�g a vital cri'.ique related to the civil society/ social capital 
para_digm s own theoretical and empirical premises; second, by question
mg its generahsation to Third World contexts; third (and mainly), by 
showmg how 

_
empmcal results from my own comparative studies in 

India, Indonesia and the Philippines of civil society/ civic community 
movements which really give pnonty to democratisation, speak against 
the theses. These results suggest instead that it is both more relevant and 
fruitful to study the politics of democratisation. Finally, therefore, I also 
discuss how this may be conceptualised, and suggest an approach in 
terms of political space, mclus10n and politicisation. 

The book has primarily, so far, been used in three intellectual contexts: 

• first, as an introduction to the special study of 'politics and develop
ment' within politics departments as well as interdisciplinary units of 
development studies; an introduction which may be accompanied, 
then, by more extensive materials on special themes (such as democ
racy, the state, civil society, gender or ethnicity) in different Third 
World regions. This way the book has been used by graduate as well 
as undergraduate students with an interest in a critical under
standing of various perspectives - for instance, in order to write an 
essay. 

· 

• second, as a regular or self-study introduction to general perspectives 
before students probe mto specialised thematic or area studies 
courses. 
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e third, as an overview of the discourse on various perspectives, 
theories and approaches - and as an introduction to how they may be 
put to use - for students, journalists and development assistance 
workers (among others) who are about to carry out inquiries of their 
own. 

Certainly the book consists, for the most part, of critical analyses of 
different perspectives, and it must be conceded that such texts are often 
long and difficult. I have tried to write clearly enough, however, that the 
reader need not know everything about the theories beforehand. 

I have also tried to keep the text brief enough so as to leave room for 
the exploration of other books as well. For after all, as already indicated, 
we must save enough time to enlarge the picture in just those areas and 
concrete cases where we are particularly interested. 

The references, finally, for reasons of space, have been limited to the 
works cited, together with certain standard works and (where such are 
missing) examples of what sort of research is intended. (In the latter case, 
as a result of my own empirical focus on Asia, studies about that part of 
the world predominate.) This necessary limitation to standard works 
used at first hand, however, may also be misleading. Given the mcreas
ingly globalised structure of dominance within the field, standard works 
usually spring out of the dominant English-speaking Western powers. 
The reader must be aware of the fact that many studies - often at least 
equally good and exciting - are produced in other contexts as well, 
including, of course, in the Third World. 

PART 1 
THE STUDY OF THIRD WORLD 
POLITICS AND DEVELOPMENT 

The first part of the book aims to identify what the study of politics and devel
_
opment in the Third World is about - and to simultaneously identify the questions that will structure the review of the main schools of thought in the second part. 

In Chapter 1 the debate on the problem area is introduced and the author puts forward his own proposal. In Chapter 2 the organisation of studies of politics and late development in relation to other subjects is discussed and 
_
the sub-discipline itself is delimited. Chapter 3 points to various analytical approaches, while Chapter 4 discusses the external factors, politics included, that have shaped the subject and the various schools of thought. 



1 The Problem Area 

Third World Development 

The ultimate reason for this book is what you will not find much about 
in it - the serious problems of development facing most people in the 
Third World and also involving the rest of us. Other analysts have 
already written many good books about those problems. You, being 
interested in this text, have probably read some of them. Therefore, we 
shall move ahead instead by focusing on how politics affects (and is 
affected by) development. 

Before doing so, however, what do we mean by development and 
what is special about the problems in the Third World? 

In normal usage, the term 'development' is multi-faceted, and usually 
value-laden too. For scientific purposes, therefore, it is necessary to settle 
for a more precise definition. On a general level, 'development' refers in 

�:�: ��g�o����e=sse�t=��o�f!:(ii{! !d:;'i!/�;b:;i;;fu:re). �: ( 
term 'bette(_�IC'guifesL9f co11�sec"'li'.�lanatio_I_l of _hgw and for whom a j 
particular way_Q(JJsing...re!l_Qll!C:§ is. more_advantageous ·iliananother. 
For a given use of resources might even result in - at one and the same 
time - the best possible development for one social group and in a 
negative development for another. The resources in question include 
natural resources, technology and capital - and human labour, planning 
and co-operative capacity too. In the social sciences, however, we usually 
take natural resources and technology as givens and concentrate on what 
people do. 

St);ldyi!)g_cigyglgJJJilen!.Prgl:Jle_msthus inyolves id.,ntifyingand.@<tlys
ing_the. _difficultie.s _J2f;'OJ'le _ en.;9Jlllter..in . .their..efforts_to niak<e_ -::_on the 
basis. of _theiryariecl_filte_rests .<llld. ideas._-:.the best possi]Jle use of the 
pot:e__ntinLof.their-rountry; . .regim1 gr :,_ector _of society. 

To this extent, the problems of development - and the various theories 
about them - are universal. Yet we focus our attention here on the Third 
World. At the outset,�uld argue that the demarcation of the term is 
still meaningful. Fo�g, the inheritance from colonialism and the 7;:-�n; s�gg� rem;ns 

_
significant. For another, development in the 

r or - e m ustrialisation of East Asia rncluded - has been a 
comparatively late affair. The newcomers may be able to draw on 
experiences in previously industrialised couniries but face rather differ
ent conditions, often dominated by the forerunners.' Finally, this late 
development has led to great suffering and adjustment difficulties for 
extremely large numbers of people, even in cases where the successes 
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have been and are considerable. (Henceforth, 'late development' and 
'Third World development' or 'development in the Third World' will 
therefore be used interchangeably. ) 

Others question this, talk of diversities and specificities, and recom
mend beginning at the empirical end rather than with assumptions 
about a common problem area. It is important, they say, to acquire an 
unbiased and comprehensive knowledge of individual countries and 
regions before iounersing oneself in political questions, making compar
isons and possibly taking up general questions of development too.2 
They give priority, accordingly, to the study of areas with a common 
culture (southern India or the Arab world, for example), and to institutes 
such as those specialising in Africa or Asia. 

As far as I understand it, there are two fundamental arguments for this 
standpoint. Op.e is b�e<:l_o!l_tJ:ie_ n()tig_n that ffi)1cD _gf_Jhe __ dev.,lopment 
discussion has to do with models and forms of assistance that confronted 
eacli.�o1:ltei:"<li]'rinifu� 't9iSI Wai §:n\i tl}e anii=i.ID.p;;rl;;Ii�!�t;.;;ggle. :N..;w 
these models and projects are passe. As a matter of fact, the claim goes, 
there are not so many overarching alternatives remaining. Cultural and 
other local differences thus become decisive. The _s<e_co11.'! argument is __ 
that, in addition to the invalid political projects, the ge11eral-level scien
tific theories .are a!s_o UI\frnitfuL becaJlse de.v@loping countries_.have 
become so unlike each other, while specific features have assumed such 
great importance. 

I can certainly concur with much of this, especially with the need for 
thoroughgoing empirical studies. Taken together, however, I think the 
arguments go too far and put us on the wrong track. 

It may be, to begin with, that much of the development debate (and 
many interdisciplinary development seminars and development studies 
progranunes too) had its roots in the disputes and interests of the Cold 
War and the anti-colonial struggle. At"ea st!J.dJ"s d9 not howevgr, Jack 
skeletons in the closet.e.ither. They may be useful for comparative studies 
of siffiilffi.'cases-(to-explain differences by identifying missing links), but 
they originated, primarily, in the interests of superpowers and their allies 
in gathering the expertise required for influencing former colonies and 
client states that had become important markets or major recipients of 
development assistance. So even if such interests often make it easier to 
procure resources for education and research, this approach, it seems to 
me, is not exactly innovative, at least not from the standpoint of critical 
research.3 

Second, it may be true that many of the development alternatives from 
the Col<:\ Wm:_e.n_d_the anti-iinperi_ali_st_ strnggle_are. now-history. They are 
no longer the current-models which need comparing. However, neither 
hist�ry_!lorth".�j;ruggle.;igainstpQ�erty ... carne to an end with thie_C.old 
War. Now there are other models that need to be compared. Neo-liberal 
sfu.ictural adjustment, for instance, stood in glaring contrast to the 
strategy that was applied in the developmental states of East Asia. Out in 
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the field, .moreo;er, new options are emerging, not least among popular orgarusations. Fmally, the study of politics and late development is not JUst a matter of examining different development policy models; it is also, and in at least as high a degree, a_gues(i_<J!l_()!_ai:ia\y__s!_�lt":"'._P2Ji!i.cs and development come tog.,§_e_r_\nEali!)';J!!ld though the international 
balance-ot-powet1fas·Cfianged, much of this reality remains the same for most people in the Third World. 

Third, granted, developing countries differ increasingly from one another. No longer can we equate the Third World with the Third Estate during the French Revolution, or describe it as a sort of unified proletariat on a world scale. Howey�-�trll.C:.l':'�s,jJlll1i!!l.tiQ!15-aud organisations created by colonialism, anti-feudalism and anti-imperialism are still i_m_JJ.<JI!@l. Moreov'er;·everyonE>would .. seem tO agree .that internationalisation, and _with it various new relations of dependence, is ass�ng eve� greater importance. One need only follow the business and foreign affairs pages m the newspapers to realise what enormous power international financial actors possess. The same may be said of media giants such as CNN and organisations such as the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. 
These common factors, old and new, do not have the same effects needless to say, in countries that are highly different from each othe� such as Tanzania and Taiwan. Internationalisation, for one, interacts with internal political and economic conditions. But we should not forget the fundamental importance of history as well as of new internationalisation just b

.
ecause specific features are decisive when our purpose is to explain the differences. We need mstead to analyse these differences and inequalities within the framework of the legacy of the past as an increasingly mtegrated sy stem. 

Fourth, I would argue, not even the politics of development within the various countri.es has come to vary so much that we are obliged to begin with the specific. There 1s still a special kind of .E()]itjcs of late development, the po]it(�al_ aspecLoLw:hich.callsfor cLQsf!�llOay.--·-· ·- -Let us examine this controversial thesis more closely. For if it does not hold true, then one can question - the earlier arguments notwithstanding - whether 1t is SCientifrcally fruitful to apply an overarching approach to the study of Third World politics and development. 

Third World Politics of Development: 
The Symbiosis of the Political and Economic 
Spheres 

I shall argue that the particular Third World politics of development -that 
_
constitutes the problem area of this book and calls for closer analysis preCisely of its political aspects - is characterised by how the political 
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and economic s heres, ·ust as in earlier industrialised countries, are 
tig tly interwoven, but in such a way at t e po itica is particularly 
important. I shall refer to a symbiosis of the political and econormc 
spheres - having in mind thereby a politically dominated combmation of 
the two - and I shall argue that this can be traced m turn to coloruahsm, 
the national revolutions and the comparatively late post-colonial devel
opment efforts. 

Endogenous Transitions to Capitalism 

In feudal societies landlords had to use extra-economic political coercion 
to force serfs to yield up a portion of what they produced. Peasants had 
a certain access to production tools and to land, and but for the coerc10n 
in question they would have been able to exploit those resources on their 
own behalves. 

In most parts of Europe this changed with the spread of capitalism and 
the bourgeois revolutions. The old ruling class lost its foothold. At the 
same time, however, the larger part of the population lost its access to 
land and the means of production. So even if the feudal lords dis
appeared, the common people could not survive on their own. Instead 
they were forced to sell their labour power to the capitalists, who 
controlled most of the resources. The_n.,w_.11lli.nK. class_ disJ._not.need, 
therefore, tu-.use . .a& much.�oliticaLcoer.<ion._'!s .. .il:§.1'.r_E'�essor - its 
economic power usually sufficed. Politics and economics were still 
dependent on each other, but in new forms. Politics was now less 
decisive. It had become possible, for instance, to distinguish between 
state and civil society.4 

This took place in a variety of ways, naturally, and the process was an 
uneven one. Semi-feudal relations lingered, for instance, on large estates 
in Eastern Europe. In most cases, moreover, mercantilism played an 
important role.5 Even in such countries as Great Britain, state regulation 
and protection were more important than is evident from the dommant 
description of history drawn from Adam Smith's claims about the ideal 
free market. If, moreover, we follow the European emigrants to settler 
colonies such as those in North America, we discover that there it was 
not anti-feudal bourgeois revolutions, but rather the extermination of the 
indigenous population - in combination with a libertarian pioneer spirit 
and later on the abolition of slave labour - that prepared the way for 
capitalism and the relative separation of state and civil society. 

Colonial Expansion of Capitalism 

Of particular interest to us, however, is what happened when capitalism 
started spreading to the Third World, that is, to colonies which could not 
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be conquered as easily as those in North America or Australia. In the 
Third World, G•pita±ism did llUL crmtri:btrte---� 
mentioning to a relative separation of th2 pelitical and econem._ic 
�On the contrary, permanent political coercion was often neces
sary for subjugating both peoples and existing states and organisations. 
And this subordination was necessary in turn for creating and maintain
ing unequal relations of trade, plantation cultivation and raw materials 
exploitation. 

The empire builders could rely to some extent on their own instru
ments of power and govern directly from the metropolis, for example 
through governors general. But these power instruments were insuffi
cient. They governed, therefore, by indirect means as well - partly 
through colonists who established themselves in the new 'provinces' (in 
Latin America particularly), and partly by propping up local feudal-like 
lords and letting them do the job (especially in Africa and Asia). 

The capitalist empire-builders thus contributed to conserving and 
further developing both the mercantile integration. of the p\lh�
economic s heres that they brought with them from Euro e, and the 
feudal-like ones whic alre · o onies. These en 
reinforced each other, and the irony is that capitalism in th� Thircl_ World 
thus shaped not the same but a similar kin�_political 
and econornics.pheres which it had 11ndermfoed.iu.±he.We,st. H� 
is the source of the symbiosis of the political and economic spheres 
which still characterises the relation between politics and development 
in the majority of developing countries today. 

National Revolution 

But that is not all. This symbiosis soon became a fundamental obstacle to 
development - even, paradoxically enough, for the colonial economy 
itself. Colonial plantations required, for example, a large measure of 
political coercion. This inhibited economic dynamism. The_soil in which 
capitalists might grow to economic power and political independence 
was poor. Sweepjug bourgeois reyolutions were conspicuous byJb.eir 
a1isence. Tber..,fore, the Third World counte art t is revolu" 
lions of Europe ecame e nation revolutions - which assumed a 
markedly political character. 

Wellnigh all oppositional ffirces had to orient themselves primarily to 
the achievement of changes by political means. This was the only way, 
almost everyone said, to prepare the way for economic and social 
development. Both bourgeois nationalists and Communists found it 
untenable to await some sort of natural �d progressive capitalist 
dev

.
elopment. They sought, instead, a p�cut' to develop

�cal political struggle against the imperialists anat� 
men would result in independent nation-states. These would be able in 
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their turn to carry out anti-feudal land reforms and industrial develop
ment. Only through such political intervention would the way be opened 
for a sort of parallel in the Third World to the bourgeois-revolutionary 
changes and the modernisation processes of the West. 

Here, then, we have a further important reason why the political and 
economic spheres in the Third World continued to grow together in a 
fashion rendering the former particularly important. Colonial economic 
dJI.1amism was insufficient �fot oRly did the colonialists find palitical 
coerciou vecessai:y for maintaining their exploHative position, but th.e 
opposition also had to assign top priority to p�al work and organ!s
ing in order to get anywh<:Ie. 
Nation-State Development Projects 

This tendency towards a politically dominated interlacing of the political 
and economic spheres was further stren ened when the victorious 
politicians in the Third World assumed cor1trol over t e o colonial state 
apparatuse_s. First in Latin erica, where the struggle then contif\ue 
against American neo-colonialism and feudal-like domestic oligarchies. 
Then in Asia, and finally in Africa. Radical politicians were able to 
launch dev.!:!2pment projects based o�- It was a question 
of integrating ethnic and other national minorities, creating a 'real' 
nation-state and combating all forms of colonialism. Parliamentary and 
executive organs would be used to get production going, for domestic 
entrepreneurs were as weak as the big international companies were 
strong. 

In addition to the nationalists, other social engineers were in action as 
well. Especially following the Second World War, and during the Cold 
War, 'friendly' governments and aid agencies - in the industrialised 
countries of both the West and East - were gripped by a similar 
fascination with the possibilities of achieving rapid development 
through planned and state-led methods. 

The Politics of Stagnation and Rapid Growth 

The original nation-state projects in most developing countries are now 
in crisis. Many political short cuts to a better standard of living have not 
brought the desired results. Central planning has often proved a failure. 
The environment has been ruined. More people than anywhere else in 
the world remain powerless and poor. Women are kept down. Ethnic, 
religious and other minorities are oppressed. The list of failures is a long 
one. It is perhaps unsurprising, in view of all this, that for more than a 
decade now the calls have rung out for deregulation and privatisation -
the object being to deepen civil society and to reduce the political 
sphere. 

The problem area 13 

To begin with, however, it is important to keep a sense of historical 
proportion here. We should not throw out the baby with the bath water. 
Just some ten years ago, for instance, we all paid homage to the French 
Revolution. Commentators noted, certainly, that the revolution derailed 
and ended in terror. Yet it was the historical significance of this event that 
was�__citizenJ>J!i:E'i liberty, equality and fraternity; the break
through of the Enlightenmentanuor ranoruillsm. Some of the better 
sides, in other words, of a modernism which has now lost its way. So let 
us J:)Ot fall victim to the fashionable tendency to ignore (or to emp� 
solely what 'went wrong' with) the French Revolution's counterpart in 
our own time the--modern nalionai revolutions of the 'fldrd "\>\ltffld. 

These revolutions and the movements that achieved them were influ
enced, of course, by modernisation projects in the West as well as in 
state-socialist countries. These movements took a critical view moreover 
of those they referred to (rightly or wrongly) as traditionalist; with root� 
in obdurate religion, ethnicity or semi-feudal relations. But the really 
inlportant and historically unique feature of these movements was 
something else. A good part of them tried, at the same time, to reform 
their own cultures and religions. They sought to combine positive 
elements from their own traditions with the valid insights and experi
ences of Western modernism (including bourgeois revolutions and 
socialist orientations), so that ordinary people could become independ
ent citizens in their own countries; so that they could control and 
develop their own resources; and so that they could improve their own 
living conditions. Accordingly; the stn1ggle for democragr and human 
rights in the Third World is neither new nor an exclusively Western 
innov�-fi-

OICourse, the character cl these national projects varied. The old 
Zapatistas (in Mexico), for example, had one line, Nyerere a second, Mao 
a third, Gandhi a fourth, Nehru a fifth. Granted,.486-the_�ory of the 
nation-sta!e�asb<>err-written,._ Regional and lo�condI--· tig.� been ovenook-ed. Alternative nati�nal identities have been 
concealed. The perspective of the oppressed has seldom formed the 
point of departure. And certainly much has gone wrong, as mentioned 
above, and the outcomes have been far from those intended. However, it 
is scientifically unfruitful to deny the common effort to reform and 
synthesise what used to be called the 'traditional' and the 'modern'. 
Likewise it would be awkward to disregard the historical advances and 
processes that have been set in motion. Not only such advances as , 
citizenship in independent countries, but also modest and incomplete 

I land reforms - which nevertheless stand out, in comparison with what 
happened during centuries of colonialism, as rapid and drastic changes 
for the better. 

Moreover, in addition to keeping a sense -of historical proportion, we 
should remember that dere · · · tion have not usually 
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take · creased stren h ce of bvsi-
ne smen and entrepreneurs. On the contrary, the strength of such groups 
has depended for t e mos art on dubious political changes in which 
foreign political forces have often taken part. The main result is that 
certain politician§,_Qfficial.s-.dl.or their associates have been able to 

_establisb tborrselves as p1ivatc 01 senci pFinate capi±:illists - as in many of { the countries where structural adjustment programmes have been carp ried out, as well as in many of the miracle economies of East and South
' East Asia that now face adjustment. 4 _ Finally, most scholars agree that forceful and efficient political regula-1(�. tion lay behind, for many years, the only cases of extensive and rapid 

social and economic development to be found in the Third World, 
namely those of East and South-East Asia - while the recent crisis in the 
area is rather related to the various forms of semi-privatisation and...lack 
of efficent regulation mentioned in the previous..wiragraph. 

So the crux of the matter is scarcely too much politics, or unwise 
political short cuts, or however one chooses to put it. Politics is obviously 
needed. The question is rather which political forms, contents and 
processes promote what kjnd of development? Even morg...linportantly: 
how, and und�Ji.at _qrcumstances, do such uncommon politics 
emerge? It is clear, in any case, that the symbiosis of'lhe political and 
economic spl'leres-:tssfilr,TOr��r for worse, of immense importance 
in most developing countries. 

� 

Other Themes? 

The above delimited characteristics of Third World politics of develop
ment in terms of the symbiosis of the political and economic spheres 
constitute thus what this author holds to be the most relevant way of 
describing the problem area for systematic studies of its political aspects 
- that is, the study of politics and late development. Others, of course, 
have suggested different themes, including modernisation, dependency, 
rent-seeking and transaction costs. ln the second part of the book, 
therefore, we shall ask precisely what kinds of themes other scholars 
have given priority to within their paradigms. Before doing so, however, 
it is time to proceed here by asking instead how political science studies 
of late development have been organised and should be organised. 

Notes 

1 On the concept of late development in general, see for a classical study 
Gerschenkron, Economic Backwardness in Historical Perspective. 
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2 _For a recent example, see Manor, Rethinking Third World Politics (My partiatl
_
ar thanks to In?a Brandell, who does not agree with some �£ m conclus10ns, for man� stimulating discussions on these questions!) 

y 
3 As far as an�ysmg the relation between politics and late development is concerned, one rrught add that problem formulations and the link t · 

scientifi dis . d th 
o ongomg c �ss10ns. an eories - which often generate exciting and fruitful re�ults - easily re�eive less emphasis in area shldies, especially at institutes WI:�ut a challe_ngmg programme of basic and advanced education. Y crvil socrety is usually meant voluntary associations and public (thou h often pnvately controlled) communication that are independent of the state 

g 
5 A policy making its appearance in Western Europe in the mid-lSOOs whereby the state :prorno:ed £�reign trade and domestic industry. 

' 
6 For a recent stimulating discussion, see Markoff, Waves of Democracy. 
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The very political aspects of Third World development have rarely been 
addressed in their own right. Usually, they have rather been analysed m 
t of three more fashionable frameworks: th -ofpOlitical 
modernisation, Third Wo.tld...po]jtics and the politics of development. 
There is a need to orgauIBe the �ork _El_� 
Political Modernisation 

Development in general, as we know, is a value-laden concept. Similarly, 
po_\i,tical developmeo.i (development of politics, that is) has hitherto been 
related primarily to the study of equally dlsputecf modermsation. We 
shall return to the details when discussing the var10us schools of thought 
in the second part of the book, but let us sketch some characteristics with 
relevance to the organisation of the studies. 

The point of departure in mainstream studies of political development 
was non-Marxist analyses of how modern political sy�s (complex, 
specialised, legitimate and so on) seemed to _work in West-European and .. 
North American nation-states.1 The essential functions that any such 

, J.. ·· sy:-stem w-as assumed to handle included po_ litical social!__...._· sati _on and 
jw('.UiCfV c.==- . - d 
\ ------ recruitment, inter�n and ag?re�ati?n, 2cornmurncatmn_ a_n 

ru].e-making, rule application and rule ad1ud1ca!J_on. In mode _rn societies, 
the functions were taken care of by mstitutions and orgamsations such as 
interest groups, parties, parliaments and mass media. 

In addition there were n-tions, for instance concern
,i, -,.-e ing how a stable and legitimate political system should be designed to 

�t0'ri""' d . c . -___- prevent the re-emergence of Fascism/Nazism an contam ommurusm 
- including by way of representative poli�cracy.3 . 

Finally there were attempts to generalise about the. history of the 
modern political functions and institutions. All countries, analysts of 
political develo �ent · , as 
na . The remaining question, therefore, 
was in what way various actors had tackled them under different 
conditions. 

In the 1ate fifties and early sixties a particularly forceful attempt was 
made to apply this paradigm to the development of politics in the Third 
World as well. The studies and the ideals of the West were turned mto 
grand universal theories of political development. These were then 
applied to the 'non-Western world'. Scholars "':�ed, for mstai;ce, how 
Third World cm1ntries dealt with 'universal political �ns such as 
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political socialisation or interest aggregation? Did there develop modern 
political cultures, as well as institutions like parties, to tackle them? Were 
the political systems and the politicians able to simultaneously handle 
challenges such as national integration, social mobilisation, economic 
development and social welfare which in the West had been spread out 
over centuries? How would it be possible to build stable and legitimate 
governments and contain radical nationalists and Communists? Or, to 
take the approach of dissident scholars, how would it be possible to 
build stable and legitimate ggvernments to prmnote a radical nation
s�ct? _o_r to build strong political movements tollght nnperia!-
1sm ex lmtatio dictatorshi '? · 

oreticall this aradi m ca sized Leading scholars could not 
even agree on what should be meant by po1itical development. Histor
ians asked to probe into the emergence of modern politics in Europe and 
North America found little evidence of the general functions and pat
terns that eneralising political scientists talked of.5 Strict applications in the T · d World of po "tic eve opment theories were few, sterile and 
set aside vital factors which did not fit into the universal categories. 
Critical studies of Marxist versions of political development theories and 
political projects pointed to similar problems.• 

More pragmatic and normative studies of political development, how
ever, survived and got a new lease of life during the eighties and 
nineties, primarily in the wake of the transition from authoritarian t:..G, 74 
regimes in Southern Europe, Latin America and then Eastern Europe as 
well. Many of the previous attempts to cover general structural and 
historical factors were played down and replaced by explicitly normative 
studies of political institutions and rational action among the elite - in 
favour of somewhat uncontextualised concepts and values of civil soci-
ety, human rights, political democracy and good governance.' 

The focus upon universalistic grand theories, concepts and norms in the 
study of political modernisation has continuously been under attack 
from scholars of 'actuaY Third World politics. Their basic argument is 
that we need to study the institutions, organisations policies and id� 
gies as such take them at face value, contextualise them,_llll.d look into 
t�This, of course, m�in various ways and to 
different degrees. Some �· grafvwbcoricing and focus instead on 
comparative studies of actually existing political institutions, functions 
and issues.8 Others apply what they hold to be more appropriate 
cateocories such as patrimonialism and patron-clientism.9 Yet others claim ?-"'�if>'� 

is a need to rethink entirely, caJlmgfor more explorative, 
historical and consistent contextual venturesrn ' 
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Box 2 .1  The political dimension 

We attempt in this book to get a special grip on politics in relation 

to late development. Hence we may ask ourselves how, in the first 

place, politics as such can be specified and its most important 

aspects delineated. . 
People co-operate in many ways. Let us leave the nuclear family 

aside (but not kinship bonds and extended families, which often have 

great polipcal significance in developing countnes) and concentrate 

on the larger society. Let us restrict ourselves, m the process, to . 
questions of economics and of politics. Picture m your mmd a pubhc 

square containing a market and a public gathering area, and a 

collection of surrounding buildings .  
Jn some of these buildings goods and services are prod_uced and then 

exchanged in the market. We may term this the economic sphere. 

Jn other buildings different groups of people gather, p
_
artly for the 

sake of their interest in particular questions, partly for d1scussmg if 

and how, in their view, everyone round the square should co- . 
operate. The different groups then converge in the central meeting 

area in order to decide what they have in common and how this 

should be managed. l:i!'.i:g_i§...ll.� . . . 
There is a grey zone of course. This is where political economy is 

most important: in other words, where politics and economics come 

together. What happens in production and In the market affects 

those who collaborate politically. Those who collaborate politically 

seek to regulate production and to organise the market, perhaps, to 

further their class interests with the help of both pubhc and pnvate 

organisations and institutions. 

Another way of delineating the political sphere is to specify its scope 

and to distinguish between its form and its co_ntent. We can then 

locate the political process in a field overlapping both the forms and 

content of politics. (See Figure 2 . 1 .) 

Figure 2 .1  The political scope, forms, content and processes 
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To begtn with - the scope of t:: :ol:�::=�h 
questions, institutions and activiti av ·�&or, in othef 
words, have been the object of common sociclsl d�!ib';�ruch 
are privately conducted and controlled instead? (Which does not 
mean, of course, that such activities do not also carry political 
c_onseguences.) 

It has become increasingly common, since the beginning of the 
1980s, to set the state against civil society. It should be noted, 
however, that politics and politicisation can mean much more than 
the state and its expansion. Politicisa�so.take.place,..fm ._ 
example, through movements and organisations in civil society. 
Poli!L�.fh.ererore:-@.l<1stfli9tIT}ITTFie stateand-irl J:>arts-6lcrvn 
society. And we should not forg�t th� .inte��ati;,-;,aT level, including 
various political organisations as well as business corporations. 

Then there are the forms of politics. These refer to political 
structures, institutions and organisations. The forms of politics are 
found on various levels - local, national and international. Such 
structures and rules tnclude constitutional questions, the de facto 
distribution of power between legislative, executive and judicial 
branches, the role of the military in society, etc. The forms of 
government - which may be more or less democratic - also bear 
mentioning here, as do the informal institutions or rules usually 
studied tn terms of political culture. The forms of politics also 
include, finally, institutions in the sense of organisations (henceforth I 
shall only use, in order to avoid misunderstanding, the term 
'organisations' or more specific designations). These may be 
overarching bodies such as states or local governments, or parties 
and various other organisations and movements active within the 
political arena (including their leaders and members) . 

Third, the �l}i_Q{J!Qlitics� part this -�-ans id���
p�mes an_.9.mliti@l._strategies for furthering development. In 
part it means the actual decisions taken and their implementation, 
including withtn public administration - what is done, that is, by 
political means. 

Let us look, finally, at the political processes taking place in the 
common arena within which political actors operate. The arena and 
the processes are constituted and limited by the scope, forms and 
content of politics; that is to say, by the issues that have been 
pc•Illlcis,ea, by the political structures, institutions and organisations, 

by the predominant ideas and strategies. The political actors 
then collaborate and compete in their efforts to safeguard various 

and to carry out their plans. And of course their actions 
also, in turn, repercussions for the scope, forms and content of 
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reaso.na:ble us@ of their own limited resources. Politics, the critics con
cl�de, must rather be studied as part of the general process of devtl.;p-

, p.ent: the study of the politics of development. _ _  _ -� To substantiate their thesis, the sCholars of the politics of development 

Similarly, it is argued, political scientists in the Third World m�s�b
_
e 

z free to bulld independent and empirically well-rooted studies o t eir { own countries without taking norms and theorit;s based on
. 
European or 

--, North American experiences as points of departure. Senous scholars 
from outside should adapt to such standards and, to take a contempor; '·· ·  

ary parallel, not repeat the mistake of the_experts of the 
_
Internationa � ·

Monetary I'.®4, .YYhQ.Jl�. fu.."_§!'!l!" tool�b())(_ and___EE:.Scrtbe the same �:· 
mealciil;-�herever th_§' find themselves. . al 

argue that many circumstances and factors conspire in a process of 
development. Overarching theories of development - on which factors 
are most central and how these relate to one another - can certainly be 
found. Some scholars, for example, stress modernisation, others depend
ency.12 Yet, critics concede, we need to restrict our empirical focus as it is �;-years, and in addition to these primarily mtellectu

_ 
argu-

ts more detailed and contextualised knowledge of specific Third 
�:ld politics has also been in the interests of international agen

_
cies, 

colonial ex-powers such as Britain, France a�d th� Neth:erlan� -post w: 
dominants like the USA, their regional allies like Austral!�, and n

_
e 

formations such as the European Union. With globalisation, 
_
similar 

interests have now also spread to small countries like the Scandmavian 

• .  not fruitful to study a great many aspects all at the same time. The Ji • question is how. 
,, _ - On the one hand it is possible, of course, to focus on some of the most 

important factors within the bounds of established social science dis
ciplines. Human geographers analyse, for example, how people use 

· natural resources. Sociologists and anthropologists study how norms 
arise, and what role social differentiation and social movements play. 
Historians focus on changes over time. Economists look at how people on;�en together, these acadermc and political trends have paved 

a
�: produce goods and services and exchange them in the market. Political 

a for olitical science inquiries as well as more mterdisciplm
_
ary scientists concentrate on how people establish institutions to organise .{:tu�ies J actual politics (includmg admimstratlon and political id�a� i� society and to acquire influence over developments. Other factors on l l�dividual Third World countries and regions. Given the relative ac 0 which to focus include language and religion. 

knowledge, both types of studies are needed, no doubt - but t��r
-
�

.
,'.'.�� On the other hand, scholars of the politics_ of development continue, 

ll Th hi h estgem of 1mwersal tbeom:;;-wrtr�• studying develop�sbord to which important problems as we . e g 
d diff ch th ·--•-'J.. . .  '-'--- "'- h h " man , oJi+;cal science departwents eyen m Third World countries, oes erent experts can e�!"_�u.u.u..Wuilu�r Le Laracter ClL.... 

not �n�ourage the sufficiently serious kind of empi�ical studies 
_
that are de_velo me �---efruitfulness of development studies, depends less 

needed mcluding at the local level, m the field and rn co-oper�t10n w1
h
th on �QtID.e.ingrn.d�ms se wor to e er. is a ' . 5 t 1 b7T a:Rd area studws atL-t e c01Uplicated dish 1Adtb many ingredients which only attains its distinc-scholars of other persuaswns. ep�e cm n 

d f non live character when they have all been cooked together. So even if we Other hand, are often la ed b worse isease o - , 
1 1 ti And a basic need to focus on certain factors (political ones, for example), we must mrnnarative and non-theoretical empirica exp ora ons. 

th r
'"""""'
oblem m both lllStitutional frameworks, and in both 

_
the North and e . primaril)S study how these factors relate to others. P t d pend on Hence, the r.articular problems of devJ;)cpment - for which it may at South' i·s that studies of Third World politics often continue o � levant' fir th h d ally re ; · st appear ere is room in t e traditional disciplines - r�_guire a external fundmg and interests in politically an econormc 

th h d tu somewhat · __ ;; knowledge of adjacent areas. Take e case of uman geographers who topics, thus making intellectual and concerne ven res [ study the degree to which the natural resources of developing countries troublesome n �,can be sustained - such scholars can hardly neglect political and eco-
' nomic interests and organisations. And most development economists 

The Politics of Development 
· realise that, whatever their assumptions about the functioning of perfect � . . • markets, they must also study institutional factors. :i• .. _. This quandary, the students of politics and develo ment argue, should 

hil tudies of political modernisation as well as of Third World �·•'1>.� sOIVee , situa an sm o ·cs � art o . e inter-Meanw e, s . . . d b ch 1 arguing that problems of <level- ;
_
disci f develo ment. If we are rnterested m agranan liti s have been criticise Y s o ars 

·•· d 1 f th 
po c . h . t f d parture nor addressed in a F'. eve opment, or instance, we must apply interdisciplinary eories of opment have neither bee� 

t t�!�'.;ai: n:rrow-minded politic�- �; agrarian problems to identify what essential factors are involved and frmtful way. On
_
theSQJJ±r 'Ji 0 

f b . able to say �\}tow they interrelate - and then. study the role of poli�s when all the tists _have deprived themselves 0 even erng 
wus dilemma: z>;factors come together. If concentration of land; control of inputs and meaningful about what is probab Y

ul 
e Uff Pi'"Tndcanno�make •

.
l
.
·
_
·
_
·•
.
·
_
proper irrigation; fragmentation and monopolisation of markets; class th�s po_p ation s � i. 
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and ethnic organisation; and the subordination of women are among the 

essential and interacting factors, what is then the importance of politics 
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,in this interacjj,gDl. ;; 
· These kinds ofinterdisciplinarily oriented queries have usually proved_ X 

th� West just _as much as� theses of political modernisation. 
Hence, �e drum goes.r there is a need to turn to more careful empirical 
explorations, to study the actual processes, including at the grass-roots 
level, with more open conce�nd to pay more attention for instance 
to historic"1..""d cultural aspects.16 ' 

While this critique, however, can be ·dealt with within the framework 
6 of studies of the politics of development, another objection is more 
ij.\ troublesome fo_r stu_d�ts w�o want to focus on the very political factors. 

The argument 1mphed m this more serious mos t eories 
;t�) - of d ,. ·- , c '.£.__Rf-€-&txpposed to set t'.'>ttr sWAies of 

the rple of palitks. give little room for qualified in depth study of th<; 
.f'arE.-.cular dynarrucs and rmportance of politic!?. - mcluding administra-

'.. tion and forms of government, institutions and organisations, ideologies 
and discours;s, �ollCles and str�tegies. The most frequently given exam
ples are the old socio-econonucally oriented theories of modernisation 
and .dependency,17 but one may just as well refer to the currently more 

diffimlt to pmsue within political science departments. Even the some· · 

what more specific question of how and why politiCsTs used to influence 

the economy has attracted less interest among established political 

scientists than among economists. For instance, classical economists such 

as Adam Smith, Karl Marx and J.M. Keynes focused on the role of 

politics and organised interests in the economy and vice versa. Then, 

political economy assumed great importance during the post-war efforts 

to rebuild Europe and Japan and to generate growth in the former 

colonies. One classical example in the latter context is Gunnar Myrdal's 

Asian Drama.13 In more recent years, moreover, theories about rent

seeking politicians and bureaucrats,14 and about institutional factors, 

have achieved particular importance. "' fashionable attempts at 
. 
buildmg an alternative theory for 'another 

. 
development', within which politics is not only opposed to civil society 
b��-�

f-��-12-.��n seen as 'part of the problem'.r_s 

Politics and Late Development 

. The major problems with the frameworks delineated so far are thus: 

In glaring contrast, however, many contributions by 5h 1dents of the 

politics of development including the ra1e of the state have required 

pWial disassociation from political science proper.15 Many scholars have 

even concluded that, ideally, fruitful studies of the politics of develop· 

ment call for the establishing of a new social science discipline, or at least ··;• 

separate institutes focusing on development. Within suctl. frameworks, 

and within processes of several interrelating factors including economic, 

social and cultural, it would then be possible to specialise in the 

importance of politics. (See Figure 2.2.) 

Such projects, however, have not only b_een up against representatives, • that studies of_ political development lack sufficient empirical founda-

of estab1ished....msl:il::ut"6 and disciplines, standing guard over their . tion m the Third World, tend to uncritically apply Western norms 

hegemony. One s�tiaLcritique of the dissident J2!9ject is that mru;>y J\ and tend also to focus on the level of the 'national' elite· 
' 

of the achiallv e�_mµ�epts, and norms found . •... '.; • that attempts at providing. this missing empirical found;tion through 

their�� cal ene alisa,oon� ·• explorations and descnptions of Third World politics run the risk of 

Figure 2.2 Development studies as a discipline or topic for 

separate institutes containing various interrelated 

sub-specialities 

" bemg particularistic; 
• that both these frameworks have politics rather than problems of 

development as their point of departure; 
'' ·•. t):iat interdisciplinary analyses of the politics of development, first Gust 
,c like studies of political development), often apply Eurocentric grand �;. theones and,_ even more serious, lack a theoretical format giving due 

space to the rmportance of politics. 

Many of these problems may be tackled, I would argue, by going 
beyond the old frameworks to identify and combine, instead, their 

'{; _13_d:Vantag�s. Students of politics who share a serious (but not necessarily 0. fnmary) mterest in problems of development should thus be able to 
f,-��e out a new subdiscipline within political science w-bjch for short �;,·n;iay be labelled 'politics and development'. A subdiscipline ;..hich ma; 
'�·be likened to that of development economic-?.-withinJ:h.e larger subject of rfeconorrucs. A subd1sc1pJine, though, which should c:!ffine its questions irr 
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the frame-wolf Qf fHlW politics relates to other_f.actors jn processes _of 

dev o men! but then cone em iricall well- d smdies · ·  

of�lf (rather _than on their interrelation 
Relating to and Focusing upon Third World 
Politics 

!' This question about the role of politics in processes of development is 
l'' what students of the politics of development would probe into. l'Qr_.us,.--with all the other factors), aP<'l ooly--thefeafter turn to umyersal 

Starting off with the Politics of Development 

however, it is enough to have identified the major relatio�een 
!;> politics and developmem aJtctl'�blems mvolved. Tuereaft<?r we 
} l!§_ to proceed by fornsi"g on the relevant aspects of politics itself.,_TI!j[_ 
:··:. is our homework within olitical science. or instance, if we know of the 

Initially, when studying politics and development, we draw, thus, on the •'." gener importance of the state in the process of agrarian development, 
advantages of the studies of the politics of development. The importa�ce �'.{��; _We may focus on the dynamics of the state; or if we_§_ee that democrat-
to any inquiry of formulating the problem is well understood. The pomt •> •isatipn might enable many more peasants to make better use of thelf �·· .-

of departure of our subdiscipline ijust as m the first chapte
� 
of ;;1d; b

�
ok) ·�·· resources, we ma c on the roblems of such democratisation. � 
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and ideas) the best possible use of thelf potenl!al? As this question ):� focus on e re evant o ca m r · . ____ J�� b.J 
involves many different factors, it must be specified m co-operation with ., ·· .  At this point we mm instead to the advantages of the smdy of Third 'Z ';;:t,;;i:f' 
scholars from many disciplines, in relation to relevant develop_ment : ;World politics. That is, to the attempts at overcoming invalid old theories � 
theories and from knowledge of people's acmal problems. As this co- )�,> and insufficient empirical bases with solid field smdies, descriptions and ii> .iY .J.k 
operati;n in mm requires that smdents of va�ed •L; sometimes even explorations. However, there is an in-built tendency in "'! c 

b . inars an o ment studies this venture towards particularism. So how can we Ian and carry out f&l' 'i\.i.�:v 
:��tgnre 2.3.) . . r we
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Within this framework, however, our next task is to identify our ';? spe_ctive? This should be possib 

problem area: the politics of development (see pp. 9-14). What are the :·. deve o men ues ons o i enti .. - · t e rele ant guestions to ocus � 
political aspects of development? As qm general deyelapment questi.on i llpOn within Third }Y.or.1"'::]1QliliCS- . . . d 

is what difficuj\jes people face in their efforts to mak�e b.est possibl"- ·} categories within Wffieril political science. (In addition to this we may (' 
use�ntial our olitics-of-development uest10 t role : thus, within political science, go beyond • comparative politics' - the 

Politics plays in this, and what role it mig t play. ..,· established subdiscipline to which slildents of Third World problems 

history human 

geography 

�·. have usually been referred - and also involve relevant parts of the smdy 
bf public administration, political ideas and international relations.) ��� Thus if we were to summarise the new subdiscipline, so far and in one 

(.·. sentence only, we would do so by referring to the specific smdy of the 
economics zi'-political instililtions, structures, agents fil!d .. pJ'.Jl�.S.lieS that affect (and are �:; atte�.el.opmt. (See Figure 2.4.) 

:c.: Four examples of questions that might be raised in the smdy of politics ��'. illld development follow: 

y • In smdies of rapid economic development in newly industrialising 
countries, the role of a comparatively autonomous state has been :� .: given special importance. Within this area of the politics of develop
ment we may now ask questions, for instance, about the character

'."/' istics of this kind of autonomous state and how it has come about in 
· the first place. 

Figure 2.3 Various development-oriented subdisciplines 
. co-operating within the general field of development studies 

f: '9 In discussions of problems of local development, the negative role of 
;{ centralised and comparl!nentalised governance as well as increas

ingly fragmented socio-economic interests has been emphasised. 
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Politics and development 
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development 
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Figure 2.4 Situating the study of politics and development 

Within this field of the politics of development we may then ask, for 

instance, when, how and what kind of decentralisation may affect 

these problems. 
e Many NGOs and new popular movements try to promote develop-

ment. When, then, do they find out what kmd of democrallsat10n 

would help? What problems do they face when trying to favour such 

democratisation? What is the importance of such efforts at democrat

isation at local as well as national levels? 
e Structural adjusllnent in itself may be defined as a particular kind of 

politics of development, including the privatisation of pubhc resources 

and deregulation. Hence we may ask, for example, how this affects 

state governance, the functioning of democracy or the problems of 

corruption. 

Broadening and Turning the Study of Political 

Development Upside-Down 

The subdiscipline 27 

In other words, what we should do - as soon as there are reasonably 
solid empirical foundations for various aspects of politics and de�p

in the Third World - is to b�tttdy-crrpohtical develop-
ment and turn its..e.mpjricalaodJ-heoretical basis upside-down! First, that 

we should widen the framework by starting off not with the narrow 
of the development of politics, but with more relevant questions 

the role of politics when people try to improve their lives and make 
of their resources. Second, we should no longer start with empirical 

, , ge11ei·ali.sa1i01rrs based on European and North American norms and 
ir ex1Je1ie11ce·s, but rather with our empirical results on Third World politics 

development. Finally, only then should we turn to the West to look 
experiences which may enlighten our understanding of what has 

5'.; ttaJPP•'nE'd in the Third World, but also to offer fresh perspectives on the 
itself. Actually, much of the approach and methods to do this has 

been developed by comparative historians. (We shall return to 
in Chapter 6.) 

Two examples of how one might broaden and turn the study of 
.,, 1JVuuc= development upside-down follow: 

Much of the discussion of Third World economic development has 
drawn on empirical generalisations from the West and on its theoret
ical doctrines of free markets. Less biased empirical studies of the 
rapid growth in East and South-East Asia, however, show that state 
interventions (including the previous strengthening of the home 
markets) was decisive. The idea is that when taking those results as 
points of departure for comparisons with earlier industrialised coun
llies, we may go beyond idealised versions of the independent rise of 
private capital and turn instead, for instance, to mercantilism, some 
.aspects of the rather late indusllialisation in the Northern and 
Eastern of Europe, and, of course, to Japan. This way our 
"'""'"''""""m•.); of Third World development (and, as a side-effect, of 

may improve greatly - some efforts have already been 

. ,·=•'m" 1, much of the discussion of democratisation in the frame
World development falls back on idealised versions of 

historical experiences of the West, including the importance of 
The major drawback of mainstream studies of political development,

. 
as society. When results from less biased empirical studies of actual 

l previously mentioned, is the lack 'of empirical foundation m the Third World processes of democratisation come forward, it should be 
World, the bias in favour of models of democracy based on empirical : <·· ' '" ��u, fruitful, I would argue, to take those results as points of 

\. generalisations from the West, and the focus upon the elite level. Despite . aernarnure for comparisons with earlier cases. 

\ this, however, I find nothing �t��-gr even 

gran�· Oh the contrary, this 'technical' advantage_ of 

studies of political development (and esp�g 

crit� comparative historian� !,"ay help us compensate_ for the 

inevitable t�emation in Third World studies when 

building the solid empirical base that is missing. 

this way of solving the quandary by building a new sub
line within political science - and then meeting other scholars 

framework of area or development studies rather than settling 
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there - is far from simple. Thoss: carrying on advanced studies make ,. 
{. their way more easily by broadening their competence wjtbin the 

esta

·• .

blished subdisciplines of political science rather than h¥ supplement
in!? their competence with knowledge of the politics of development and 
by can:ying: out 'thick' empirical investigations ju the figJd. Yet this j•• . 
demanding road is unavoidable if one wishes neither to forego the study • 
of development problems nor to abandon the pursuit of scientific •?. 
rigour. ·�.- · 

To succeed therefore, efforts in this direction must be given institu- .�{ tional support. First, I would suggest, by favouring interdisci£1Pary co- y• 
operation�hirLinrer_disciplinary ceptJ:e• or institutes where 
relevant probl��f>Olilics <:>£--development can con
tinuously �et>tiliecl, befme focush1g "" their very political aspects 
within one:s own department. Second J6titbin the p..aliti£s departments, %:eC 
by giving introdu�es on the gen�es, theories and 
approaches, of poHtics ai:id la-te Bev ek'1pntent before t�ching Third World ;;,-;: 
�s. Otherwise we may be unable to involve relevant expertise ( · 
beyond comparative politics; or we may be liable to favouring the 
particularistic, non-theoretical and non-comparative aspects of area ;:;;·. 
studies. �.:::::;S:��� 

In other words, we must sit reasonably stably on three different stools 
at once: on one to define our questions within the framework of the "' · " 
politics of development; on another to engross ourselves in the impor- i . 
lance of Third World politics; on a third to make comparisons with other 1;. 
cases. But that is not enough - all three stools must also stand on solid �{ 
empirical ground. -� 

Actually, good studies of politics and development require the devo- .'.�• 
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lion of an uncommon amount of time, energy and empathy to the �/ · htnguages too _ to collect t ·al d . . . . 
acquisition of solid empirical knowledge. Partly, of course, this reflects •iii and through fieldw k 1

ma en an information m external libraries 
the fact that it takes extra time to acclimatise oneself to cultures and JP .

. 
s. tu. dents as well as 

or : 0 co-o
ch
perate with other scholars and (for 

d. . th th nl h fr th th .,. . . 
sen10r resear ers) to get supplement . d con ihons o er an one's own, not o y w en coming om e Nor 5•.'fiorn experts on th d Of 

ary gm ance 
also from comparatively privileged circumstances in the Third World .�:-.-·· · ·. ney _ but this 1. s

e
ex

gro
tul n · h 

t =course, we should not waste time and 
........_ _ __ ac_;r l"'[_a.,_°'•re l.)mnld do � j · What is more, a solid empirical foundation has become even more dies of Third World liti d d 

-- we� try n� to m�te 
importanf"than before. As already emphasise<!t-.coloniaJj&:w and the -�al su ort. 

po cs an evelopnwnt 11°tb011+ siicb institu-
struggle against it - which most developing countrie · · 

. . 
p 

corn:rrlon, and which could be stu 1e m a re atively unifo_rm uray - is;r:i*t'_;_ 
now history. The various developing countries, and their difficulties,�;�.Qther Views? 
have become mcreasmgly disparate m character. The earlier overarching \i' :·1· • 
theories have proved insufficient, and complicated local circurnstances{r;".:·' 
often play a decisive role. '.�} :f'Jaturally; this way of organising the study of Thi d 1M ld r . Once our questions have been identified within the realm of the\'J,.,qevelopment is only the way this author would h r .1 0

°r po itics �d 
politics of development, and once our studies have been specified and'.i�f \.'(Uious contexts, scholars have put forward differ:�� 1 · 

. 
ver time and m 

designed within the discourse of politics and late development, there is,�;·P11.whether we should focus on the study of politic 
�p;:uo�s, mcludmg 

therefore, a special need for institutional support of solid empirical,��·,J'hlrd World politics, on the politics of develo 
\ eve opme

_
nt, on 

studies, often including field studies. This calls for extra time and{
.
•
_
"� Gll .. !nbine them. In the second part of the book 

p
th
men

f
, or on try

hall
mg 10 

· · th . , . .. h th , ere ore, we s ask fundmg to acquire some knowledge of new me ods and sometimes of;t:'..i ;�w . ese matters have been perceived within the major schools of �?K 
�!i:. 
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thought. But before doing so, let us proceed by discussing briefly what 
kinds of approaches one may discern and apply. 

Notes 

1 Of course, there were also similar but much less influential discussions of 
ideal socialist governance and of actual state-socialist rule. . . . , 2 Almond, 'Introduction: A Functional Approach t.o Comparative Politics . 

3 See, for example, Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory; Kornhauser, The 
Politics of Mass Society; and Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Dem.ocracy. . 4 For a recent critique, see Cammack, Capitalism and Democracy zn the Third 
World. 

. w E 5 See at first hand Tilly. The Formation of the National States zn vvestern urope. 
6 See, for example, Tornquist, What's Wrong with Marxism?  Vols 1 and 2. 
7 We shall, of course, return to these studies in Part 2 _of the boo�. For a 

summary of, in my view, the most fruitful of the grand proJects, s_ee 0 J?onnell 
and Schrnitter, Transitions from Authoritarian Rule. For a recent manifestation, see 
the World Bank, World Development Rryort 1997. 

. . 8 For a textbook example, see Cammack et al., Third Wo:I� Polttzcs. 
9 For a textbook example, see Clapham, Third World P�l�tzcs. 
10 See, for example, Manor, Rethinking Third Wo�ld Pol.ztics. . 11 For an example, see the recent interesting dIBcuss10n on US area studies 

related to Asia, in Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars, V�l. 29, Nos 1 and 2. 
12 For a comprehensive review, see Martinussen, Society, State & Market. 
13 Myrdal, Asian Drama. . . , . 14 I shall use the umbrella term 'theories of rent-seekmg behav10ur m 

reference to the work by scholars, to whom we shall return in 
_
Part 2 o� the b?o�� such as Bhagwati et al., who emphasise 'directly unproduchv� profit-s:ekmg , 

public choice theorists like Buchanan; and Mancur Olson, with his analysis of the 
behaviour of organised special interests. _ . . 15 This, as far as I understand, is not only a Scandinavian expenence. 

16 See, for example, Schuurman, Beyond the Impasse; Sachs, The Development 
Dictionary; Carmen, Autonomous Development; and parts of Hettne, Development 
Theory and the Three Worlds. . . 17 Cf., for example, Manor, Rethinking Third World Politics. 

Analytical Approaches 

�L� 
'6' 'l.n our efforts to identify what the study of Third World politics and 11(: · development is and should be about, we have discussed the problem :!/ ,>area and the organisation of the inquiry. Now we must also ask how the if, very analyses may be designed. 
\'i) · . '  Several analytical approaches are possible. At this stage I shall not ';L-: :irrgg_e in favour of any one in particular. That Illigh:t imply usmg 1he ·�· ,book to put forward a thesis to the effect that approaches associated with :··�', one particular orientation are better than others, before having presented :;;·• the different schools in a fair, accurate and critically independent way. t7i,.DnlY when we have acquired as correct a view as possible of the }{•·. 'ciifferent orientations, and the approaches related to them, shall we ·;: •. ·rroceed in Part 3 to discuss how to evaluate what others have done and how to go ahead with ideas of our own. 

In other words, in this brief chapter we should get an understanding of at analytical approaches are possible in principle. Thereby we may o work out analytical tools that will help us to identify and discuss in 2 of the book which approaches are actually applied within the •: · ::-·._.,_ . .. schools of thought. 

with, we must pay attention to how researchers use historical 

researchers content themselves with sketching a historical backound, whereupon they proceed to emphasise contemporary factors. ers analyse politics and development by reference, for instance, to the Jlmial heritage or to pre-colonial institutions. Some do this by stressing · , others by emphasising the ways in which old institutions or -s � under new conditions. 
18 Cf. Part 3 of the book for a critical analysis of this tendency. . . 19 Cf., for example, the comparisons with the Japanese expenence (pnmarily "''" ·"'· '""'me all, however, we must pose two additional questions: (1) Wh.at kinds outlined in Jolmson, MITI and the Japanese Mirac�e; in White,

1 
De�e!opment�l S�ates researchers emphasise when analysing politics and development? in East Asia- in Wade Governing the Market; and m Johnson, Political Institutions level of society do thr:y localise these factors? and Econoric Perf�rmance?). Cf. also Gunnarsson, 'Mercantilism Old and 

New'. the researchers analyse politics and development by primary to: (a) the acting subjects; (b) structures and institutions (which basis for what actors can do, as well as the limits thereof); or inter.action between the actors and those conditions? 
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structures/ institutions affect actors or how actors affect structures I 

institutions (whereby the focus is still on structures I institutions on the 

one hand and actors on the other). Rather, I mean the very interaction 

itself. 

(2) Do the researchers localise these actors, structures / institutions and 

interactive patterns mainly in (a) society; (b) the state; or (c) the linkage 

between society and the state (for in�oral and party systems, 

co� 
-

By the linkage between society and the state, then, I do not mean some 

sort of boundary area or overlap between society and the state (in which 

case one would still be referring to society and the state, respectively), 

but rather the linkage or connection itself. 

Box 3 . 1  The concept of institution 

Let us sketch those dimensions and questions in the form of a 

which classifies analytical approaches according to which factors 

scholars hold most important, and where they localise said factors. The 

picture we get is more comp!e:;<, of course, than if we had onl»sJsed Jhe 

comm�re-vetstls saeie\y �\e±S-¥&-&a&-&tructure. 

But entlJcrewoWdheno space fgr tbe jncreasing number of (in _ElY 

vie rui s t o look at the linkages and interrelations. 

In square one - actors in society - we fill o view t e 

behaviour of individuals and groups in society as decisive in the analysis 

of politics and development. Studies inspired by so-called behaviourism 

belong here. 
In square two - the interplay between actors and structures /  

institutions in  society - we find analysts studying c�ciousness, 

the culture of civic co-operation ('social capital'), and social organisation 

and mobilisation. -r----

In square three - structures I institutions in society - we find the 

greater number of Marxist analyses of social and economic structures. 

in society 

in the linkage 

between society 

and the state 

in the state 

Analytical approaches 

actors 

What are the central factors? 

interplay between actors 
and structures/ structures/ 

institutions 

3.1  Analytical approaches 

33 
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5 uare nine _ structures / institutions within the state sphere - con� 
tain'!, for instance, those stressing the importance of graspmg the capac '.)Ci..: 

ity of state institutions for governance and admuustrabon. 4 Political and Scientific 
�· c .. ·. OnJ0Unctures 

In lieu of a conclusion, let us underline that many researchers comb;:;e, t.�. . 
f analytical approaches (one after the other, however, ra er c;·c.·r .•. ·. ·· o course, . f . -called trans- '.:: -

than all at once). For example, economists ocusmg on so 
th �� •• • 

action costs2 examine institutions m both society and the state. In e •·•· 

same way, there are Marxists who place as great an emphasis on how 

ublic firms in the state sphere are controlled as on how pnvate firms 

�ut in society behave. Yet, the analytical tools should help us m making 

a eneral analysis in the second part of the book of what kmd of 

a 
g 

roaches are associated with the different schools of thought. Thereby, 

J�reover, the actual character of the different approaches that until now 

have only been hinted at will all become clearer. 

Notes 

1 For a more detailed discussion of the concept of institutions and of institu-

. efore turning to a review of the various schools of thought, however, it 
· portant to sketch, in an integrated fashion, the context which left its 
print on the study of politics and late development, especially with 
ard to normative ingredients and policy prescriptions. For social 

tific theories and analyses are not simply the result of an internal 
cess of renewal within each respective field. This applies in the 

hest degree, moreover, to inquiries into Third World politics and 

tionalist perspectives, see Chapter 10. 
chin e 

2 Costs for creating contacts between economic actors, for rea g agre - •f·• •'D.J[ost s1:uclies of politics and development prior to the Second World War 
men ts, and for ensuring that contracts entered into are kept. influenced by the needs of the mother countries (and of neo-

., .•• ;uJlurn<u powers such as the USA) for expertise about old and new 
Investigations into 'inferior but exotic cultures' - of a sort 

:c�;acce1italble polite society - fell into this category as well. The object 
maintenance of supremacy and the furtherance of the economic ."_,.,,_,�-""'" of the citizens of the metropolis. Such studies rarely played, 

any significant role after decolonisation or during the fight 
neo-colonialism. 
e other hand, a good many of the forceful arguments worked out 
ent circles - in connection with the agendas of the victorious 

· sts - achieved a lasting importance. These included studies and 
s on imperialism, on the importance of effective political mobilisa

and organisation, and on the need for land reform and state 
elopment planning. One reason for this continued relevance was that 
movements which had taken state power, and which were able to 

through their plans from above, often sought to achieve land 
orm and state planning. Another factor was that more radical organi. ons who instead became part of the opposition against the new 
· es frequently pushed for similar but (as they saw it) more con

t solutions; not least in Latin America, where powerful movements 
Jcaim at North American neo-colonialism and the domestic oligar
es allied with it. In addition to this, of course, the struggle for freedom 
tiriued in Vietnam, the Portuguese colonies and in South Africa. 
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Great Power Interests, Area Studies and 
Modernisation Theory 

At the same time, the anti-imperialist struggle and the national revolu
tions in the Third World led to febrile activity on the_ other side'. m the 
leading industrialised countries. The former m

_
etropohtan countries had 

striven to uphold their dominion but failed. First m Latin America and 
the Philippines _ where the USA took over - and then, after the Second 
World War, elsewhere as well. The initiative had passed to the USA and 
the Soviet Union. These two superpowers then embarked on the Col

_
d 

War _ a world-spanning competition over political and econonuc 
interests. . 
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different political reaction to the changes in the Third World and the 
intPn1Pr1tirms of the great powers. 

This alternative political line aimed at studying and assisting the 
�·· · rnoe1·anon movements and the new nation-state projects 'on their own 

. This did not necessarily entail a naive and uncritical approach, 
if that sometimes was found. The object was simply to ensure that 
studies and assistance programmes were.b.<!s.e.d...o.n..\h�. intere�ilJ1j __ , oblems of the developillJL countri�.fu� __ than thog_gf_�ab

eat ow 

Both sides needed expertise quickly about a vast number of countries 
and areas of strategic and economic importance. When it came to 
knowledge of the colonies, however, newcomers such as . the USA, the 
Soviet Union and Australia lacked the traditions of old-timers

_ 
such as 

Britain, France and the Netherlands. Institutions for area studies were this context, revised and partly Marxist-influenced formulations of therefore established. At such institutions, students, researchers and modernisation perspective assumed great importance - for example experts could learn languages and study cultures, and also immerse of Gunnar Myrdal. Soon enough, however, theories of inter-themselves in such matters as politics and economics. . dependency spread widely and formed a school of their own. Jn addition, competing models of development and forms of assistance · s occurred in connection with the rise of radical new political to the newly independent countries grew in importance. Special devel- vements and development efforts, particularly in Latin America, parts opment studies programmes were therefore set up -:- some within the bf Africa and to some degree East and South-East Asia. traditional disciplines, others related to area studies mstitutes, and still ·· "The so-called dependency school, accordingly, forms the second point others as institutes in their own right. . ;_;:, of departure in our review of the most important scientific ideas about Most scholars assumed that Third World countries were on their way �2.· • •  politics and development. These scholars took the view that imperialism towards an ideal-type European development model. They then pro- .:,:i1•prevented the emergence of an ideal-type European development model ceeded, on the basis of this assumption, to study the problems and · · the Third World. They then proceeded, in accordance with this opportunities arising during the journey. This so-called modenusation ework, to study how this took place more exactly. Despite the perspective predominated in the West and m the _devdopmg countries ·cal radicalism common in dependency circles, economic and socio-allied with it. A Marxist-oriented variant was applied m the East and m cal perspectives predominated. The lack of fresh political studies was the more radical developing countries. The modernisation perspective is ably exacerbated by a frequently uncritical interpretation of the therefore _ in its most important variants - the obvious place to begm ction to support the Third World on its own terms and to avoid 
when we review the major schools of thought. erference in the internal affairs of the new countries. Gradually, 

Interest in Development Problems, Thematic 
Studies and Dependency Theory 

It took a longer time for these tendencies to make their breakthrough 
within development policies and research in less dommating countries. 
In countries, that is to say, which lacked colonies and which had not yet 
developed significant interests in the indepen

_
dent developmg countries. 

On the contrary, during the sixties and seventies there was room here for 

wever, the new nation-state projects were subjected to radical critiques 
dissidents in these countries themselves. Refined analyses 

of the politics of development in general, and of the 
and economic bases of the state in particular. 

the Terms of the World Market - Area 

_
dies and Neo-Classical Theory 

however, the tide shifted. The time of the national revolutions was 
. Many of the new nation-state projects ran aground. In the large 
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Western countries and in the powerful international organisations, neo- @.> political intervention. Others have become increasingly sceptical of 'con
liberal explanations and prescriptions became popular. We shall look }f'.· , ·  ventional' development as well as of politics as such, deconstructing 
mainly at neo-classical theories about rent-seeking politicians and �P instead the dominating views and focusing on various, often 'non-
bureaucrats, and at so-called structural adjustment programmes. �V;:political', alternatives. 

Remarkably enough, political studies now got a lift as well. On the one f No matter how important the critique, however, it is reasonable here to 
hand, certainly, the praises of the free market were sung. But, on the · cus on politics. Among those scholars doing so, the grand substantive 
other first economists and then a series of political scientists blamed eories claiming general validity have tended to be replaced by broad 
the developing countries' failures on excessive political intervention in alytical frameworks, within which researchers can formulate and test 
general, and attempts at radical political short cuts in particular. They theses; hypotheses that have often been disassociated and carried 
also recommended external political intervention - in countries where, as ong from earlier schools of thought, but also some new ones. 
these scholars put it, 'parasitical' politicians and bureaucrats prevented a .One such framework focuses on institutions and organisations within 
'sound market-oriented development'. They called for political inter- .th state and civil society. Aid agencies sponsor the growth of civil 
vention on the part of the aid-giving countries and, if possible, political cieties and search for the roots of legitimate, appropriate and efficient 
liberalisation, including human rights and a certain degree of demo- r:ms·of government - while puzzling over how such 'good governance' 
cratisation. , be encouraged and over how civil societies could generate equally 

The strategic thesis was that th"-""lf:.in!_erie,;!. o(p_oliticiail8_and_bu_r.,_au- od democracies'. James Buchanan's neo-liberalism is passe, while 
crats, together w#h-tmororeofi'iolitical institutions and forms

_ 
of govern- uel Huntington's work on modern political institutions and organi-

ment, were of wholly decisive importance. This argument legitinused, m ·?ns is experiencing something of a renaissance.2 For the moment, 
turn, an almost hegemonic ambition among political scientists, at times ever, though fashion is changing rapidly, it is probably Huntington's 
as narrow-minded as that exhibited by economists with their claims emporary and less conservative counterparts who enjoy the greatest 
about the fundamental role of capital and the market. · ence - for instance Adam Przeworski, who combines institution-

Hence, a new generation of studies_�":cl�"i:ih'-"mergeh.on.corrupti.on, and game theory;' Douglass North, who stresses the importance of 
inefficient political..:_iTISfiful!fill�fil<j:jg_ru;,_and-wb.at-.mighl- -be called le and predictable rules of the game;4 Robert Putnam, who explores 
ci:<l.!l&4.infilill1t d��s;y. At worst, the old insights of both modernisa- critical role of civic communities in civil society;5 Robert Wade, who 
lion and dependency researchers about the many complicated conditions alyses the central role/ part played by state governance in East Asia;' 

necessary for solid democratisation were disregarded.1 d Peter Evans, who talks of 'embedded' states and likes to combine 
At the same time, the demand increased for more country- and area- d institutions and soft social capital.7 

focused studies, roughly as in the USA during the fifties and sixties. Another analytical framework taking shape is the one I have termed 
Important groups and institutions with an interest in the developing cMarxist. This does not primarily refer to the man 
world are now also found in small countries like those of Scandmavrn. It s of develo ment. a er, s IS a oo on politics and develo£ment 
has been considered important for a while, for example, to acquire Lam main! refe · those stud · actual olitics, natust 
'relevant knowledge' about the economically dynamic countries of East g the i involved a ' ivin u ' on olitics. Of course, some 
and South-East Asia. At the same time, conditional assistance and s olars focusing on politics are also applying post-modern 
political intervention become more common, especially where - as in ectives in a fruitful way,8 but there is, primarily, a widespread 
Africa _ economic developments have been disappointing. 'sfaction with both neo-liberal and East Asian prescriptions. Crit-

ssessments of the old Left, and the emergence of new movements their . own agendas, show that neither history nor the renewal of 
;al perspectives has ceased. Square-shaped Marxist theory does not 
e either, of course, but increasing numbers of scholars are also p.siied with narrow studies of markets, political institutions and 

In Search of New Models - Institutionalist and 
Post-Marxist Perspectives 

Since the close of the 1980s, however, the picture has changed once more. 

The Cold War is over. Nee-liberal prescriptions have seldom led to the 

promised results. Increasing numbers of scholars and experts have 

realised that the most impressive economic record in the Third World -

that of East Asia - has at the same time contained a heavy element of 

f government. It is obviously necessary to analyse not just the 
also what happens out in society. And when the object is to 
d the conflicts and processes involved, both revisionist institu
and rethinking Marxists are often agreed that certain Marxian 

s are fruitful, and can be combined with insights offered by the 
ecmentioned institutionalists.9 
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Notes 

1 For one stimulating analysis of the latter point in defence �£ mod��nisati�n, 

cf. Leftwich, 'On Primacy of Politics in Development' and Two eers or 

D;m�:t��on, 'Political Development and Poli�cal Decay' and Political Order 

in Changing Societies. a. also Huntington, The Third Wave. 

3 See especially Przeworski, Democracy and the. M�rket. 
and Economic 

4 See in particular North, Institutions, Instituhonal Change 

Performance. 
5 Putnam, Making Democracy Work. 
6 Wade Governing the Market. 

Str t 
7 Evan� Embedded Autonomy; and Evans, 'Introduction: Developm:nt � e

. ' 
th Public-Private Divide' and 'Government Action, Social Capital 

gies across e 
and Developmenf · ' · d St te-

8 Cf. Blom Hansen, The Saffron Wave; and Heryanto, Discourse an a 

Terrorism' . 
mention ·ust three examples, Martinussen, The Theoretical Heri�age 

fro� s:t�r:o
and Weber �n Development Studies; Mouzelis, Post-Marxist Alte�na�iv�s� 

and some of the articles in Migdal, Kohli and Shue, State Power an ocza 

Forces. 

PART 2 
THE DISCUSSION ON THIRD 

WORLD POLITICS AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

the descriptions and explanations of the role of politics in the 
cess of development which have formed the basis for various schools, 
can only devote our attention here to the most important ones. What 
op� to achieve is an overview without missing essential similarities 

differences. 
t this point we will use the tools honed in the first part of the book. 
point of departure, therefore, is not the themes typical of compar

e politics (military coups, the consolidation of democracy, etc.) but 
role of politics in processes of development - whereafter we focus on 
very dynamics of the political aspects. Moreover, while the following 
stions from Part 1 may not always be put in strict order, each school 

thought will be distinguished and analysed according to them: 

How do the researchers specify the problem area? How do the scholars 
relate to the various ways of characterising politics and development 

•ih the Third World that were discussed in Chapter 1? Which ques
'tions should receive priority? '[Jaw do the researchers in question delineate the study of politics and 
development? How do the scholars relate to orientations such as those 

11ssed in Chapter 2, including the study of political development, 
·: d.World politics and the politics of development? What subject(s) 

fms the basis and which scientific orientations are involved? 
ow do the researchers describe and explain the problems? Where in the 

· from chapter 3 (Figure 3.1) would it be possible to situate the 
· ginatic texts? Do their authors focus on actors, structures I 
tions or the interplay thereof? Are these factors found in 
, the state sphere, or the linkage between society and the state? 

are historical perspectives employed? 
political development policies have shaped various scholarly orienta:ns, descriptions and explanations, and what policies do they give rise to? '\Nli:at political and scientific conjunctures sketched in Chapter 4 have 
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framed perspectives and analyses? How, according to the scholars, 

can and should development be promoted by political means? Which 

political-economic measures are recommended? 

To begin with, we can distinguish between schools_ based on overarching 

theories of modernisation and of dependency, mcluding attempts at 

further developing them. To these we can add the neo-classical theories, 

as well as the two less homogeneous frameworks with the greatest 

significance today. In all, we will look at seven schools (where possible, 

in their order of emergence). . . . 

(1) Our starting point is the modernisation school, mcludmg its 

Marxist-oriented variant. (2) Thereafter follow the most important 

attempts made to revise this perspective (such as by those who have 

studied patron-client relations). We also discuss prorrunent prescnpt10ns 

offered within this tradition - for instance Samuel Huntington's 'politics 

of order', and the 'non-capitalist development' analysed by the Marxists 

of the former Eastern bloc. 

(3) We then move back a bit in time again, change over to the opposite 

viewpoint, and discuss the dependency school. (4) Here as well follow 

the most important attempts made to refine perspectives and prescrip

tions (primarily by those who have studied the social and economic 

bases of the state, and its relative autonomy). 

The schools' 

emergence 

over time 

-1990 

-1980 

-1970 

-1960 

I! Ill IV v VI 

The order in which the schools are discussed in the book 

Figure PZ. 1  Seven schools of thought about politics and 

development in the Third World 

VII 
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(5) Then _follow the nee-classical theories of politics in terms of rent
seeking activities, w_ith neo-liberal structural adjustment programmes as 

medicme prescnbed for the ailment's cure. 
we

. 
lo�k at the two more eclectic analytical frameworks with 

_greatest significance today: (6) One is the institutionalist perspective, 
hich focuses on the rules of the game in state and civil society. Within 
s framework, for instance, many scholars stress 'good governance' 
me with inspiration from the developmental states of East Asia, whil� 
hers talk of 'social capital' and the ability to co-operate in society. (7) j'\nother approach 1s offered by those tentatively labelled post-Marxists, V;h? . seek to combine the analysis of material factors, institutions and 
cial movements. Elements from Marx's and Weber's theories and 
ethods o:re often brought together; while some add, for instance, post

cturalist analyses of hegemony and the significance of ideas and 
entities, or stress the importance of popular organisations. 
I should already point out here that the various schools and their 

nes do not always exclude each other. Sometimes this is because 
look at different parts of the Third World; sometimes it reflects a 

s on different problems. When one has made the acquaintance of the 
s schools and has chosen a research theme, therefore, it is not 

ays necessary to sign up_ for one or another strict school of thought. 
ead, one can often combme different theories within a looser analyt
framework. We shall return to these questions in the third part of the 

ok. 



I· 5 (I) Modernisation and 
�·- Political Development 
c< ���: , f;:;:,>' :_�; �;; If one were to seek within a single sentence to capture the essence of the 
.- : tinodernisation perspective, one could say that researchers in this tradi-0�on first assumed that the developing countries were and should be on ;�he way towards an ideal-type European development model, and then 

U,yestigated the degree to which, and the problematic manner in which, 
this took place. 

?��;::�;,� \�ii'.J:he Political Sociology and Economy of 

f�f�l\1odernisation 
-<:"'"-

w did the modernisation theorists initially approach the study of 
'tics and development? How did they delineate the subject? 

political scientists occupied themselves, at the beginning of the 
with political theory and with comparatively static analyses of 
al institutions (such as constitutions). They were consequently illped to discuss dynamic changes, including politics and develop-

. The most important source of alternative approaches was instead 
matic, empirical and sometimes interdisciplinary studies of social Vi.our. In the absence of new thinking within the field of political '"ce, researchers interested in making a new start borrowed the 
tical concepts developed by sociologists and to some extent econo
and economic historians as well . 
. fat as the study of politics and development is concerned, three 

of inspiration should be stressed. 
ii! researchers proceeded, to begin with, on the basis of one of Max 's several lines of inquiry, that on the importance of values and 
es1 (including his claim that not just favourable structural condi
htalso Protestantism paved the way for capitalist development in 

Europe). These scholars distinguished traditional from modern 
· elopment-promoting attitudes and values. According to their 

,-- 'traditional man' is 'anxious, suspicious, lacking in ambition, 
towards immediate needs, fatalistic, conservative, and clings to 

lished procedures even when they are no longer appropriate'. 
man', on the other hand, is 'adaptable, independent, efficient, 
to. long"term planning, sees the world as amenable to change 

ill:!ove all, is confident of the ability to bring change about' by way "!itics.2 
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Second, the work of many scholars in the field proceeded from how {� inputs, and employ more workers. A period of , sustained growth' 

leading sociologists had interpreted and developed Weber. One of these �( f?lfows mH1e fourth stage with the spread of modern technology, after 

sociologists, Talcott Parsons/ took the view that increased structural i{f .�hich socrety reaches the fifth stage - that of so-called mass consump

complexity (including social differentiation) . was tantamount to '.\ti.?n. According to this 'non-Communist manifesto', then, development 

increased efficiency. The structures and mshtutions vaned, but every ?blems are internal in character, and they can only be solved through 

social system must maintain certain functions in order . to promote ernal stimulation, entrepreneurship, and modern science. Conse-

development. People must follow certain patterns of behaviour. Parsons entl.Y'. politi
.
cal scientists tried now to formulate a parallel of sorts in 

identified five dichotomies between traditional and modern behaviour: �litical field to all these social and economic stages identified by 
D(ISlS as well as non-Marxists. What kind of politics went together 
n the stages and the driving forces? 

1. between emotional and emotionally neutral social relations; 

2. between a collective orientation and a focus on the self - for instance, 

among old-style merchants and modem entrepreneurs respectively; 

3. between particularist and universalist criteria - among public ser-

vants, for example; . 

4. between an assessment of persons' achievements with an eye to their 

social background and on the basis of what they have actually done; 

and 
5. between functionally diffuse and functionally specific relations (as 

between employers and employees). 

Consequently, political scientists wondered now how politics . was 

affected by such patterns and what positive or negative role political 

functions could play in different structural and institutional 

frameworks. 
Third, the stages of development identified by economists

_ 
had grea 

importance here, as did the driving forces of . economic history. 

theories of Karl Marx concerning the trans1hon from feudalism 

capitalism and then to socialism belonged in this category; so did th 

claim of Lenin and others that imperialism spread capitalist develop

ment to certain parts of the Third World but held it back in others;' and 

so did the anti-colonial Marxist thesis that capitalism, in order to 

maintain its hegemony, not only spread capitalist relations but also 

developed traditional feudal-like relations further. The recipe, there�ore 

was modem political organisation and state mtervention on the basis o 

class interest - to promote modernisation through land refo�
, 

industrialisation. Similarly, we should also recall Walt Rostow s no 

Communist' alternative, with its various steps from tradition throu 

take-off to a mature mass-consumption economy.5 It is difficult, in. 

traditional stage, to expand production on account of the lack of scr 

tific and technological thinking. Agriculture 1s . dommant, as are 

archical social structures (which do not allow social mobility), farmly 

clan relations, and 'long-term fatalism' . In the second stage, however, 

conditions for take-off are created, as the tools of modern science rea 

industry and agriculture in Europe and are thereafter spread to the r 

of the world. During the third and critical stage, companies genera 

extensive profits, reinvest a large proportion of them, demand mo 

m Tradition to Modernity 

then, did the scholars with a special interest in politics and 
opment specify the problem area? What, characterised in their politics in relation to Third World development? Wl-tat �ailed for 
study? 

a general level, the major theme of the leading non-Marxists was 
he developing countries found themselves on an inherited and 
eloped traditional level. This reflected their own backwardness 
than such things as colonialism. Political and other forms of 
pment in these countries required modernisation of a similar kind 
, according to these scholars, today's developed countries had 
one. The developing countries did not, however, need to reinvent 
eel, .but could in most cases take a short cut by copying the 
es pioneered by the developed countries. 
·cal mo�ernisation, according to these researchers, was an effect of 
econormc and cultural modernisation. In principle, the political 
s could thereby develop as well - so as to resemble in important 
s the Western democracies of the developed world. 6 The problem 

this would be possible, given the many constraints. The 
· � countries had to handle so many aspects of modernisation at 
time, mcluding t�e building of nation-states, economic growth, 

and extended political representation. Moreover, how would it le to contain radical nationalists and Communists, and to build 
ly s_table and democratic polity? Actually, on the latter point 
ana.st analysts did not only draw on modernisation per

t also on the post-war theories in the West of how to prevent 
er.gence of Fascism/ Nazism and resist Communism by way of /::': and rather elitist democracy.7 We shall soon return to the 

6.ple, classical Marxists cherished similar notions. The undeveltradi�onal must be transcended. Imperialism would probably, 
everything, contribute to a comparatively progressive capitalist 



Politics and development 48 (I) Modernisation and political development 49 . he former colonies. This included industrial- j; political system play a major role . . but so do such non-political 
course of development m t . h Only thereafter could there be lf;• attitudes as trust in other people and social participation in general.' 
isation and b_ourgeois democratic.::x:;:�re soon opposed, however, by �� Hence, 'political activity, involvement and rationality exist but are bal
talk of soc1al1sm. The _c�s�i�al 

b�n influenced by the anti-colonial �trug- �'.\" anced by passivity, traditionality, and commitment to parochial 
a new generation whic a . The claimed that 'backwardness was . - .values'.' gle and the Russian _Revol_ution. 

d�olonialism. Drastic political meas- ccording to the leading non-Marxist scholars, this was far from the 
mainly the result of rmpenahsm an

d t hange the prevailing state of e of affairs in the developing countries. How, then, these scholars 
ure� were therefor� necessa:;

u
� ��e 

e:o�d�tions be created that_ would :asked themselves, did specific systems survive? How, on the one hand, 
affairs. Only rn this way c 

t . t achieve an economic, soClal and cl.id the formulation and organisation of sundry demands and interests 
enable the developing cou_n _nes 

t �f that in Europe. At the same time, ;faJ<e place, and how, on the other, did the legislative and executive 
political modernisatwn rermruscen . t to introduce socialist policies, function? Did modern political CO.ltures and institutions (such as 
it was both possible and appropna e 

s) emerge? Were the system and the politicians able to handle 
including state direction. 

eous challenges such as national integration, social mobilisation, Broad Society-Oriented Analyses 

. th stressed the relation between politics Modernisation theorists us 
tl d" d they describe and expla· and society. But how, more

l 
exac �? I� accordance with our matrix in problems of politics and deve opmen I. . "ty to the actors and th d. d th y give analytica pnon Chapter 3, i e 

ther the interaction betwee structures I institutions them
d
sel

l
v es, o� :: the state sphere, in society, o h ? D · d they exarmne sai e emen 

did the 
t em. 1 

th ? What historical perspectives in the linkage between em. 
use? . . . ·sts were the most numerous. T The non-Marxist modermsatioru 

litical sociology asked ho inspired by perspectives drawn from 
d
po

organisations - thought · t · di iduals groups an 
· 

actors - pnva e m v ' . th ry devoted special attenti behaved. Those influenced by econo�c 
t �d many of them wonder to entrepreneurs and innovative scren is s. 

how all this affected politics and �evel
1
of.n.:;'�odernisation or 'politic Over the years, thus, studies � po 1 i\h the theories of social a development' emerged. In 

_
accor ';11ce '"".,� assumed to handle functio economic systems, any pohtic: :::n":::ent of people into politics, t such as the socialisation . an . t and the making, applicati articul�tion and aI�gat�;o��:;e:;:t�m contained, thus, in princip and adiud1cation o es. 

d d support and outputs m t both inputs in the form of deman s . an ' form of authoritative measures or th��Cl:-odernisation of the social Similarly, in correspon_den�
e
:lo m:nt was associated with a m economic systems, political . . P 

t to handle the ever-pr -al" d and legitimate sys em complex, speCl ise . ul ·versalistic administra political functions with broader, s
t
�c 

e:':�ti':s parties, interest gro political representation, harh":e�d
,
also be a '�ivic' political culture, , mass media etc. Fmally, t ere s _ ou 

d atic process' .s A 'civic' politi maintaining a st
w
ab

h
l
e
e
r
=��

t
��:.!��a::��le to participation within culture is one 

omic development and social welfare - which in the West had been ad out over centuries - and to simultaneously contain radical onalists and Communists? What capacity did the political system e ta contribute both to its own and society's development by extract:material and human resources, regulating the behaviour of individs and groups, and distributing resources and opportunities?10 or the non-Marxists, then, it was most important to study how actors .aved and systems functioned. It was, furthermore, their behaviour anner of functioning out in society, rather than in the state sphere ugh also in some measure in the linkage between society and the ), that explained the mutual relation of politics and development. .even if these scholars analysed contemporary phenomena in the , they made general historical references to what in their view were e-colonial roots of backwardness and tradition. · Marxist modernisationists differed on three points. First, they tly had more to say about the central role of politics during ·.alism, during the struggle against it, and in the course of the made to achieve rapid development. Second, they related the part of politics and its manner of functioning to the economic re, and the interests of classes rooted therein, rather than to s and human behaviour. Structures and institutions were d to determine what people and organisations could do, as well systems in general and politics in particular functioned. By to the non-Marxists, finally, the Marxists explained these struc.d institutions mainly by reference to the role of imperialism and ·sm in sustaining them. jority of modernisation researchers were ultimately agreed, howat the developing countries had to follow a sort of idealised (or Soviet) model of modernisation. Accordingly, the progress of eloping countries could be described and explained in comparthese models. 
these researchers stressed, moreover, the importance of empiri. ata; Ironically, however, few of them actually immersed themselves 
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in specific social processes and historical events. And the whole lot of eliminated unless imperialism and 1 . . 

them based their choice of analytical instruments on such classifications ,,. re11farecl ·th . . neo-co orualism were combated d 

and definitions as, at best, had shown themselves fruitful for the study of 
bWl genuine national and economic independence 

' an 

politics and society in Europe and North America. Hence, they were "·' "eJ1ie11M
o ie�

a
:ar!�e� �o 0:romote those social forces .;_,hich were 

rarely able to capture the reality of the Third World n f 
e n estern modernisation including d · 

fav�:��chai:�t;:;;�:�s
T�e�:�:�t::!i�::�dicals, ��a:� 

ec
ff
onomy. Therefore, radical land reform had to b

opment �f the 

e ects would result if the under-u T . e carne out; 

The Western Modernisation Project versus the 

Radical Nation-State Project 

In what sense, then, did these researchers - and the politicians and others 

who read them - argue that politics could be used to promote 

development? 
Two political modernisation projects crystallised. One based on the 

non-Marxist theories, with the backing of the West and its allies in the 

developing world. Another on the basis of the Marxist-oriented analyses, 

with the support of the East and of left-wing nationalists in the Third 

World (and their friends elsewhere). 
We may call the first the Western modernisation project. The idea was 

to concentrate initially on promoting social, economic and cultural 

modernisation or development. Simultaneously political development 

would become possible or even inevitable. The latter included, of course, 

Western democratic forms of government. 
The foremost obstacles were of a domestic nature, and consisted 

of traditional values, institutions and organisations. These were best 

counteracted by encouraging the same values and actors (such as 

entrepreneurs) who were said to have lain behind the modernisation of 

the West. But it was not necessary to do everything all over again. Many 

of the advances which had been made in the West already - includin 

attitudes and institutions favourable to development - could be impor 

ted and copied (via trade and investment primarily, but also throug 

aid). 
According to Almond and Powell, great demands were therefo 

placed on the political systems of the developing countries -" To recall 

previous point: not only did the political elite have to build states C 

order to create an efficient bureaucracy) and nations (to transfer people' 

loyalties from such units as tribes and villages to the central politi 

system), they also had to handle rapidly growing demands for politi 

participation and welfare provision - which might be used by radicals 

sorts. 
The second project may be designated the radical nation-state proje 

Certainly, it proceeded from the view that social, economic and cultur 

modernisation were needed to prepare the way for political develo 

ment. But it also argued that tradition and backwardness could not 

t possessed b the ma 
ti ised capacrty for develop

le's standarJ of !iv· 
ss �f Jrod�cers was released. Therefore, the 

me less dependent �!con�rnJ�all;, ;nr�ov�d so 
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, s appened. 
viourism formed the point of de . 
empirical and often interdisci l:arture, m the form of system-

. sation research . P . ary studies of social behaviour. 

. who distinguishe�r:h:: :sprr�d by :ociolo_gists and econo

{ified different stages of de�el�';me�'; t e tradit10nal, and who 

a result of social, economic and cul . 
·.tical system would develop as well. T

:�a�:�:errusation, the 

ward. It was a question of a chi 
countries were 

' eveloped countries had don!.proa ng modernity roughly as 
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was supported and exacerbated by imperialism. Political interven
tion was therefore required - just as in old Russia. 

5. The non-Marxists mainly studied how actors out in society behaved, 
how social and political systems functioned, and, to some extent, 
how the political system linked society and the state together. They 
explained the relation between politics and development by these 
methods. The primary question was whether and how the political 
system and leaders would be able to build modern institutions and a 
legitimate polity despite the inevitable rapid modernisation. The 
Marxists had more to say on the importance of politics. At the same 
time, however, they explained political patterns in terms of class 
interests and the economic structure. 

6. All were agreed, however, that the developing countries had to 
repeat the model of modernisation developed either in the West or 
the East. The theories and analytical tools employed, moreover, we 
based on studies of Europe and North America. 

7. Among non-Marxists, a Western modernisation model crystallise 
that gave priority to social and economic change - which simulta 
neously would lead to political development as well and conta· 
radical nationalists and Communists. Among Marxists, a radi 
nation-state project took shape that stressed the importance of sta 
direction - with the support of the East and of left-wing nationalist 
in the Third World (and their friends elsewhere). 

Notes 

1 In sharp contrast to Weber himself, then, these researchers did not comb· 
such factors with structurally rooted conditions. In Weber's own words: 'N 
ideas, but material and ideal interests, directly govern men's conduct. 
frequently the "world images" that have been created by "ideas" have, 
switchmen determined the tracks along which action has been pushed by 
dynamic of interest.' Quoted in Rudebeck, 'Traditional /Modem :in Mode 
Modernisation Thinking', p. 136. 

2 I am drawing on the fine summary in Randall and Theobald, Political Chan 
and Underdevelopment, p. 18. 

3 Parsons, Structure and Process in Modern Societies. 
4 Lenin, Imperialism. 
5 Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth. 
6 Among the classical theorists here was Lipset. See, for example, his 'So 

Social Requisites of Democracy'. 
7 See, for example, Dahlr A Preface to Democratic Theory; Kornhauser, 

Politics of Mass Society; and Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy. 
8 Almond and Verba, The Civic Culture, p. 493. 
9 Ibid., p. 32. 
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6 (H) Revised Modernisation 

and Guided Development 

'.(;- and often normative theses focusing upon functional harmony3 This was 
1,,_ >h.e start of several exciting studies of comparative history, primarily 
"(\; .. �\ressing conflicts between actors with different interests and ideas in 
·l!'J,historically unique contexts. Initially there were few paradigmatic stud]i(�ifS of problems related to late development; possibly with the exception �c�g.(Barrington Moore's book on the social origins of dictatorship and if,";'.:J.e!Ilocracy, which also involved some Third World cases.4 Later, how-. 1;\'-.ll��r, similar perspectives made their way into fruitful studies of the 

The modernisation theses soon proved inadequate from both an analyti- .aJ'!Ual political \ransformations in various Third World countries. And in 

al d political point of view. Revisions were mescapable. The n_iam _process, several scholars improved upon their analyses of organised 
c 

t 
an 

t 
a 

as still with problems of efficient, legitimate and stable pohti rests by instead aligning themselves, first, to those studying class 
m eres w 

d )'ti A shift took place · 'thin th f k f th 
in transitions from traditional to mo em po I 

_
cs. . d s WI e ramewor o e revised dependency perspectives (to 

however, from broad, functional and systems�onented perspectives an 
. we shall return in Chapter 8), and then to the contemporary 

1 r ns to more detailed and contextualised analyses of 
_
orgamsed works as well (Chapters 10 and 11). 

exp ana 10 ' 
th · t f political mter- d' d th fru' ful f h 

interests, political institutions and e unpor ance 0 · . all ers ispute . . e it ness o . t e modernisation theses more 
_
on 

ventions and leadership.1 This occurred m a variety of ways, we sh of empmcal observations m the Third World. The cl1entel1sts 

mine the most important here. 1
-· ated that such analytical tools disregarded a large part of the 

ex� . t there were those scholars who did not find the very general too - World's complex reality, and misinterpreted the remainder as 

box
H�� modernisation very helpful when trying to explain how ac

_
tual primarily modem or traditional. This was the start of empirically 

. f tuti ns and processes in different cases were changmg over time well-grounded but less development-oriented studies of Third 

�e�e w�re two major tendencies. On the one hand, students of modern po�tics (cf. Chapter 2). 

. r n ·n Europe and North America began focusmg on conflicts (fo ordmg to critics such as Lloyd and Suzanne Rudolf, there was no 

::a:pl�, between organised interests) instead of cultural P.
attems � �g as the distinctively modern or traditional.' The application of 

fu tio al balance. Let us call these researchers comparative hzstonans. Western democracy m the Indian framework, for example 

th:�th:r hand, many students of actual Third World institutions stre::: exacerbate ethnicity and old caste loyalties, . while these latte; 
the fact that the traditional and the modern were hard

_ 
to keep ap ena could channel a degree of popular participation and sustain 

hence labelling them, for instance, patron-client relations. Let us ca em' �emoc�atic political sys�em of sorts. Accordingly, these critics 

th se scholars clientelists . . , rt was important to av01d grand10se systematic analyses and 

�econd there were researchers who emphasised the unportance ed analytical tool-kits from the West. It was necessary, rather, to 

b and beyond the modernisation taking place out m society - of t t in-depth studies - if necessary with a political-anthropological 
a
t 

o
t
ve 

f political institutions, and of political leadership. This grou h - of actually existing institutions. 
s a e, o . ch h e may term inter di · d · · · · 

consisted in part of non-Marx1st
_
resear . ers, w om w 

e ma 
lion, many stu ents of political 

_
mo

_
denusal!on argued that 

ventionists', and in part of Marx1st-mspued scholars, to whom w 
ct 

d been a tendency within modenusation theory to take it for 

refer as statists. The two latter groups, moreover,
_ 
produced distin Y that social and cultural modernisation would necessarily be 

uite similar recommendations: the so-called politics of order from t ed with political development as well. Even scholars of political 

0est, and non-capitalist development from the East. lflent had underestimated the problems. Here we come to the 

New Points of Departure in Conditions of 

Incomplete Modernisation 

To be · with, thus, many scholars questioned the theories and concep 

relate�o the study of political development, drawn as they were fro 

attem ts at generalising the functioning of political systems. m . 

indu!ialised world. Some began enquiring into the actu� histo 

transitions - and found them to be much more specific than t e umve 

twnzsts. 
ding to the most eloquent scholar, Samuel Huntington, stable 
democracy was not emerging in accordance with earlier expec
True, as we know, many of his colleagues had already pointed to 

culties involved in the transition to more modern, legitimate and 
political systems. But Huntington ahnost turned things upside
Modernisation seemed rather to create · political unrest, Com
movements, and sundry totalitarian forms of government. It was 

. therefore to complement society-oriented explanations of poli
'th studies of political institutions, organisations and their leaders. 
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These latter played an independent and decisive role, cle
_
arly, in whether 

or not the political system developed. Economic and social development 

would not materialise to any substantial extent, moreover, without a 

stable and well-developed political system. . 

Even economists such as Gunnar Myrdal stressed - from his stan 

point as a politically less conservative economist - the part played 

institutions and organisations. In particular, he blamed a good part of 

problems of development on a 'soft', inefficient state.7 

Our third group, the statists, took an alternative _approach.
_ 

Th 

agreed, certainly, that the process of social and econonuc moderrusa� 
was incomplete and insufficient. But they mterpreted this as_ me 

first and foremost, that nationally oriented busmess and the
_
nuddle 

were not powerful enough to carry out the bourgeois national revo 

tions which scholars and activists had expected - not even with 

support of broad popular movements and Commumst parties. _Inste 

the statists continued, there were signs of progressive change w;thm t 

so-called superstructure of society - the state. In many countries'. th 

added, 'progressive' politicians, state officials and even officers tried 

change from above social and economic structu�es th�t blocked �evelo 

ment. As examples, the statists adduced Nehru s India, Nasser s Egyp 

Sukarno's Indonesia (until 1962), and several of the new African co 

tries. More attention should be paid, they argued, to the role 

possibilities of the state. 

Conflicts, Clientelism, Inefficient Institutions 
and State Room for Manoeuvre 

How was the demarcation of the problem area affected and change 

Which questions were placed at the centre? _ . 
Let us begin with the comparative historians. Their basic argument w 

that the general theses of modernisation, based on the assumption of 

harmonious development of political functions_ and structures, had to 

replaced by enquiries into the �pecific historical transitions rooted 

conflicts between various organised actors with different mterests 

ideas. The European experience will not repeat itself, the propo 

argued, but the general themes related
_ 
to historical change may we 

focused upon in comparative perspecllve, such as the lmkages be 

political leaders, organisations and social cla�ses, or_ the mcrease of
. 

power, or the political expropriation and redistnbut10n of re
_
sources'. 

ideally one should continuously relate one's study to the mtemati 

constraints in terms of dominance and dependency. Hence, as air 

indicated, many comparative historians soon chose rather to frame 

research within the revised dependency perspectives (to be reviewed 

Chapter 8), and later on within the contemporary ones as well. 
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the clientelists. As mentioned above, they criticised universal 
-theorising and the rigid dichotomy between the modern and the 
· onal. Hence, they made their way out into the empirical world 
the aim of studying 'traditional' institutions; institutions which, 

y;had survived, but yet, had changed as well - in accordance with 
greeof modernisation that had been achieved. Within this category 

nal institutions, the clientelists included ethnicity, patron-client 
and so-called patrimonial administrations. These stood in 

on to Weber's rational-legal bureaucracy, characterised as the 
as by impersonal rules, clearly defined areas of competence, 
y ordered relations between superiors and subordinates, free 
tractual employment, promotion according to competence, reg
and adequate training, and compensation in the form of fixed 

wages. 
scholars in the field, including those focusing on public admin

' are now agreed that the relation between politics and develop
characterised by the use of clientelism and patrirnonialism by 
t groups to capture for themselves a large part of society's 

ces, and to subjugate and exclude the masses. 
what do these concepts mean? 'Patron-client relations' are based 
tual personal exchange of goods or services between unequal 
The term originates in politically oriented anthropology. Local 

-client relations arise, for instance, when powerless peasants 
) need to relate to the world outside their families, fields and 

For this they require material support and protection from large 
ers and other influential persons (patrons). Reciprocation comes 

form of loyalty and various services. 
on-client relations in a wider political context also take the form of 

ange: politicians and officials offer favourable treatment to busi
n and large landowners on the one hand, and significant voting 
on the other. They receive economic and political support in 
Political clientelism, primarily, is associated with bosses on 

t levels with their own capacity to deliver patronage in return for 
and votes. This game is played two ways. First, through 
machines' with no more ideological substance than a determi
distribute political benefits in proportion to the investment of 

nsors. Second, through a patrimonial administration in which 
who are related to their superiors (or otherwise please them) 
their positions as they like. 
pher Clapham has produced an accessible textbook along these 
locates the phenomena in question, moreover, within (formally) 

institutions and state apparatuses. He terms the resulting sym-
· ·eo-patrimonialism.8 
-interventionists, on the other hand, concentrated on the state. What 
erised politics in the context of Third World development, they 
, was the lack of stable and efficient political institutions and 
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organisations; institutions and organisations which could incorporate, i� and leadership, on the other, that really constitituted a revised modern
reconcile and handle the varying pressures and demands generated by '::· i�ation school. The very explanations they proposed, however, were less 
social and economic modernisation. . j?rtovative and striking. Let us recall, again, the matrix on different 

In Huntington's view, the most important difference between countries .�alytical approaches in Chapter 3. The original modernisation theorists 
was not their form of government (more or less democratic, for instance) �d str.essed actors (and to some extent structures) in society in general 
but the ability to govern. Political stability and order were the pnm

_
ary the political system in particular; the revisionists, by contrast, 

things. He considered one or a few strong, flexible and modem pohh · sed more on actors and institutions within the state, or in the linkage 
parties especially important here. But how could these be created? Entr een state and society. Ultimately, however, the revisionists retained 
preneurs were usually as weak as peasants were many and conservahv yold causal perspectives within the modernisation perspective; the 
landowners strong. The interventionists concentrated theIT attention, entionists and statists even enhanced its normative orientation. 
accordingly, on the new middle class of bureaucrats and profess10nals. In clientelists, to begin with, often explained their central claim _ that 
the final instance, analysts such as Huntington placed theIT hopes m so- age and patrimonialism survived in connection with modern struc-
called progressive officers and modern military organisations: � in  terms of the continuity of institutions. The role played by such 

The statists, finally, offered a more MarXIst-mspired '."'alys1s 
,
of moder- tions in a wider (and contemporary) social and economic context 

nisation. They argued that capitalist development was uneven · A stron layed down. The conclusions of the clientelists, however, still rested 
bourgeoisie _ one able to pursue a stable and effe�tive f'.oli� in its o thesis of incomplete modernisation. The lingering elements of 
interest - was conspicuous by its absence. So if cap1tal1sm and al society would be undermined, they seemed to think, by 
capitalists were weak, the Third World state may have the chance r market forces, state administrations of an increasingly legal-
become more independent and significant. In reality, state actors such nal type, and more enlightened, conscious and free citizens in nation-
politiciaris, state officials and officers enjoyed co

_
nsiderable room f S of diminishing heterogeneity. Like the original modernisation 

manoeuvre. It was this which characterised politics m the context rists, moreover, the clientelists gave priority to domestic factors. 
Third World development. It was thus important to study if, when an •addition, the interventionists' thesis about the lack of political order 
how such key groups chose to found their policies on the mterests of 

_
th also explained in terms of domestic historical inertia. Colonialism 

common people, and to take up the fight for land reform, mdustrialisa · · perialism played but a small role here. The focus was on how the 
tion and national independence vis-a-vis 'neo-colorualism'. and economic modernisation of society undermined _ or at any 

Organised Interests, Historical Continuity and 

Political Leadership 

The comparative historians' approach, as already hinted at, was to focus
_
o 

conflicts between organised interests in the relations between
. 
politi 

state and society - in the framework of unique historical traris1tions 

international constraints. The methods included, pnmanly, the contr 

ing of contexts, in order to generate fruitful descriptions and hypothe
_ 

of specific issues, as well as the critical discussion of them by compar. 
similar cases or different cases, thus explammg differences by loca 

missing links or explaining similarities by identifying common deno 

nators respectively.' Soon enough, however, many 
_
of these ideas we 

fmther developed in connection with more specific these
_
s,

_ 
such 

clientelism, to which we shall return below, or class politics, as 

Chapter 8, or the contemporary frameworks to be reviewed m Chapt 

10 and 11 . 
Rather it was the cliente!ists' critical approach and more nuan 

description of complex conditior:s, on . t_he �ne 
. 
hand, and th� i�t 

ventionists' and statists' interest m political mstitutions, orgarusatio 

ould not always be handled by - traditional political institutions 
rganisations. Some scholars took the view that certain modern $ and military organisations ought to be encouraged. (Specialists in al clientelism and patrimonialism, however, met with no great ty in finding destructive features in these organisations too.) tical rules and the behaviour and ideology of actors also interested 

·st-oriented statists. In the end, however, they explained the 
of action enjoyed by the state and by political actors in terms of 

. . 
conditions. The economic and social structure, they averred, 

enormously complicated. In many developing countries, no one .: of production was dominant, and capitalism and the bourgeoisie ·:.Jcmt weakly developed. 

Politics of Order versus Non-Capitalist 
�lopment 

�omparative historians' analyses did not furnish the basis for a f!nt development project. The clientelists basically issued general 
endations for the promotion of modem state administration,. 
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better functioning markets, and genuine rights and freedoms. The inter

ventionists and statists, however, worked out two distinct projects. one 

based on the interests of the Western powers and affirming the centrality 

of firm and efficient political institutions and organisations; another 

based on the interests of the Eastern states and stressing the room for 

radical political changes. . . 
The first project, that of the interventionists, may be termed the politi 

of order. The basic idea here was that social and econormc mode
_
rnisaho 

was not only insufficient for furthering, but also much more difficult t 

combine with, political development and Western-style democracy th_ . 
expected. On the contrary, efforts in this direction risked creatmg pohti 

cal unrest and instability, and enhancing the prospects of radical nation 

alists, Communists and others. In the end, the fundamental proiect 

social and economic modernisation - with Western Europe and the US
. 

as the model - would be threatened as well. The time, we may recall, 

now the early sixties and onwards. 

It was necessary, therefore, to concentrate on stable political insti 

tionalisation and organisation. This meant an efficient state appara 

and a dominant party (plus a few smaller ones on the side, ideally 

These institutions would handle the various interests and demands, an 

limit the risks of uncontrolled popular participation. (Purely mstrume 

tally, in fact, the then North Viehlamese Commi:rust Party was re?arde 

with a certain envy, especially in companson with the Americans alhe 

regime in Saigon.) Where better options were lacking, moreover, re so 

ces could be channelled to other organisations considered to be mode 

(including the military). The historical task of such organis_ations was 

open the door to the middle class, while keeping the pohllcal partici 

tion of the masses within reasonable hmits. Among the contempora 

catchwords (not least in the Latin-American context) was rmddle-cla 

coups d'etat. . 
It is hardly an exaggeration to say that arguments of this type serv 

to legitimise much of the long-standing US support to
,
so-called 

_
auth 

itarian but non-Communist (and thus, presumably, non-totalitar1 

regimes in developing countries. In Indonesia, to take but one parad 

matic example, the US had already lost much of irs interest m democr 

ically oriented 'modernisers' in the late fifties. Nationalists 

Communists had proved much more capable of winning even de 

cratic elections. Support was shifted instead to outright 
_
technocrats, 

the one hand, and friendly officers, on the other - who, m 1965, for 

the infamous New Order regime. . . 
Finally, the statists' project was usually termed non-capitalist 

socialist-oriented development. Its premise was that socral and econo
. 

development had taken so uneven a form that neither the bourge01 

nor the workers could direct society along its favoured course. Neit 

clearly capitalist nor a plainly socialist course was possible, in
. 
o 

words. Instead, the adherents argued, there was room for something 
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:between - non-capitalist development - under the leadership of pro
·�.essive officials, politicians and officers. Such forces had - in addition to '.)g?od ideas - the opportunity to use the state in the fight against neo
.)2cilonialism and despotism, and for land reform, the nationalisation of 

· gn companies and rapid industrialisation. Support from the Eastern 
was important for enabling such radical leaders to stand up to the 

to gain the support of the masses, and to avoid exploiting the 
try in order to promote rapid industrialisation. In time, the 

onents thought, a powerful labour and peasant movement would 
ge, and changes in a socialist direction would become possible.10 
e so-called national-democratic states which, according to the theor-

followed this path included most of the developing countries with 
the Soviet Union kept close relations. Examples include Nasser's 

t, Sukarno's Indonesia (until 1962), Ben Bella's and Boumedienne's 
·a, Nehru's and Indira Gandhi's India (albeit with some reserva

), the former Portuguese colonies in Africa and, finally, Ethiopia and 
"anistan prior to their collapse. 

_ .A certain shift took place from broad, functional systems-oriented 
• .. social and economic perspectives to more detailed and contexlII

•• . •  alised analyses of organised interests, political institutions, and the 
·• ,importance of political interventions and leadership. 

A first group of modernisation revisionists, the comparative historians, 
refuted generalisations of the functioning of political systems in the 
West, including ideas of relative balance and harmony. Fruitful 
E!)<planations called instead for the focusing upon conflicts between 
'.a_ctors with different interests and ideas in historically unique con

xts, constrained by international dependency relations. Soon �nough, thus, many of the comparative historians improved upon their ideas and carried out their slIIdies within other frameworks, . such as those on class politics (Chapter 8) and the contemporary ones 
· on institutions and post-Marxism (Chapters 10 and 11). 

>.The second group, whom we have called clientelists, criticised the '.' universal usage of analytical frameworks based on the experiences of ,J}ie West and the rigid dichotomy between traditional and modern. 
':They called instead . for detailed studies of the instilIItions and 
·;_.;Organisations that had survived and yet changed in step with 

'Il).odernisation. These included ethnicity, patron-client relations, and 
·:l:lpn-modern or patrimonial administrations. 

"Politics in the context of Third World development was charac
.terised, according to these scholars, by the fact that dominant groups 
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used clientelism and patrimonialism to capture the fruits of develop
ment for themselves, and to subjugate and exclude the masses. The 
general prescription for this ailment included modern state admin
istration, better functioning markets, and civic rights and freedoms. 

5. A third group of modernisation revisionists, whom we have denoted 
interventionists, criticised the thesis that economic, social and cultural 
modernisation would promote political development as well. Ev 
scholars of political development had underestimated the problems. 
The result was often exactly the reverse. Politics and development · 
the Third World was characterised by the lack of stable and efficient 
political institutions and organisations; institutions and organisations· 
which could incorporate, reconcile and handle the varying pressures 
and demands generated by social and economic modernisation. 

6. The form of government (democracy or the lack of it, for exampl 
was therefore less important than the capacity of government. It w 
necessary to invest in stable institutionalisation and organisation 
the politics of order. Where better options were unavailable, milit 
organisations might have to be backed. The object was to admit 
middle class while keeping the political participation of the masse 
within 'reasonable' limits. 

7. We come, lastly, to the Marxist-inspired revisionists, whom we hav 
termed statists. They too considered the social and economic moder 
nisation that had taken place to be disappointing. The pattern 
development was so uneven, they claimed, that neither the bourge 
sie nor the workers could drive society forward. Not even when t 
'progressive' bourgeoisie received the support of the workers 
peasants did very much progress occur. 

8. In this situation, they continued, the state and its politicians, admi 
istrators and officers enjoyed unusually wide room for manoeuvr 
With the help of the Eastern bloc they could change society fro 
above in a direction that might be termed non-capitalist, if n 
exactly socialist. This would attract the support of the peasants 
create a working class which, in the fullness of time, could pu 
through socialist solutions. 

Notes 

1 Hence, as far as I can see, Cammack - in his recent analysis (Capitalism a 
Democracy in the Third World) of the studies of political development - is right 
emphasising the continuous focus upon problems of combining transitions 
tradition to modernity with the emergence of stable Western democracies. In 
sense Huntington, among others, to whom we shall soon return, may have ha 
little new to say. The other 'revisions' just indicated in the main text, howeve 
still motivate a separate discussion . 
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)· Since the �st Swedish edition of this book, I have changed the former label �onalists to the present 'interventionists' . This is to underline the differ;Wl.th.the more recent framework (to which we shall return in Chapter 10) the prunacy of institutions . 
the early attempts within the framework of the original studies of development_, see f�r example Binder et al, Crises and Sequences in _Development. (Accordmg to Cammack, Capitalism and Democracy, p. 147, on was delayed - research started much earlier.) For the more critical see, fo� exar:i-i:le, Till�, The Formation of the States in Western Europe. re, _Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy. 

olph and Rudolph, The Modernity of Tradition. 
tington, 'Political Development Political Decay' and Political Order in g-Societies. 
dat Asian Drama. 

. 
ham, Third World Politics. Clapham describes the historical and socio

_c context as well. 

, 
Skocpol and Somers, 'The Uses of Comparative History in Macrosocial 
r a 

.
revie:W 3:11-d discussion of 'non-capitalism', see Palmberg, Problems of 

Orientation m Africa. . 



7 (III) Dependency and Politics 

If one sought, in the same way as with the modernisation school, to 
summarise the essence of the dependency perspective m a smgle sen
tence, one could say that dependency researchers presumed - in 

_
sharp 

contrast to their modernisation-oriented colleagues - that imperialism 
prevented the emergence in developing countries of an ideal-type Euro
pean or self-centred development model, and then proceeded to study 
how in particular this prevention took place. 

The Political Effects of Underdevelopment 

One way of sounding out the dependency school is to focus on its four 
main sources of inspiration.1 The first consisted of theones rooted m the 
work of the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America,2 
which argued that free international trade was not always advantageous 
for developing countries. A second source was Paul Baran' s powerful 
analysis of the obstacles to development created by colonialism in South 
Asia.' A third was Lenin's theory of imperialism; most mfluential here 
was the supplementary argument that, in unevenly developed countries 
like Russia and many Third World states, it was the proletariat - not the 
weak bourgeoisie - which could and must accomplish the bourgeois 
revolution (after which radicals would be able to place socialism itself on 
the agenda). A fourth source of inspiration, finally, was the bold and 
rapid revolution in Cuba. . . 

Another - perhaps overly pedagogical - way of 0aractensmg . 
dependency school is as a scientific and political reaction from a Thir 
World standpoint against the modernisation perspective. After all, 
only really important thing that the modernisation and dependen 
schools shared was an idealised picture of Western development. Four 
points of conflict were particularly important here. . 

First modernisation theorists related the problems of Third World 
countries to internal historical factors. Modernisation Marxists, for the 
part, usually contented themselves with the addendum that the col 
onisers had conserved the feudal-like structures which they had encoun 
tered in the developing countries. The dependency school, however 
turned all this upside-down, putting the blame on external capitalism -
whether in the form of colonialism yesterday or imperialism today. 

Second, modernisation researchers (including the Marxists among 
them) claimed that the problems of developing countries reflected 
shortage of capitalism; it was therefore necessary, they claimed, to sprea 
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!> :; .. a1vn,annc modernisation from the industrialised to the developing conn
and from the city to the countryside. Dependency theorists, on the 

hand, argued that the problem was too much capitalism (of a 
tic variety, at least), not too little. The industrialised countries and 
"es had developed by underdeveloping Third World countries and 
untryside. The ideal Western model of productive capitalism was 
ore unthinkable in the Third World. 
d, modernisation Marxists said it was important not to press 

"st demands prematurely, and that the need of the hour was rather 
with the so-called progressive bourgeoisie and their allied politi

.and officials in bringing about changes of a bourgeois-nationalist 
ter. The dependency theorists retorted, however, that capitalism 

bourgeoisie had subjugated the Third World already. The 
d, therefore, must fight for socialism directly. 
, devotees of the revised modernisation school immersed them

in such matters as clientelism, unstable political institutions and 
om for manoeuvre. Dependency researchers, on the other hand, 
that studying such problems was virtually meaningless - unless 
e explained as part of a broader context marked by international 

dency and by social and economic contlict. 

ependency scholars, then, studying politics in the context of Third 
d development was not central in itself. They asked, certainly, how 
"cs and development went together. They focused, moreover, not 
on economic dependency, but on political dependency too. They 
ly held definite notions, finally, about political matters, including 
t what ought to be done. However, they regarded the policies open 
.e developing countries as so circumscribed by social and economic 
tures in general, and by international dependency in particular, that 
little could in fact be accomplished. Accordingly, more specific 

·es of how problems of development related to the forms, contents 
cesses of politics seemed rather marginal. 

really important thing - the thing that united the developing 
·es and that ought to be the central subject of study - was the 
rts of international economic dependency, both historical and 
porary. These also formed the natural point of departure for 

sing social, cultural and political dependency - which in turn 
ed the relationship between politics and development. 
endency meant, among other things, that national political sover
was undennined already. Improvements in political institutions 

organisations seemed virtually meaningless. The Third World state 
basically an instrument for international capital and its domestic 
rlings. Democratic forms of government were improbable. Rulers 

a basis of popular support and thus needed to resort to author
methods to maintain their position. The traditional working class 

comparatively privileged and in any case too small to provide the 
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driving force for an alternative project. On the other hand, the truly poor 
and marginalised (who were exploited by capitalism indirectly) could 
play an important role. 

International Economic Determinism 

As indicated above, dependency theorists explained almost all of this in ·  

deterministic terms - by reference, that is, to  the economic structure. (Ct 

the matrix on different analytical approaches in Chapter 3.) 
For one thing, they pointed to a series of unequal relations on the 

local, national and international levels - between the metropolitan 

countries and their satellites. Each metropolis dominated and mono

polised its satellites, expropriated a large part of their economic sur

pluses through the market, and used most of the resulting resources 

unproductively.4 
For another, dependency theorists formulated a theory of unequ 

exchange. They claimed that countries and regions producing compara

ble products did not receive comparable payment - on account o 

differing wage costs in particular.5 

Third, dependency scholars contrasted an ideal self-centred core econ· 

omy with an outward-oriented peripheral economy. The self-centred 

model was based on the coexistence of two mutually supportive bran". 

ches of industry - one producing means of production, the other 

producing goods for mass consumption.6 The outward-oriented model 

on the other hand, was dependent on the export of raw materials to the 

industrial countries and the import of means of production from them. 

Dynamic connections between industry and agriculture were absent. The 

economy as a whole consisted, moreover, of several interwoven mod 

of production - capitalist and non-capitalist.7 

At the same time, then, that the dependency school cast light on so 

extremely important connections, it brought the state of research back 

a condition that had characterised the original modernisation school 

the universal application of a rigid macro-theory to widely varyi 

developing countries. The dichotomy between development in the We 

and underdevelopment in the South soon proved, moreover, as stiff an 

unwieldy as that between the modem and the traditional. 

Anti-Imperialism and Self-Centred Development 

What were the implications of the dependency perspective in terms of 

political development project? 
An ideal pattern of self-centred development required, in princip 

that the developing countries resist imperialism and cast off the des! 

live relations of dependency. Dependency scholars claimed they w 
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to show that, during certain periods when imperialist penetration 
less intensive in particular countries or regions, there were signs of a 

fruitful and independent pattern of political and economic 
elopment. · s did not have to mean isolation - 'only' less unequal relations with 
developed world. Some researchers emphasised the need for particu
_caution when dealing with the West in general and the USA in 
ticular. Others said the state-socialist countries of the time were not 
-�h better. Nearly all were agreed, however, that co-operation between 
doping countries - through the Non-Aligned Movement, for instance 

to be strengthened. (Above and beyond their advocacy of self
d development, of course, most dependency researchers recom
ed a socialist-oriented policy.) 

· s was by no means impossible, in the view of the dependency 
l's adherents, in reasonably independent developing countries. But, 

many, where the imperialists and their henchmen were dominant, 
rrutionary changes (by violent and undemocratic means) could not be 
id ed. 
s mentioned above, the dependency theorists rejected earlier left

alist and Communist projects. After all, the starting point of such 
had been that, before solutions of a socialist nature could be 

pied, it was necessary to carry out (with or without Communists in 
ship positions) national, bourgeois and anti-feudal revolutions. 
dency theorists, by contrast, took the view that Third World 
ies were already thoroughly penetrated by capitalism (of a para-

e). 8 Even if, moreover, the popular majority had not been 
ed into traditional wage-labourers, and had 'only' been mar
instead, all of its elements had an interest in revolutionary 

policies. It would therefore, the proponents argued, be best if the 
vements were bypassed - as happened in Cuba, and as Che 
a then attempted elsewhere. 
the passage of time, however, the significance of these important 
·cal and political differences gradually diminished. The Vietnam

ere victorious, and China and the Soviet Union quarrelled. The 
ese were so successful in their conventional yet revolutionary 

at all groups on the left paid them homage, and contented 
Ives thereafter with interpreting the basic Marxist-Leninist texts to 
wn adva

_
ntage. In many quarters, furthermore - as in many 

solidarity movements - a sort of unholy alliance emerged 
those anti-imperialists who decorated their walls with posters 

e Guevara and those reserving their highest esteem for Chairman 
:)30th camps called, after all, for a sterner revolutionary struggle 
: that recommended by Moscow. And despite the fact that the 

s were conservative - in the sense of continuing to urge the 
acy of the so-called anti-feudal struggle - they now did all that they -� to counteract leftist movements which were more or less friendly 
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to Moscow. (Actually, the Philippines - the Latin America of Asia - is one 
of the few cases where revolutionaries inspired by Maoism, on the one 
hand, and the Latin American dependency school, on the other, not only 
carried out a common divorce from the Moscow-oriented Communists 
but also formed the two most important poles within the radical left.) 

Summary 

1. Dependency theorists assumed that imperialism prevented the emer
gence of an ideal-type European or self-centred model of develop
ment. They then proceeded to study how this prevention came 
about. 

2. The root of the evil was not internal but external conditions, and not 
too little capitalism but rather too much (at least of a parasitic sort). It 
was therefore meaningless to focus on internal factors such as 
clientelism without seeing them as part of a larger context. And it 
was absurd to fight against traditional feudal-like structures when 
it was capitalism that dominated, and socialism that should be put 
on the agenda. 

3. The explanations offered were economic and determinist in charac
ter. The development of the industrialised countries and of the . 
metropolitan zones of the developing countries took place at the 
price of the underdevelopment of the Third World and of the. 
countryside. The room for policy-making was severely circumscribed 
by unequal relations of dependency. National sovereignty was 
undermined. The state was an instrument of international capital 
and its domestic underlings. Democratic forms of government were 
unlikely. The popular majority remained marginalised and poor. 

4. Ideal self-centred development required that developing countri 
cast off the destructive relations of dependency. In countries where 
the imperialists and their henchmen were in firm control, revolu
tionary changes were needed. 

Notes 

1 For a review and analysis of the dependency school, see Blomstrom and: 
Hettne, Development Theory in Transition. 

2 United Nations Economic Corrunission for Latin America, ECLA, includ· 
economists such as Raoul Prebisch and Celso Furtado. 

3 Baran, The Political Economy of Growth. 
4 The outstanding figure in English was Andre Gunder Frank. See, fo 

example, 'The Development of Underdevelopment'; Capitalism and Underdevelop 
ment in Latin America; Latin America: Underdevelopment or Revolution; Lumpenbour 
geoisie - Lumpendevelopment; and 'Dependence is Dead, Long Live Dependen 
and the Class Struggle' . 
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'. >:-_; -S The outstanding scholar here was Emrnanuelr Unequal Exchange. >, __ -:6 - The means-of-production branch of industry produces machinery for the 
;�ot15umer-goods branch of industry, which manufactures goods demanded by ' 

ers in both sectors. 
Amin was the foremost researcher here. His field of study was Africa; 

J see at first hand Accumulation on a World Scale; Unequal Development; 
erialism and Unequal Development. 

hits they also rejected the thesis (in the theory of non-capitalist develop
;.... see Chapter 6) that a wide space for political manoeuvre had arisen on 

t of a weakly developed capitalism. 



8 (IV) Class Politics and the 
Relative Autonomy of the State 

A criticism often brought against the basis of the dependency school was 
that its macro-perspective made it difficult to distinguish nuances. 
Classical dependency theory took little account, for instance, of differ
ences in the policies and actual paths of development followed by 
different countries and regions. Many of those who were inspired by the 
dependency approach, therefore, found it important, on the one hand, to 
learn from the comparative historians' mpre contextualised studies 
(which we pointed to in Chapter 6) and, on the other hand, to revise the 
original dependency argument and to improve on two of its weak points. 
The first was the claim that virtually all development in the Third World 
was blocked. The second was the view that Third World class antag
onisms and political patterns were determined by ubiquitous capitalist 
relations of production.1 We shall consider each question in turn. 

The Actual Pattern of Development 

To begin with, thus, the basic premise of the dependency school that 
capitalist expansion in the Third World generated underdevelopment 
and made ideal self-centred development impossible - came in for hard 
self-criticism. It became increasingly evident that a series of outward
oriented Third World economies were developing very rapidly. We shall 
distinguish four critical tendencies among scholars in this area. 

It bears mentioning, first, that some researchers abandoned the 
dependency school altogether, and essentially returned to classical devel
opmental optimism. Scholars like Bill Warren, for instance, pointed to the 
rapid economic growth taking place in East Asia and declared that, with 
colonialism at an end, and with several developing countries in a 
stronger position, international capitalism was no longer parasitic but 
rather progressive - roughly as Marx once had argued.2 

Among those modifying and refining the original dependency thesis, 
however, one group studied the world system. Immanuel Wallerstein 
took the view that a world capitalist system had emerged as early as the 
1500s. He analysed the upswings and downturns of this system over 
time. Each country's prospects for development were determined by 
these cyclical variations, he averred, as well as by its place in the system. 
To a certain extent, then, the position of individual countries in the 
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system could be changed. The developing countries were not eternally 
doomed. Wallerstein also distinguished a middle level of sorts - the so
called semi-periphery.3 

Another and broader approach was taken by those who studied the 
actual development which - dependency notwithstanding - was taking 
place in a number of countries. At an early stage, for example, Henrique 
Cardoso (later on the President of Brazil) took part in a pioneering Latin 
American study4 which related various paths of development to different 
classes and interests. Similar analyses were done of other countries, for 
instance of Kenya.5 Increasing numbers of scholars took the position that 
a domestic bourgeoisie was investing in dynamic sectors and gaining in 
economic and political strength. On the whole, moreover, the depend
ency school had never won much support among radical scholars in a 
country like India, with its sizeable domestic market and powerful 
private companies.6 Actually, even the successful outward-oriented East 
Asian economies had initially been based on the expansion of the 
domestic markets; a fact, of course, which many avoided for ideological 
reasons. 

In the rapidly developing economies of East and South-East Asia, 
however, it was particularly hard to detect any up-and-coming domestic 
private capitalists who could be described as the driving force. The state, 
rather, was the decisive factor - but not the strong suit of the dependency 
theorists. They continued along the international path instead. They 
explained the new economic miracles as quite simply the result of a new 
international division of labour which had arisen alongside the old one. 
In former times, the main task of the developing countries had been to 
produce raw materials, while developed countries had largely manu
factured industrial products. Now, the claim went, the ever-more 
advanced and powerful capitalism at the core had made it possible for 
expansive transnational corporations to locate some of their industrial 
production in developing countries with a favourable business climate 
(including low wages ).7 

All those dependency revisionists, certainly, considered also the political 
consequences of their amended economic analyses.8 Yet, although the 

knowledge gained about actual economic developments was 
important, the researchers in question remained for the most part on a 
similarly economistic playing field to the original dependency theorists. 
The framework of analysis and the object of study were largely the same. 
.The task was to inspect the economic analysis critically and to improve 
it. Innovative studies of the political sphere and its impact were mainly 
conspicuous by their absence. The result - which in itself is not to be 
despised - was if anything a sort of deepened determinism regarding the 
political economy of the developing countries.9 (Cf. the matrix on 
different analytical approaches in Chapter 3.) 
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Classes and Interests 

In a similar way, the argument of the dependency school that problems 
of development arose from universal capitalist relations of production 
came under critical scrutiny. According to the dependency theorists, a 
destructive pattern of capitalist exploitation had left its mark on the 
social and economic antagonisms and classes of the Third World as a 
whole (minus some explicitly socialist countries). International capital, 
therefore, led the Third World state by the nose. Hence, the majority of 
the people had a common interest in placing socialism on the agenda. 

Soon enough, however, the actual pattern of development indicated 
that things were less simple. In dealing with that question too, many of 
the revisionist researchers at first set political questions aside. In this 
case, however, they did so in favour of a fundamental socio-economic 
analysis. This was important, for the focus on socio-economic conflicts 
and interests afforded new opportunities for transcending the econo
mism which had been so prominent earlier. Thus, in the end, it even 
became possible to discuss the specific actions of the state and of other 
political actors in greater detail. We shall return to this. Let us first tum, 
however, to the socio-economic studies themselves. It is true that some of 
the scholars (mentioned in the former section) who investigated the 
actual pattern of economic development noted that the conflicts in 
question were complicated, and that both the interests of classes and the 
relations of strength between them had changed. Others, however, dug 
deeper. Let us follow them. 

The time was now the early seventies. The interest in rigorous Marxist 
analysis, and in Leninist and Maoist strategies too, was at a high point. 
Many of the prescriptions may now be passe, but there is good reason to 
make use of the critical-theoretical insights that emerged then. 

Regardless of whether one based one's arguments on the classics or on 
in-depth empirical studies, it was clear that the original dependency 
theorists were on less than firm ground when talking about capitalism 
and classes. While Marx started out from production in general - and its 
technical level and social organisation in particular - the pioneers of 
dependency theory, like A.G. Frank, focused their greatest attention on 
trade and capital accumulation. 

None of the critics denied, certainly, that trade and capital accumula
tion had already been found throughout the world for several centuries. 
Nor did any contest the view that the developed capitalist countries 
dominated the Third World and expropriated its resources and surplus 
production. But this did not necessarily mean, these critics averred, that 
the mode of production operating in the developing countries was itself 
capitalist in character. For the capitalist mode of production was charac
terised not just by capitalists but also by 'free' wage-workers, who did 
not have to be forced to work by explicitly coercive means. 
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This capitalism existed in Third World countries only in part. Several 
different modes of production coexisted with each other. The variations 
were especially marked with respect to the social organisation of pro
duction, including the control of the means of production. 'Free' wage
workers were certainly to be found, primarily in modem industries. 
Most prominent, however, were the vast numbers of socially and politi
cally subordinated workers, oppressed peasants of various sorts, diverse 
craftsmen and traders, domestic servants, and so on. The dominant 
classes varied as well. Semi-feudal landlords retained considerable 
importance, for example. The antagonisms were many and the interests 
various.10 

These insights had the effect of shifting interest from general-level 
economic models, focusing mainly on external factors, to detailed analy
ses of internal class relations. Intricate debates over modes of production 
were conducted far and near u How did the actual subordination and 
exploitation function, and how would an ideal class analysis look?12 

Moreover, as mentioned above, those deepened socio-economic analy
ses even generated new and fruitful perspectives on politics and the state 
(which cannot be said of the criticisms offered of the dependency 
school's claims about economic development). 

To begin with, the interest in a better analysis of production relations 
entailed recognising the need to take ideological and political factors into 
account in some manner. For the production relations requiring closer 
study were not purely capitalistic arrangements. Of particular import
ance here was the involvement of a large measure of extra-economic 
coercion in the subordination of labour. 

Second, the increased interest in social conflicts and conditions (over 
and above the economic factors that had been omnipresent earlier) 
meant that researchers were better able to draw conclusions about how 
different actors used politics and the state in order to promote their 
interests.13 

Third, the deepened class analyses had great importance when it came 
to discussing and evaluating political strategies.14 Assume, for example, 
that new findings indicated that very few authentically capitalist con
flicts could be found. A reasonable conclusion might in that case have 
been to reject a large part of the criticism launched by dependency 
scholars of the old Left' s argument that, before socialism could be placed 
on the agenda, it was necessary to fight against quasi-feudal production 
relations. In other words, ultra-leftists like Che Guevara might have been 
fashionable but there was something to the old argument that people 
would not stand up for socialism just because some brave guerrillas took 
the lead. 

Two different ways of specifying and explaining the relation between 
politics and development emerged in accordance with these criticisms. 
Most of the researchers were drawing on the contextualised approaches 
of the comparative historians (see Chapter 6), 15 but within the first path 
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they focused on state power and class and witltin the other on the 
relative autonomy of the state. We shall examine each tendency in tum. 

CJ.ass Politics 

Researchers applying the first perspective analysed how different classes 
and factions used the state to further their interests. They tried in this 
way to explain the forms, content and processes of politics in general, 
and the political economy in particular. An early example m this drrec
tion is the Latin American study done by Cardoso and Faletto. These 
authors distinguished three paths to so-called dependent industrialis
ation. A 'liberal' one in Argentina, where foreign capital dominated. A 
'nationalist-populist' one in Brazil, where a range of social forces collab
orated through the state. And a third in Chile and Mexico, where a 
'developmental state' sought to handle foreign dominance and the lack 
of a strong domestic capitalist class by promoting industrial develop
ment, and by building an alliance between the middle class and the 
previously mobilised masses.16 

Another illustration may be found in John Martinussen' s comparison 
of how different dominant classes in India and in Pakistan sought to 
safeguard their interests through the state. Martinussen found'. among 
other things, that the survival of parliamentary democracy m India 
reflected a comparatively strong 'national bourgeoisie', which often 
sought to assert its interest through relatively stable representative 
organs.17 

Many scholars returned, moreover, to Marx's analysis of 'Bonapartism' 
in France, and Engels' s examination of Bismarck's rule in Germany." 
These researchers sought to test (but often contented themselves with 
applying) the thesis that, when the emerging bourgeoisie and working 
class are still relatively weak, an authoritarian state results. 

Guillermo O'Donnell, for example, spoke of three Latin American 
phases: an ' oligarchic' state dominated by the elite that was based on 

.
the 

export sectors; a 'populist' period during which the new bourge01s1e 
relied on import substitution, domestic demand, and a tactical alhance 
with the urban masses; and a 'bureaucratic-authoritarian' stage, in which 
import substitution was dropped and military and civilian teclmocrats 
invited in foreign capital, and representatives for var10us assoaations 
among the ruling groups joined in a kind of authoritarian elite corporat
ism.19 Similar analyses were also done of other regions - for instance, 
East and South-East Asia20 and parts of Africa.21 

It bears mentioning, finally, that researchers such as Claude Meillas
soux and Issa Shivji argued that, where the private bourgeoisie was 
unusually weak and the state relatively strong, it was the emergence and 
character of a strong state bureaucracy that ought to be discussed. On the 
one hand, this bureaucracy was based on the petty bourgeoisie and acted 
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in its interests. On the other hand, it also appropriated state organs and 
resources. 22 

Much earlier, Mao himself, certainly, had spoken of 'bureaucratic 
capitalists' who combined a strong base within the economy with control 
of the state apparatus. But the more researchers and activists were forced 
to take the control of state resources (rather than private capital) into 
account, the more conventional class analysis had to be stretched.23 (As 
for how today's scholars have tackled the matter, we shall return to this 
question later on.) 

To sum up, the approaches described were based on a deepened 
analysis of socio-economic structures and of the interests, conflicts and 
alliances of classes. Political power rested ultimately on the power of 
classes in production. State and political institutions - not least the 
parties and interest organisations which bound state and society together 
- were indeed important. They were not, however, important in them
selves, but rather because classes could take advantage of state organs, 
political parties, trade unions and influential politicians. (Cf. the matrix 
on different analytical approaches in Chapter 3.) 

The Relative Autonomy of the State 

The second perspective focused instead on what happened on the 
political level (with its forms, content and processes); given the complex 
class structure and its historical roots. This meant both in the state and in 
the linkage between state and society. 

An innovative analyst of Marx and Antonio Gramsci24 during this 
period, Nicos Poulantzas, emphasised that, while the economic and 
political spheres had been interwoven under feudalism, the political 
sphere was relatively autonomous under capitalism. It was only in the 
final instance, and in the long term, that the state served the interests of 
the ruling class.25 

Scholars such as Hamza Alavi extended this approach to the develop
ing countries.26 Even a brief analysis of South Asia made it clear, for 
example, that it was far from always the case that political institutions, 
organisations, bureaucrats and politicians served the economically domi
nant classes. Despite the fundamental similarity of socio-economic con
ditions in many Third World countries, the forms, content and processes 
of politics varied. 

In other words, conditions in the political sphere could not just be seen 
as the result of external dependence and of class. The relative autonomy 
enjoyed by the post-colonial state was clearly unusually great. This made 
it necessary to study the significance of political institutions, organisa
tions, bureaucrats and politicians in their own right - not least in order to 
understand the relation between politics and development. 
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But how, more exactly, could the relative autonomy of the political 
sphere be identified and explained where the Third World was con
cerned? It was hardly the case, after all, that the developing countries 
were characterised by the sort of highly developed capitalism that, in 
Poulantzas' s view, endowed the political sphere with extensive auton
omy. It seemed, rather, that the converse condition obtained in the Third 
World - that politicians and the state were strong where capitalism was 
weak. 

Many of the researchers who emphasised class interests and class 
struggle tried again to solve this mystery with the aid of arguments 
supplied by Marx and others about Bonapartism in France and Bis
marck's iron hand in Germany. According to this approach, the import
ance of politicians, and their freedom of action as well, arose from a 
stalemate in the class struggle. The old European landlords were on their 
way out. Neither the capitalists nor the workers were strong enough to 
seize the dominant role. The scholars in question took the view that a 
similar equilibrium obtained between classes in developing countries. 
This explained why politicians could act so freely. 

It still remained, however, to specify how contemporary conditions in 
the Third World corresponded to those in Europe a century before. In 
addition, of course, the autonomy of the political sphere needed to be 
delimited and defined. 

In order to solve this problem, these researchers turned again to the 
complicated class structure prevailing in the developing countries. It was 
this, they argued, that explained why no group was strong enough to 
rule the roost. The field was relatively free, rather, for politicians and 
bureaucrats able to establish a reasonably stable and legitimate regime. 
For example, rather radical development strategies were by no means 
impossible, as long as the long-term interest of the dominant groups in 
the maintenance of private ownership was guaranteed. 

But freedom is one thing and capacity another. Otherwise put, how 
could one explain the fact that politicians and bureaucrats were not only 
free to act but were also capable of acting forcefully? Well, the claim 
went, the colonial and neo-colonial background was decisive here. In the 
Third World the state was actually 'overdeveloped', seen in relation to 
the socio-economic structure of the countries themselves. In developing 
countries, politics and the state reflected more than just the domestic 
social and economic structure. Had this not been so, politicians and 
bureaucrats would not have been so important or so capable of effective 
action. Developing countries had also inherited advanced and extensive 
colonial and neo-colonial institutions and organisations. These were 
created by previous rulers who did have a strong class base (and one 
ultimately rooted in the industrialised countries). Now, therefore, politi
cians and bureaucrats in the Third World could build further on these 
impressive institutions and organisations, including the public bureau
cracy, the police and the military. 
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One could say, in sum, that the peculiar importance of politics and the 
state in developing countries was explained by the inability of any one 
contemporary class to push through its own particular agenda, and by 
the capacity of politicians and bureaucrats to use the institutions and 
organisations (both in the state and in the linkage between society and 
state) that powerful colonisers had built up. (Cf. the matrix on different 
analytical approaches in Chapter 3.) 

This mixture of explanations -based variously on class, institution and 
organisation - was not a bad one. Yet it remained, of course, to work out 
and to explain how all this changed over time. When the relative 
autonomy of the Third World state had diminished, one could certainly 
pomt out that the position of domestic and foreign capitalists had been 
strengthened instead. Alternatively, as in India for example, different 
classes and factions had succeeded in penetrating the state in order to 
promote their own particular interests. Yet how could it be that it was 
often precisely bureaucrats and politicians - in parts of East and South
East Asia for example - who had succeeded in gathering greater power 
both for the state and for themselves? This is, thus, another question we 
shall have reason to discuss further on - when we consider how 
contemporary scholars have approached similar issues. 

Political Marxism 

Many researchers concluded their analyses, certainly, with recommen
dations about how development could be promoted by political means. 
However, the further development of the dependency perspective along 
lines of class and relative autonomy implied no new common and 
coherent development project. 

Many nourished a healthy scepticism, for example, towards the 
slogans of dependency theory that no development worthy of the name 
was possible in the Third World without revolutionary socialist changes. 
It was necessary to refine insights, theories and methodologies. On the 
other hand, some of these scholars doubtless also believed that radical 
political ?rganisations would be able to use the deepened class analyses 
and the ms1ghts about the relative autonomy of the state in order to 
promote alternative development. In the end, therefore, one could prob
ably conclude that over-simplified voluntaristic prescriptions gave way 
to hopes among some researchers that good Marxist analysis and real
istic political engineering could alter the state of things. 

Summary 

l. As extremely rapid growth came to be noted in a number of 
outward-oriented developing countries, a central argument of the 
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dependency school - that capitalist expansion in the Third World 
generated underdevelopment and made 'real' development impos
sible - came under sharper criticism. Some researchers claimed, for 
instance, that the domestic bourgeoisie had grown in strength, while 
others discussed a new international division of labour. 

2. A second thesis of the dependency school - that it was a parasitic but 
nevertheless capitalist exploitation that determined social and eco
nomic conflicts and classes in the Third World - also came under 
critical scrutiny. For it became clear that the state did not always do 
capital's bidding, and that 'the people' did not always share the same 
interests. Many scholars shifted from general-level economic models 
and external factors to detailed analyses of internal class relations. 

3. The deepened socio-economic analyses generated new and fruitful 
perspectives on politics and the state. Production relations were not 
of a purely capitalist type. It was also necessary to devote great 
efforts to the study of politics and ideology. In doing so, many 
scholars were drawing on the contextualised approaches of the 
comparative historians (see Chapter 6). 

4. Some researchers analysed how different classes and factions used 
politics and the state to promote their own interests. 

5. Others focused on the political level (both the state sphere proper 
and the linkage between state and society). The Third World state 
exhibited, they claimed, an unusually high degree of autonomy. The 
complex class structure meant that no class could drive its own 
project through. At the same time, politicians and bureaucrats could 
use the 'overdeveloped' state institutions and organisations left 
behind by powerful colonisers. 

6. The simplistic prescriptions of the original dependency school were 
replaced by a striving for refined insights, theories and method
ologies. The hope was that these could contribute - with an 
improved political Marxism - to changing the state of things. 

Notes 

1 The critical reader may wish to know that the author was a founding 
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what now is only a network - sought other paths as well. 
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9 (V) Rent-Seeking Politicians 
and Bureaucrats 

No Short Cuts to Progress 

It was now the late 1970s and early 1980s. Rapid economic and social 

development was indeed evident in certain places, and particularly in 

East and South-East Asia. Yet attention was focused at first on reg10ns 

where the problems were extensive and earlier expectations had come to 

naught. 
The failure of the political development projects could often be traced 

to the drastic recommendations of the dependency school or to the ideas 

of modernisation revisionists about stronger political institutions and 

state intervention. Increasing numbers of researchers, therefore, came to 

agree that the problem lay in the deficiencies of the political system and 

in the underdevelopment of civil society. There was a markedly 

increased interest in the role of the state, the forms of governance, and 

the character of civil society. 
It was a question, then, of understanding what was wrong with the 

state and with civil society. Most of the old theories were also thought to 

be part of the problem, Those who tried to solve this by further 

developed concepts such as class politics and the relative autonomy of 

the state, however, were not welcome in polite society during the 

eighties. Civil society and the state should not, it was thought, be 

discussed in such a manner. Sharp tools were generally lacking, more

over, for analysing in depth the political aspects of development. The 

field was therefore left free for new ideas (or resuscitated old ideas, more 

exactly). 

Neo-Classical Premises 

It was natural for many economists to base their investigations on neo
classical models and assumptions regarding the manner in which an 
ideal capitalist market economy functioned. This included a limited role 
for the state. 

To begin with, these economists laid their models and assumptions 
over the observed economic reality like a template. In this way, they were 
able to discern which policies followed 'the only way' and which 
diverged from it. The conclusion, unsurprisingly, was that state inter
vention had been excessive. 
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Then, of course, these interventions had to be described and explained. 
It should in principle be possible, these theorists averred, to study the 
political system in the same manner as the economic. One way of doing 
this was to apply the concept of a political market. Once again, in other 
words, these theorists pulled out their models and assumptions concern
ing the capitalist market economy. This time, a slightly modified eco
nomic template was laid over the political reality. Which arrangements 
accorded with the ideal, and which departed from it, were evident 
thereby. 

The idea, then, was that politicians, bureaucrats and voters could be 
studied in more or less the same way as rational and self-interested 
businessmen and consumers in the market. This was a kind of neo
classical answer to the Marxist thesis that political behaviour was deter
mined by the interests and struggles of classes. (Interests and struggles 
which were dictated by people's place in the economic and social 
structure rather than the neo-classical assumption of self-interest.) 

Too Much Politics 

These premises defined a large part of the problem. For if one places the 
image of an idealised capitalist market economy over both economic and 
political reality, the problem appears necessarily to be one of excessive 
political intervention. 

Already by definition, then, the risk was obvious that politics and the 
state served to hinder rather than to promote production and the market. 
It was a question, in fact, not of developmental but rather of predatory 
states. 

Politicians and bureaucrats were assumed, just like businessmen, to be 
rational actors who attended to their economic self-interest. Organised 
groups in society (trade unions for example) were said to represent the 
special interests of their members. In the long run, certainly, such groups 
had an interest in promoting economic development. Doing otherwise, 
after all, would mean sawing off the branch on which they themselves 
were sitting. The promotion of development, then, was in the common 
interest. In the short run, however, a great many problems presented 
themselves. The political sphere seemed not to function like an ideal 
capitalist market in which each entrepreneur had to produce more and 
more efficiently in order to survive. It appeared to be completely 
rational, rather, for political actors to use their influence and position to 
redistribute resources in their favour - instead of trying to make the pie 
bigger. 

The problem got still worse, these theorists claimed, when large 
groups of voters found that they would lose out if they did not vote for 
politicians who promised benefits of various kinds, or if they did not join 
powerful organisations which defended special interests rather than the 
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common interest. In the end even businessmen had to concentrate their 
efforts on cultivating good contacts with powerful politicians and 
bureaucrats. 

In this way a destructive logic was created. A great deal of time and 
money was spent on unproductive activities that actually amounted to 
no more than costly redistribution. Those charged with the institutional
isation and regulation of politics and the state discovered that rewards 
were to be had - in the form of greater voting support and more money 
- by increasing red tape, duplication and redistribution. Entrepreneurs 
too needed to invest in protection and reduced competition in order to 
make money. Growth thus came to a halt. 

At the same time, of course, the indispensable constitutional state -
with its business legislation and its civil rights and freedoms - was 
undermined. Those dominating the system monopolised the political 
institutions and organisations, and gained special treatment thereby. 
According to this perspective, then, intervention in the capitalist market 
undermined not just the economy but democracy as well. The converse 
also applied: a capitalist market economy was a precondition for demo
cracy. Some scholars even considered it a part of democracy. 

If this state of affairs could be changed, then, it would no longer be 
necessary to spend energy and money on unproductive activities. 
Dynamic effects would also result, for businessmen would need to invest 
in production, and people would have to work harder. Further benefits 
included better law and order, enhanced rights and freedoms, and 
Western-style democracy. 

Economistic Explanatory Models 

At first some political scientists were probably pleased. For now even the 
economists were saying that the source of all problems was to be sought 
on the political level. Yet it soon proved the case that, notwithstanding 
some digressions into political philosophy, the economists explained 
political problems in their own way and using their own economic 
terms. 

The most important factors, accordingly, were thought to be located on 
the political level - particularly in the state sphere, but also to some 
extent in the linkage between society and the state. The focus, moreover, 
was on individual actors like politicians and bureaucrats, not on struc
tures or institutions or the interaction between structures and actors. (Cf. 
the matrix on different analytical approaches in Chapter 3.) 

Three explanatory models predominated. The first was the so-called 
public choice school, with Nobel Prize winner James Buchanan at the 
head. According to this view, the causes of the destructive state inter
ference in the market were to be sought in the political and bureaucratic 
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actions of self-interested actors, whose behaviour was perfectly rational 
(in a short-term sense).1 

The second model was that presented by Mancur Olson. Olson argued 
that strong interest organisations had a tendency to hitch a free ride off 
the efforts of others, and to favour the short-term interests of their 
members over the common interest.2 

J.N. Bhagwali and R.A. Srinivasan formulated a third approach.3 They 
argued that great social and economic waste resulted when certain actors 
attempted - by political and bureaucratic means - to create and main
tain monopolies, and to collect rents therefrom. So-called directly 
unproductive profit- or rent-seeking activities4 were an obstacle to 
development-promoting investment. Examples included offering bribes 
or lobbying for protective tariffs. 

What these three approaches had in common, however, that they 
explained the negative impact of politics on development with the 
argument that the political system made rent-seeking behaviour possible. 
In an ideal capitalist market, individual utility maximisation led to new 
production. Politics and the state, by contrast, enabled self-interested and 
rational individuals and interest groups to bring about a redistribution of 
the economic surplus in their favour. This generated economic and social 
waste.5 

Disarm the State and the Special. Interests 

The conclusions were given. There were no political short cuts to 
progress. The market and the individual had to be liberated. The state 
and the special interests had to be disarmed. 

This meant, to begin with, the privatisation of state activities, the 
deregulation of markets, the elimination of various licence systems and 
trade barriers (regarding imports and foreign investments, for example), 
and the radical reduction of state benefits. Politicians would have less to 
distribute, and individuals and special interests would have less to fight 
over. 

Second, the remaining political sector was assigned the performance of 
one critical task - the creation of efficient institutions and organisations 
for upholding the constitutional order. This meant maintaining law and 
order, safeguarding private ownership, and enacting good business 
legislation. Many of the activities remaining within the state sector were 
to be decentralised. Freedom of information was necessary as well - to 
counteract monopoly and to facilitate market exchange. 

Third, it was necessary to deepen and to strengthen civil society vis-a
vis the state. The private sphere had to be widened. This meant encour
aging a variety of organisations - including business associations, 
churches, Rotary Clubs, and Amnesty International. Many neo-classical 
theorists brought in the nuclear family as well. Trade unions, however, 
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did not qualify (they were special interests, and at worst politicised). 
Civil rights and freedoms had to be protected - against the state - and 
Western-style political democracy needed to be established. 

Fourth, it was necessary to adapt the methods of international coop
eration and assistance to the need for these structural changes. Aid had 
often been a source of extra rent for politicians and bureaucrats. This had 
enabled them to avoid essential changes. Donors should therefore 
encourage a free capitalist market economy, adjustment to the realities of 
international competition, and strong state institutions and organisations 
for guaranteeing public order and stable business conditions. Civil rights 
and freedoms should be promoted, and where possible democratic 
elections too. Indeed, donors ought to make their assistance conditional 
on a wholehearted adoption of such policies by recipient states. 

This approach not only furnished the framework for the well-known 
structural adjustment programmes, it also lay behind much of the stress 
put by leading Western states and organisations on human rights, so
called NGOs (voluntary non-governmental organisations), and the tran
sition from authoritarian to more democratic forms of government ('in 
ordered forms', as the point is commonly expressed). 

Summary 

1. On the basis of neo-classical models and assumptions, adherents of 
this school argued that politics and the state hindered rather than 
promoted development. 

2. Individual utility-maximising behaviour led, in an ideal capitalist 
market, to new production. Politics and the state, by contrast, 
enabled self-interested and rational individuals to redistribute 
resources in their favour, generating social and economic waste in 
the process. 

3. There were no political short cuts to development. The individual 
and the market had to be liberated. The state and the special interests 
had to be disarmed. Constitutionalism and freedom of information 
had to be protected. Civil society (not including the special interests) 
had to be strengthened. Aid had to be structured so as to promote 
structural adjustment and civil rights and freedoms. 

Notes 

1 See, for example, Buchanan, Tollison and Tullock, Towards a Theory of the 
Rent-seeking Society; and Buchanan, Liberty, Market, and State. 

2 Olson, The Rise and Decline of Nations. 
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, � See, for example, Bhagwati, Essays in Development Economics; Bhagwati, 
Direct!/' Unproductive Profit-Seeking (DUP) Activities'; and Bhagwati and Srini

vasan, Revenue Seeking'. 
4 Directly unproductive profit seeking (DUP), and rent seeking, respectively. 
5_ �or two overviews favourable to this schoot see Srinivasan, 'Neoclassical 

Pohtical ��onorny, the State and Economic Development'; and Findlay, 'Is the 
New Political Economy Relevant to Developing Countries?'. 



1 0  (VI) The Primacy of 
Institutions 

from Earlier to Renewed Discussion 

We are now approaching the contemporary discussion. The original 

modernisation and dependency paradigms can therefore be regarded as 

matters of history in the main. Yet many researchers still carry the old 

orientations with them like a kind of ballast - for the most part m the 

positive balancing sense, but also to some extent like skeletons in the 

closet. 
Exciting research is still produced, moreover, within the framework of 

the revisionist schools. As we shall see, many of today's democracy 

studies, for example, have their roots in revised modernisation per

spectives. The arguments about rent-seeking politicians and bureaucrats, 

moreover, still play an important role, and so do those of class politics. 

It bears stressing, finally, that the paradigms of today are not based on 

grand substantive theories claiming general validity. Rather, they are 

broad analytical frameworks that permit us to borr�w ".aluable ms1ghts 

and hypotheses from earlier schools. Two tendencies, m my view, are 

most important here. One is the renewed study of mstitutional factors. 

The second is the attempt to develop a post-Marxist alternative. Let us 

begin with the institutionalist perspective. 

The Individual and the Market are not 
Everything 

As mentioned above, the neo-classical diagnosis of the 1980s held that 

development problems arose from too much state and politics and too 

little civil society. . . . 
Many political scientists gave a respectful reception to this 

_
view. The 

neo-classicists of the eighties had outmanoeuvred the Marx:Ists
. 
of :he 

seventies. After some time, however, mainstream political scientists 

found this to be a pyrrhic victory. They were now confronted with even 

more economistic explanations. The scope, forms, content and processes 

of politics were not recognised as possessing virtually any explanatory 

value of their own. 
Rather, many economists were also critical of the fact that everything 

that did not form part of a pure market was viewed as something 
_
that 

the cat had dragged in.1 In 1993, in fact, one of the leading cnl!cs, 
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Douglass North, even received the Nobel Prize in economics. Certainly, 
one of his arguments is that some specific institutions inhibit develop
ment and lead to large transaction costs. Granted, it is possible to read 
this as a contribution in line with the neo-liberal thesis of political 
predation. North himself, however, took the view that institutions were 
neither foreign and external nor necessarily disturbing to the functioning 
of markets. They formed, rather, an integral part of the development of 
markets.2 

Hence, a series of both political scientists and economists reached 
much the same conclusion: the study of self-interested individual behav
iour in political and economic markets does not suffice - not when the 
purpose is to analyse the relation between politics and economics on the 
one hand, and problems of development on the other. Rather, they 
claimed, we should devote our primary efforts to studying institutions. 

What, then, did they mean by institutions?' Some definitions are so wide 
as to render the concept virtually synonymous with manners and 
customs (informal institutions). Others, by contrast, require organisa
tional arrangements - a state-enforced system of rules, for example. At 
the same time, many scholars conceive of parties or state organs in 
institutional terms. In the latter sense I have chosen, as earlier men
tioned, to speak of 'orgaPisations' rather than 'institutions'. Accordingly, 
one may conclude that most definitions 'have in common the general 
idea of an institution as the locus of a regularised or crystallised principle 
of conduct, action or behaviour that governs a crucial area of social life 
and that endures over time' .4 For example, North emphasises 'rules, 
enforcement characteri�tics of rules, an

_
d norms of behaviour that struc- ; 

ture repeated human mteraction';5 this mcludes rights and duties in 
economic transactions and in political work. In other words, institutions 
are the more or less formalised rules of the game in a society. 

Let us look more closely, then,·- at some of the major institutionalist 
approaches to problems of development. First those that focus on 
economic factors, then those that place politics at the centre or that 
specialise in politically relevant institutions in civil society. 

Transaction Costs and State Direction 

Institutionalist economists who study development usually focus on 
what Douglass North calls transaction costs.6 Costs arising, that is, in 
connection with the exchange of goods and services; costs for establish
ing contacts between economic actors (with the help of information), for 
reaching agreements, and for ensuring that contracts entered into are 
kept. The more complex the transactions, the higher the costs and the 
greater the need for appropriate institutional arrangements. It is in 
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connection with the formalisation and development of suc
_
h arrange

ments that the state enters the picture. The study of transact10n costs is 

thus a key to understanding the relation between politics and develop

ment. A characteristic feature of Third World economies is that trans

action costs are high. In certain places, however, prog
_
ress

. 
has been 

achieved - above all, many still say, despite the current cns1s, m parts of 

Asia. . 
Actually, the greatest strength of the institutionalist economists -

alongside their ability to explain why shock therapy has not m itself 

sufficed to solve the problems of Eastern Europe - can be seen m their 

way of analysing the advances observed, at least till recently, in East and 

parts of South-East Asia. 
. , . . 

In the matter of East and South-East Asia s ongmal so-called devel-

opmental states, broad social-structural analysis, including that of Marx

ist origin, did not shown itself to be so fru1tfuL Generally speaking it was 

not, in these countries,7 strong private capitalists and other forces m the 

market-place and civil society who were responsible for getting develop

ment going. Rather, it was politicians, bureaucrats and the_ state. Nor 

have neo-classics - who have lavished all their care and attention on how 

markets should function, rather than on how they actually work and 

develop - been very much help. According to the neo-classics,
. 
trans

action cost are externalities. Hence, the almost sole contnbubon of 

political institutions to economic progress is to safeguard private owner

ship and otherwise to keep clear of the market. And of course this fits 

very badly with the fact that, in East and parts of South-East Asia, state 

organisation and regulation was exceedingly prominent, and . to some 

extent still is, despite being undermined by pnvat1sation. Partially, this 

was finally acknowledged even by the World. Bank in its 1993 rerort on 

the 'East Asian Miracle', in spite of many political compromises. 

It is the institutionally oriented economists, rather, who have produced 

the most exciting and promising analyses of how and why state orgams

ation and regulation prepared the way for the economic miracles. The 

measures in question have involved more than just sta�le legtslabon for 

the conduct of business. One major pillar of the angina! model (of 

Taiwan and South Korea) was state-led land reforms making it possible 

for large groups of people to increase production and make it more 

efficient, thus forming the basis for dynamic domestic markets. Two 

other and more generally applicable pillars were, on the one hand, _at 

least initially, comparatively weak private capitalists, 
_
and,_ on the other, 

powerful politicians, officers and technocrats who, agam 1�1tially, did not 

have to take orders from either unions, big landlords or big busmess. At 

best, for instance, they were rather against old destructive monopolies 

and promoted productive investment. And as state leaders they called 

for national unity, usually against Commumsm. Fmally we should not 

(as many analysts tend to) forget the equally important fourth pillar m 
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the form of the repression and subordination of people in general and 
the work-force in particular. 

The idea of a developmental state is an old one; it was a central 
concept in the thinking of, for instance, Friedrich List (who loomed so 
large in the debates over Germany's late modernisation) and Karl Marx. 
The contemporary concept was established in the early 1980s by Chal
mers Johnson in his studies of Japan in particular.9 Adrian Leftwich has 
recently proposed the following general definition of developmental 
states: 'states whose politics have concentrated sufficient power, auton
omy and capacity at the centre to shape, pursue and encourage the 
achievement of explicit developmental objectives, whether by establish
ing and promoting the conditions and direction of economic growth, or 
by organising it directly, or a varying combination of both.'10 In other 
words, institutionalists can show that the type of interventions that were 
so important for the creation of rapid growth in East Asia call to mind 
those used in earlier developmental states, such as Germany and other 
late industrialisers. Nor was it the case, in these earlier instances, that a 
pure and free market created development on its own u In fact, many of 
the measures taken in East Asia today can even be said to resemble old 
European mercantilism.12 

These scholars are not, naturally, agreed about everything. i3 True, 
nearly all of them claim that a fundamental condition of development in 
East Asia has been that the state - its leading economic decision-makers 
and bureaucrats especially - has been far more autonomous and ener
getic in relation to various economic and political interest groups than in, 
for instance, Latin America.14 In the latter region, powerful landowners 
and private businessmen with special interests have often prevented 
effective efforts towards development. In South-East Asia much the same 
holds true of the Philippines. And though there was not the same 
concentration of land in countries like Indonesia and Thailand, land 
reforms were aborted there as well. 

There is considerable disagreement, however, on the degree and type 
of state autonomy. It is quite obvious at present that much of the original 
autonomy has been undermined by the processes of privatisation and 
internationalisation. But were the state technocrats wholly independent 
earlier, or were they involved - together with the bureaucrats - in a 
densely institutionalised co-operation with the managers of state and 
private enterprise?15 Moreover, how rational and uncorrupt are the 
administrators really? There are great differences, for example, between 
South Korea and Indonesia?16 

Moreover, what factors besides state autonomy as such were the most 
significant? Some researchers stress the importance of selective and often 
authoritarian state intervention in the economy aimed at promoting 
productive investment in certain key sectors and ensuring that these 
become competitive.17 Others argue that state intervention takes place in 
most developing countries, and that the truly distinctive feature of the 
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East Asian model was its combination of an efficient and autonomous 
state able to reduce transaction costs, with a free and dynamic business 
sector.18 The various developmental states vary in this respect too, of 
course; South Korea comes nearer the first model, Taiwan nearer the 
second. 

In any event, the conventional Marxist theory of state autonomy - that 
the state's room for manoeuvre is greatest when the most important 
classes balance each other - clearly does not suffice. The classes were 
weak and the state strong from the start. Moreover, Weber's contra
position of a development-inhibiting patrimonial administration with a 
development-fostering rational-legal bureaucracy does not flt the case 
well either. Rather, we usually find a kind of mix that may promote 
development anyway.19 

Opinions vary yet more on the most important question of all: how 
can we explain how these success stories came about and then changed? 
We shall soon return to this in a section on the explanatory approaches 
within the institutional framework - but also in the next chapter when 
discussing post-Marxist alternatives. Actually, analyses of social forces 
and their struggle over resources have become increasingly important. 
The original regulations have been undermined during the last decade 
by more or less private vested interests, both national and foreign, while 
the middle and working classes have also grown. 

Political Institutions and Organisations 

For their part, the majority of political scientists grasped the opportunity 

to refocus interest on what they considered the core area of their subject 

- political institutions and organisations. The 'specifically political' was 

stressed, after decades during which the primary focus was on personal 

actors and (within development studies not least) so-called external 

explanations focusing on social behaviour, class interest and individual 

economic self-interest. 

Bringing the State Back In 

To begin with, it was claimed, many organisations (also often called 
institutions) function as significant actors with interests of their own. 
These include bureaucratic apparatuses, military organisations, and ulti
mately the state as a whole. Theda Skocpol, among others, is working in 
the tradition of comparative historians like Barrington Moore.20 These 
scholars took the view that the state comprises a collection of admin
istrative, policing and military organisations which are more or less co
ordinated by an executive authority. As such, the state develops its own 
imperatives and functions. It tries to maintain political stability, for 
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instance, and to deal with other states successfully. To obtain resources 
for such purposes, moreover, the state must among other things compete 
with the dominant classes. For this purpose it may be necessary to 
acquire the support of the masses. Hence, scholars should bring the state 
back into their analyses.21 

In the debate over the relationship between politics and development, 
precisely such external threats to the state have been adduced to explain, 
partly, the emergence of development-fostering states. Threats and com
petition have facilitated the use of national feelings to mobilise the whole 
population in self-sacrificing development efforts. Examples include 
South Korea vis-a-vis North Korea, Taiwan vis-a-vis China and Suharto's 
so-called New Order regime in Indonesia vis-a-vis the domestic Commu
nists in the mid-sixties. 

The Renaissance of Political Development 
Studies 

From the eighties onwards there has also been a revival of important 
traits in the discourse about political development. This, primarily, was 
in the wake of the transitions from authoritarian regimes in Southern 
Europe, Latin America and, finally, in Eastern Europe as well. 

As indicated earlier in the book, much of the previous attempts at 
covering general structural and historical factors was played down. Most 
of the old ballast in terms of modernisation theory was thrown over
board. Two characteristics remained - and became even more explicit 
than in the original political development thinking as structural explana
tions based on modernisation (or dependency) were done away with. 
First, normative studies of liberalisation, the rule of law, human rights, 
Western democracy, and good governance. Second, explanations in terms 
of political behaviour and leadership within given institutional frame
works. In other words, the claim goes, political institutions form a 
pattern which influences human behaviour. Among the institutions in 
question are constitutions, forms of government, co-operative arrange
ments, rules and ordinances, and the organisation and modus operandi of 
t.he state administration. Moreover, many add, administration and gov
ernance are also affected by the strength and structure of civil society. Let 
us first discuss the explicitly political institutions and then turn to the 
importance of civil society. 

Democracy and Governance 

In relation to the state, to begin with, three main themes crystallised: 
studies of democratisation, the links between democracy and develop
ment, and the problems of governance .zz 

Most new queries into democratisation are normative - not only by 
being in favour of democracy, as most students are, but also by taking 
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Western democracy as an unproblematic point of departure. Definitions 
of democratisation and democracy focus on their current Western forms, 
and on how they can be promoted, rather than acknowledging that 
different claims and forms have evolved in various contexts, and over 
the years and even centuries. Most studies, moreover, focus on the elite 
level, thus showing less interest in popular demands, resistance and 
organisation. (We shall return to those problems in the remaining chap
ters of the book.) 

Within this framework, researchers first tend to emphasise the transi
tion from authoritarian rule to basic Western forms of democracy, then its 
consolidation. 

Two, or some would say three, schools of thought dominate the 
literature on the transition to democracy. The first is an updated version 
of the revised modernisation perspective. The general perspective is 
Lipset's thesis that socio-economic modernisation generates democracy.23 
In addition to the economic determinants, however, a long list of 
intermediate variables are now taken into consideration - political 
culture, regime legitimacy and effectiveness, historical development, 
class structure and the degree of inequality (especially the rise of the 
middle classes), national cleavages, state structure, centralisation, politi
cal and constitutional structure, development performance, international 
factors and, most importantly, political leadership. The basic works 
include the three volumes on Democracy in Developing Countries, edited 
by Larry Diamond, Juan J. Linz and Seymour M. Lipset, as well as 
Samuel Huntington's The Third Wave. 24 

The second perspective looks into democratisation as part of the 
incomplete processes of liberalisation during periods of economic and 
ideological crisis and institutional disintegration. A common structural 
pre-condition is that most of the bourgeoisie has turned against author
itarianism, but the basic argument is that crisis and decay give more 
freedom to the leading parties and leaders involved - and render their 
rational action most important. Hence, the focus is upon the conflicts and 
compromises and pacts between 'hard-liners' and 'soft-liners' within the 
elite over constitutions, electoral rules, the control of the army etc. One 
argument is that the chances for a Western democracy to emerge are best 
if there are compromises among the elite without too much influence and 
pressure from radical forces from below. The standard works have 
primarily grown out of the research programme on Transitions from 
Authoritarian Rule in Southern Europe and Latin America, co-ordinated by 
Guillermo O'Donnell and Philippe Schrnitter.25 

More recently, Michael Bratton and Nicolas van de Walle have added a 
comparative study of regime transitions in Africa. One of their conclu
sions is that the African heritage of 

neopatrimonial rule . . distinguishes Africa from the world regions where 
authoritarianism took on more bureaucratic forms . . . .  Mass political protest 
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(is �ore �por:an: than) incumbent state elites. Moreover, the impetus for 
politic�l liberalisation does not originate in splits between moderates and ��d-liners among the rulers but from conflicts over access to spoils between 
ms1ders and outsiders to the state patronage-system . . . .  And because the 
stakes . . .  are the state and its enormous resources, struggles are . . .  leading to 
zero-sum outcomes rather than compromises and pacts.26 

A refine� version of the original perspective is represented by Adam �rzeworskr s 
.
analyses of actors' rational actions within given institu

tional conditions. Theoretically, thus, the specific contexts are less 
important and various formalised games among the elite may be applied 
almost universally. 27 

The yardstick in the mainstream studies of the consolidation of demo
cracy, just like in the studies looking into the transition from author
itarian rule, is the current forms of Western democracy. There are two 
ways of looking at this. One defines consolidation in positive terms. The 
actors must adhere to the system of political democracy and subordinate 
their actions to the institutions of political democracy. The institutions, in turn, must 

.
remforce this process and must promote free elections.2s 

Another delmeates consolidation of democracy negatively by pointing to 
what has to be excluded, mcludmg reserved domains of authoritar
ian rule, tutelary powers by still dominating lords, and fraudulent 
elections. 29 

A related orientation within institutional studies of politics is the 
renewed 

.
interest in what form of government best promotes develop

ment. This debate relates to the controversies during the Cold War and 
"'.hether there 1s a need for authoritarian rule in order to accumulate and 
dired resources to promote rapid development. With the victory of the 
West ill Europe m 1989, the focus of attention has shifted to the Third 
World in general and to East and South-East Asia in particular. Much of 
the 

.
debate is a normative one about Western liberties and democracy as 

agamst, as they use to be called, autocratic Muslims and the author
itarian rulers of the East. 30 There are also interesting empirically oriented 
studies, however, on the relat10ns between various forms of government 
and development - on the central as well as the local level. Research into 
decentralisation, in fact, has caught much attention.'1 

It bears noting, furthermore, that many researchers find questions on the 
form of rule to be less important than those on the actual ability of a 
gove_mment

. 
to 

. 
govern. In this respect the issue among students of 

pohtical mstitutions 1s not so much whe!fz_eLstate intervention promotes 
developm=t.--'LS.MJQ_i!jr�gion �d admin.i§J:ffition::a<e:.c�me<1. out. The 
result is studies of the degree to which administrations are autonomous, 
corrupt, legal-rational, and so on. Much of the discussion on problems of 
development in Africa (but also in parts of Asia), for instance, has been 
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about patrimonialism and clientelism.32 A�()hJi, mDreov:ei;J::\i'/l. used 
governance capacrtY: and"lfie·ctegree·C>f effective-institutionalisation to 
explain whether or not different states in the Indian subcontinent suc
ceed in their development policies.33 Some of this is reminiscent of 
Huntington's old_ J:h�sj_s_ about the need for more efficient political 
if!stitulions'. Btttwhile Huntington employed modernisation theory to 

, ex'plaill how socio-economic development undermined 'traditional' insti
l tutions and called for more 'modern' ones, Kohli and others refer to the 
\transition of the very institutions, and to the ways in which democracy 
'l:ias spreaaTo ""the -rocai Te;.;-1. In the case of India most institutions 
deteriorated, and the Congress Party was undermined by local leaders 

0 and groupings, during and after the populist and centralised govern
ment of Indira Gandhi - with the main exception being West Bengal, 
where the Communists held sway. 

Many researchers, furthermore, discuss how state direction and 
administration should be organised - so-called good governance. The 
object is to improve public sector management, ensure political and 
financial accountability, and promote transparency and the rule of law. In 
addition, many argue that the forms of administration and of governance 
should be legitimate.34 

We shall return to this shortly, when discussing explicit prescriptions 
among scholars giving priority to institutions. It should be emphasised 
at the outset, however, that by abandoning many of the old structural 
explanations based on modernisation theory, students of governance 
often set aside continued analysis of the conditions under which their 
good principles may have the chance to emerge and be applied.35 For 
while institutionalist economists have taken a broader approach (com
pared with their neo-classical colleagues, with their focus on the market 
only), many political scientists have narrowed their sights instead to the 
'core' of politics. 

Civil Society and Social Capital 

In a certain measure, perhaps, this is balanced by a renewed interest 
among some political scientists in how administration and governance 
are affected by civil society. Democratisation in Eastern Europe and parts 
of Latin America, they contend, was primarily about the resurrection of 
civil society. Moreover, others add, democracy is not only about elections 
- which might turn into the rule of the mob - but also about various 
rights and liberties as well as constitutional arrangements. After all, they 
conclude, that is why we talk of liberal democracy-" 

Those liberal foundations of Western democracy, to a large extent, are 
reflected in the notion of civil society. Civil society, usually, is defined as 
a sphere of what may be called 'self-constitution and self-mobilisation', 
aside from the family and independent of the state. It consists essentially 
of voluntary organisations and public (though privately controlled) 
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communication. It is institutionalised through various rights vis-ii-vis the 
state (but also upheld by the state); and it has emerged through the rise 
of relatively independent socio-economic relations, as against the family, 
the feudal lord, and the absolutist state. Hence, corporate activity in the 
market is also included in classical analyses of civil society, but not the 
intimate sphere, the family. For liberal theorists like Tocqueville, civil 
society is rather civilised social interaction between the 'mob' and the 
state. In the contemporary and often more radical social movement 
discourse, on the other hand, civil society is also (or should be) inde
pendent of the market. Like the state, the capitalist economy is seen as a 
threat to autonomous social relations and co-operation. And in this case, 
identity-based social movements - including those related to ethnicity, 
religion, sexual orientation or alternative life-styles, and at times the 
family as well - may also be part of an attempt to strengthen the 
autonomy of civil society. To 'new' movement analysts, 'even' people 
traditionally included in the 'mob' or the 'mass' may associate and act as 
rationally as well-behaved burghers.37 

The common thesis on civil society and democracy, therefore, is that 
the former is a pre-condition for the latter; that civil society is a 
guarantee against 'totalitarian democracy' and dictatorship; that the 
stronger (or more vibrant) the civil society, the better the democracy; and 
that just as civil society is threatened by 'too much' politics and an 
extended state, so is democracy. To favour democracy one should instead 
strengthen civil society as against the state and politics, including, some 
say, by supporting the growth of a capitalist market economy, or, others 
say, by simultaneously promoting the autonomy of civil society (includ
ing identity-related movements) against the market. 

The slightly extended proposition about social capital is that civil 
society is not enough - but that it takes a civic community. This is more 
than a debate between libertarians, emphasising markets and rights, and 
communitarians, stressing deep-rooted communal relations. Many of the 
current ideas on civic virtues are based on Robert Putnam's enticing 
book Making Democracy Work.38 Putnam studies similar institutional 
,eforms of local government in different parts of Italy, finds markedly 
better democratic performances in the north than in the south, and 
argues that this is due to more social capital in the former than in the 
latter. Social capital is primarily defined as interpersonal trust that makes 
it easier for people to do things together, neutralise free riders, and, for 
instance, agree on sanctions against non-performing governments. Trust 
in turn, according to Putnam, varies mainly with the vibrancy of 
associational life, including comparatively unhierarchical choirs, football 
associations and bird-watching societies. And this rich associational life 
in the north, he concludes, is due to its roots in the late medieval city
state culture - in contrast to autocratic feudalism in the south. Conse
quently, if there is hardship, social disintegration, inefficient government 
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performance and lack of democracy, one should support the creation of 

networks and co-operative conununity development schemes.39 

Much of this, of course, is open to criticism. To begin with, the 

paradigm is explicitly normative. Most studies are not about the 'actual 

existing' civil society but about normative assumptions of good and bad, 

and about generalising Western experiences - or one way of mterpreting 

Western experiences. Moreover, the paradigm sets aside relat
_
io�s of 

power in civil society and assumes citizens to be equal. Rather, It IS the 

density and structure of associations and public drncourse that are 

relatively independent of the state (and, at times, of the market as well) 

that matter. And though that is important, the processes behind all this 

are not focused upon by the paradigm. 
Further conunents, however, will have to wait. Some of the critique is 

related to the post-Marxist framework, to be reviewed in the next 

chapter. Additional points will be brought up in Part 3 of the book, 

where studies of democratisation and democracy are discussed more 

closely, as an illustration of how one may go ahead from general schools 

and frameworks to an enquiry of one's own. 

Institutional and Historical Explanations 

As already indicated, many of the explanations used by the institutional

ists are reminiscent of those applied by the non-Marxist modernisation 

revisionists considered earlier. In terms of the matrix on different analyti

cal approaches in Chapter 3, however, the relation between politics and 

development is now described and explained more unambiguously as 

political (and especially state) institutions and organisations. For one 

thing, many of these state-related institutions (in the sense of organisa

tions) function as independent and significant actors; for another, mstitu

tions set limits and function as customs or norms for other actors 

(including individual persons). To some degree this is complemented, 

moreover, by the institutions linking the state and society - as well as by 

the institutionalised historiCal culture of liberalism and co-operation 

prevailing in civil society. In studying culture, finally, some researchers 

have also departed from purely institutional explanations and taken a 

greater interest in the interplay between actors and institutions. The 

same goes for analysts who elucidate the institutional rules of the game 

while applying rationalist theory in order to explain the behaviour of 

individual actors definitively.40 
In a way, these approaches recall the Marxist thesis that classes 

comprise actors in their own right and determine people's behav10ur at 

the same time (since people belong to classes.) So the next question IS 

how classes or institutions should be delineated and explained. Marxists 

point to how production takes place - and run into difficulties thereby. 
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But what do institutionalists do? That is not always clear, and the 
problems are considerable. 

To begin with, the concept of institutions is sometimes (though not 
always, of course) unclear and nearly all-embracing. Needless to say, a 
theory is not so adequate if its central explanatory variable may include 
next to everything possible. 

Certainly, moreover, when the purpose is to explain these (not always 
clearly delineated) institutions, authorities such as Douglass North claim 
that institutions point to the way in which societies develop and con
stitute the key to an understanding of historical change.41 A term used in 
this context is 'path dependence', whereby it is meant that, when two 
countries have (for example) similar constitutions and economic resour
ces, the result will not be equally happy for them both, because they have 
different historical starting points. The term is mostly used, however, to 
refer to the historical continuity with earlier-established institutions.42 
North adds, accordingly, that while institutions have certainly governed 
human behaviour, the latter has altered institutions. Ultimately, then, it is 
'the learning process of human beings [which] shapes the way institu
tions evolve'. 'It is culture that provides the key to path dependence.'43 

On a general level, therefore, many institutionalists may find little with 
which to differ in the causal explanation proffered by modernisation 
theorists in terms of human behaviour and culture. The institutionalists, 
however, abandon orthodox modernisation theories, and discuss the 
matter historically, without always preaching the superiority of Western 
culture. Moreover, scholars who take an interest in 'learning processes' 
and culture often go a step further, by focusing on the interplay between 
actors and institutions. For instance, one may thus combine the analysis 
of institutional rules of the game with that of actors' rational 
behaviour. 

Crafting Democracy and Good Government 

No simple reconunendations or unambiguous political-economic devel
opment projects follow automatically from institutionalist analyses. On 
the contrary, it has been a fundamental point of departure for many 
institutionalists that one cannot simply top off economic shock therapy 
with new rules of the game. It takes a long time to establish norms and 
behaviours that issue in strong and flexible institutions. 

Yet it is important, all agree, to try to identify and to foster 
development-promoting forms of government, institutions and organisa
tions (by mearIS of which transaction costs in particular can be reduced). 
We may identify three general recipes: one on promoting what may be 
called instant democracy, another on favouring 'good governance', a 
third on combining support for 'social capital' and 'good governance' in 
favour of 'good government'. 
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The first prescription is simply to promote economic and political 
liberalisation, or the deepening of civil society, to thus undermine 
authoritarian regimes and strengthen business and the middle classes. 
Meanwhile one should craft compromises and pacts among the elite in 
order to pave the way for an orderly transition to limited forms of 
Western democracy - with elections in the forefront - and the rule of law. 
An extreme case in point was the United Nations-brokered elections in 
Cambodia in May 1993. 

This, for many years, has been the general idea of most scholars of 
democratisation and governments and agencies in the West. Later on, 
more interest has been devoted to the consolidation of democracy by 
transforming 'electoral democracy' into 'real' Western 'liberal demo
cracy'. This, according to Huntington, is when you have 'restrictions on 
the power of the executive; independent judiciaries to uphold the rule of 
law; protection of individual rights and liberties of expression, associa
tion and belief, and participation; consideration for the rights of the 
minorities; limits on the ability of the party in power to bias the electoral 
process; effective guarantees against arbitrary arrest and police brutality; 
no censorship; and minimal government control of the media."4 Some, of 
course, would hesitate in also supporting Huntington's argument that 
this means turning against non-Western cultures (such as those influ
enced by Islam), but most are in favour of spreading and crafting 
Western forms of liberalism. 

Others are less interested in forms of government than in governability 
and 'good governance'. In the late eighties and early nineties, as neo
liberal oriented structural adjustment policies did not produce the expec
ted results, especially in Africa, the World Bank said that much of the 
failure was due to a 'crisis of governance'. Hence, there was a need for 
'sound development management'. The key dimensions were: capacity 
and efficiency in public sector management; accountability; the legal 
framework; information; and transparency. The problems were primarily 
associated with, to use the World Bank terminology, an inability to 
separate private and public and to establish a predictable legal and 
political framework for development, excessive regulations, misalloca
tion of resources, and non-transparency in decision-making.45 This, of 
course, was a rather technocratic view. Simultaneously, however, the 
development assistance committee of the OECD46 took a more political 
stand. Governance criteria, it was argued, should be taken into account 
in foreign aid policies and World Bank definitions should be linked with 
participatory development, human rights, elements of democracy and, 
generally speaking, legitimate government.47 

As already indicated, however, much of the interest in good principles 
of governance and administration is isolated from broader investigations 
(including by the now-abandoned modernisation theorists) of how and 
when efficient and relatively incorrupt administrations can emerge and 
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foster development. Similarly, the historical explanations offered for the 
growth of a strong civil society are debatable. Such explanations scarcely 
lead, in any case, to clear-cut options for action. Hence, some experts 
have been trying for years to export good rules of the game almost as 
boldly as IMF economists sell 'universal' market solutions. 

As of recently, however, the World Bank has made a serious attempt in 
its 1997 World Development Report, The State in a Changing World, to 
analyse and put forward ideas about how to promote both good govern
ance in the managerial sense and 'good government' .48 On a general 
level, actually, the report indicates that the times have changed not only 
within academic circles but also in Western policy-making institutions 
like the Bank, if not always in practice then in principle. Now it is no 
longer a matter of only 'getting the prices right' but also the 
institutions. 

The background of the report includes, first, the recognition of the 
partially positive impact of state regulations in the previously mentioned 
World Bank study of the rapid economic growth in East and South-East 
Asia.49 (Ironically, however, the current crisis in the area has hardly 
confirmed the latter report's preference for the less regulated South-East 
Asian 'models' of Thailand and Indonesia as compared with the East 
Asian ones - and the Bank's chief himself has actually admitted that it 
had 'got it wrong' .50) Second, the report reflects the growing insights 
about the problem of shock therapy and the need for proper institutions 
in the former state-socialist countries and the · structurally adjusted 
countries in Africa, not to mention the outright collapses in cases such as 
Afghanistan and Somalia. Third, of course, the report is drawing on the 
previously mentioned discourse and actions in favour of 'good govern
ance'. Fourth, however, now also to this is added the importance of the 
civil society and of people's ability to trust each other and to co-operate. 

What, then, are the main points of the new report? The bottom line, it 
is asserted, is that neither state-managed development nor its total 
absence has been successful. Using the same terms as many NGOs when 
characterising their interventions in civil society, the World Bank would 
like the state to be a 'facilitator', 'catalyst' and 'partner'.  As in earlier 
writings of 'good governance', efficiency is rendered fundamental, but 
now the Bank launches a two-stage rocket. 

The first stage is 'matching to capabilities': to focus on what is 
imperative, to carry it out well and to cut down on the rest, including on 
'extensive' interventions and social services; to focus, that is, on law and 
order, macro-economic stability, a reasonable infra-structure (including 
basic health), to help the most vulnerable (for example, at times of 
natural disasters), and to protect the environment. Hence, much of the 
first step resembles the previous structural adjustment measures and, it 
is argued, still applies in major parts of the Third World, including in 
most of Africa, several countries in Latin America, the Middle East, 
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South Asia and parts of the former Soviet Union. At present the Bank 
would probably add much of South-East Asia as well. The second and 
more innovative stage is to 'reinvigorate', thereafter, state institutions 
and to fight corrupt practices. On the one hand the major steps are to 
improve the rules of the game, to favour checks and balances, and 
to favour competition (for instance with regard to services that used to 
be provided by the state, such as health and education). On the other 
hand, 'voice', 'partnership' and 'participation' should be stimulated. 
Democracy, the claim goes, may be fine - but participation and social 
capital (with non-governmental organisations as vital agents) are more 
important. 

This does not mean that Western-style democracy is the only solution. 
Experience from parts of East Asia suggests that where there is wide-spread 
trust in public institutions, effective ground-level deliberation, and respect for 
the rule of law, the conditions for responsive state interventions can be 
met.SI 

Hence one cannot help recalling previous recommendations on the 
basis of the East Asian experiences for how to establish state efficiency, as 
summarised by Robert Wade:51 

• Establish a 'pilot agency' or 'economic general staff' within the central 
bureaucracy whose policy heartland is the industrial and trade profile of 
the economy and its future growth path. 

e Develop effective institutions of political authority before the system is 
democratised. 

• Develop corporatist institutions as or before the system is democratised. 

An attempt has now been made, moreover, by Peter Evans, and hinted 
at by the Bank, to bring the two perspectives together.53 Ideally, it is 
argued, one should combine East Asia's (at least till recently) efficient 
state institutions and social capital in civil society. Thus the outcome may 
be 'good government'. 

How shall this be accomplished? Compared with previous documents, 
the World Bank now proceeds from mainly putting forward aims to also 
considering means. The major problem, it is argued, is all the vested 
interests in the current state of affairs. 'Policy-makers in favour of 
change', however, have a chance in times of crisis, when there are strong 
external threats, and before an incoming government has established 
itself. In such situations one should learn from Machiavelli and should 
use proper strategy and tactics, identify winners and losers, and intro
duce reforms in such a sequence that at each stage one is able to get a 
majority of winners on the 'right' side - and can compensate powerful 
losers. 

How shall we characterise - from a critical point of view - those policy 
recommendations? It is true, of course, that the report still includes 
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elements of previous structural adjustment policies. In that respect the 
actual policies applied by the International Monetary Fund and the 
World Bank in the face of the current crisis in Asia are a step backwards. 
But to only point to the obvious compromise between this and new 
efforts at also getting the institutions right would be shallow. Rather, I 
suggest, a critical reading should benefit from the following more 
analytical points. 

To begin with the report revives important elements of the political 
development thinking of the sixties - with its Western-based global 
theses about politics matching different stages of socio-economic devel
opment, universal political functions,. Lmodem' institutions, and few 
conflicts and contradictions Gust 'dysfunctions'). In similar ways the 
Bank analyses the relations between politics and economics, and 
between state and civil society. 

Similarly, the preoccupation with efficient political institutions resem
bles Samuel Huntington's old theses to some extent, though the present 
politics of order (with Iraq as the main exception) is less based on 
sending in the marines. 

A new feature, however, is the attempt at combining strong efficient 
state institutions and social capital in civil society. This may sound fair 
enough, but the new proposition is also associated with a dubious stand 
on democracy. While echoing fashionable NGO criticism of so-called 
electoral democracy, co-operation, partnership and consultation are 
given priority to, and even the actual democratisation of the state and 
politics is set aside. 

Finally, and equally importantly, the report is still very limited when it 
comes to identifying what interests and what social, economic and 
political forces might enforce 'good government' . Even yesterday's poli
tical development theorists' preoccupation with socio-economic mod
ernisation as a framework for change in their functional political systems 
is abandoned. There is little sign of the comparative sociological histor
ians' (not to talk of the Marxists') conflicting interests and groups. In 
state as well as civil society, people are rather assumed to be reasonably 
equal and able to co-operate - aside from certain vested interests that 
enlightened policy-makers may fight at times of crisis, with the assist
ance of the Bank. 

To sum up, then, the major new World Bank policy document draws 
on major theses within the institutional school of thought and is an 
important step beyond the neo-classical structural adjustment schemes. 
Yet it does not identify the driving social, economic and political forces. 
Moreover, the report restricts democratisation · to the introduction of 
elections, moving on instead to the opening up of efficient state institu
tions in consultation with co-operating people in civil society; people 
who are assumed to be reasonably equal and to share similar ideas and 
interests. 
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Summary 

1. The study of self-interested behaviour in political and economic 
markets, many political scientists and economists have said, is 
insufficient. Institutions - the rules of the game - should be scruti
nised instead. 

2. Institutionalist economists often focus on transaction costs - that is, 
costs for creating contacts between economic actors, for reaching 
agreements, and for ensuring that contracts entered into are kept. 
These costs are high in most developing countries. In parts of East 
Asia, however, it was, many scholars agreed till recently, possible to 
bring these costs down by means of a comparatively autonomous 
and effective 'developmental state'. 

3. Political scientists stress the importance of political and especially 
state institutions and organisations in their own right, as against 
those who explain political outcomes and processes in terms of social 
behaviour, class interest or individual economic self-interest. For one 
thing, the state functions as an actor with its own interests, and 
sometimes its actions promote development. For another, there has 
been a revival of important traits in the discourse about political 
development in the wake of the transitions from authoritarian 
regimes. Many of the previous attempts at covering general struc
tural and historical factors were played down. Two characteristics 
remained: (a) normative studies of liberalisations, the rule of law, 
human rights, Western democracy, and good governance; (b) expla
nations in terms of political behaviour and leadership within given 
institutional frameworks. 

4. Political ideas and institutions form a pattern influencing human 
behaviour. Among the institutions are constitutions, forms of govern
ment, co-operative arrangements_, rules and ordinances, and the 
organisations and modus operandi of the state administrations. Many 
add that administration and governance are also affected by the 
strength and structure of civil society. 

5. Institutions in tum are primarily explained by reference to earlier 
institutions, which influenced human behaviour, which led in tum to 
institutional changes. Some scholars take a further step by immers
ing themselves in the interplay between actors and institutionallsed 
rules. 

6. Many institutionallsts take a critical view of simple prescriptions. It 
takes a long time to establish norms and behaviours that issue in 
strong and flexible institutions. Yet these scholars certainly consider 
it important to try to identify, and to contribute to the emergence of, 
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development-fostering institutions and organisations. Some give pri
ority to certain principles of ' good governance' (but sometimes forget 
the pre-conditions which must obtain for such good governance ever 
to emerge); at the same time, they wish to strengthen civil society 
(but are not altogether clear about which measures might actually do 
this). 

7. The World Bank has made an attempt in its 1997 World Development 
Report on the state to analyse and put forward ideas on how to 
promote 'good government' . It is no longer a matter of only 'putting 
the prices right' but also the institutions. Yet the report does not 
identify the driving social, economic and political forces. Moreover, it 
tends to restrict democratisation to the introduction of elections. The 
opening up of efficient state institutions in consultation with co
operating people in civil society is rendered more important. 
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1 1  (VII) Post-Marxist 
Alternatives 

The Need for Revised Marxism and 
Institutionalism 

I have chosen to describe the second tendency in contemporary debate as 
post-Marxist, although it also contains post-institutionalist elements and 
although, unfortunately, the notion is sometimes associated with post
modernism. To be quite clear: under our post-Marxist heading are found 
revisionist Marxists who not only refine but also go beyond deterministic 
positions - as well as revisionist institutionalists who not only take an 
interest in broader societal processes but also in social forces and 
conflicts. Separately and together those scholars seek to revise and to 
combine vital and productive elements from the earlier perspectives. 
Some institutionalists of the earlier variety now speak, for instance, of a 
'state-in-society approach' .1 

Studies of Marxist theory and practice have demonstrated, in the 
opinion of post-Marxists, that much of conventional Marxism must 
be fundamentally revised and transcended.2 Complementing and sup
plementing is not enough. Conventional Marxism has had particular 
difficulty in taking account of polmcal factors and analysing them 
thoroughly. In addition, the claim goes, , others nave made critical 
contributions to political analysis. To some extent this refers to scholars 
whose studies have focused on rent-seeking politicians, but above all to 
those whose efforts have illuminated the significance of institutions, 
people's actions and their perceptions. 

Post-Marxists argue, however, that these contributions have brought 
with them an unfortunate result: they have caused the pendulum to 
swing to the other extreme. It is not enough, in the view of these 
theorists, to emphasise the selfish behaviour of individuals or the 
independent importance of , institutions, and of people's actions and 
ideas. It is important, therefore, that we do not throw out the baby with 
the bathwater and reject Marxism lock, stock and barrel. On the contrary, 
many of its insights can help us to make our way forward. 

What does this mean? When it comes to analysing rent-seeking politi
cians and bureaucrats, post-Marxists consider it unfruitful to reduce 
political behaviour to the assumption that rational self-interested indi
viduals are just making their way in another kind of market. The analysis 
of rent-seeking behaviour itself, however, is not abandoned - 'only' the 
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causal explanation in terms of self-interested individuals. Rather, it is 
argued, one should base the analysis on people's position in the social 
and economic structure and then add further explanatory factors. 

Moreover, the post-Marxists continue, there are several ways - not just 
one - to define common interest .and special interests. Egoistic individ
uals are not all that there is. Social and economic conflicts give rise to 
classes and social movements with divergent basic interests and societal 
projects. Similarly, one should not forget the widespread striving for the 
monopolisation of rent in the market - outside the narrowly defined 
political and administrative spheres. 

Let us tum, then, to the role of institutions. Post-Marxists agree, of 
course, that institutions matter and that efforts at political regulation and 
redistribution are not, always and forever, unproductive and destructive. 
They add three things, however. 

First, that the institutionalists neglect material resources, their mobil
isation and unequal distribution, and the conflicts over them. When 
institutionalists consider resources (such as taxes or oil incomes) they 
usually disregard how said resources are accumulated, distributed, 
controlled and used. (Even parasitic rents, for example, can come to a 
productive use - as more of them did in Indonesia than Nigeria, for 
instance.) Accordingly, many post-Marxists claim, institutionalists for
swear material explanations of how it comes to be that state institutions 
and organisations vary so much in efficiency and stability. For instance, 
they failed to analyse the new and conflicting interests and classes 
behind the privatisation and undermining of what seemed to be efficient 
institutions in East and South-East Asia. 

Second, post-Marxists say, institutionalists lay too much stress on 
historical continuity. This disregards the fact that only some institutions 
survive and continue to serve certain interests under new circumstances. 
When, for example, 'traditional' sharecropping lingers, it may reflect less 
the persistence of a 'feudal element' than the fact that this institution has 
been adapted to contemporary capitalism and plays an important role in 
it. Such a pattern deserves study in its own right. 

Third, post-Marxists stress the analysis of people's interests and per
ceptions, and of actors like sqcial and political movements and organis
ations. Given the present struciural and institutional arrangements, after 
all, it is the movements and organisations that are able to change things. 
Civ.Q_s_c>_c��_l<er!T18..()�,..,�-'l11!1_��d,"!'_€_�ent associational life, public 
coJ.llil:l_U[ricati0n_@_cl_J<l_errfilY:!:>ased m::>.:'.emen§"""_§_cJ:1cas-f!lcise _l:JaseiT{:,1\
bu��exu_a[_ or�ntatio_n})s no!__g_<:>_c>_d in itself. Q_tizens may even 
h�i:ie vo_!"-"-a�£<1_11.ci . ..S:<e.r_!_afil!i�:@es biitl:l:i:ey�.'ll!_!loteguiir_�j>Iher 
res.P"fls, and th-".ir_�sociations and media can be conquered and charac
te� __ fg.r_jJJ_staJ1ce�uthoritarlan�aii:a-ways ofrearnngllie 
socie2_r�_:n! _l>y_i:":'r':_"'__]"�i����-§�et�Qoya��s. -'[_his_�a}l��fQr 
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r���'!.1"£\i_into-..m<lqualitie,Lm_q fgnfljg§, and jp_tg_ili"-_ dyi:i_a!Ilico;_ of dom
!nance __ an-4 h��!)'.l_Q!lJ'�l::itizens' participation and co-operation in asso
ciations, moreover, are fine, and nice ideas like that of /another' 
development may be added, but usually democratisation and the devel
oping of a country require also collective identities, perceptions, imag
inations, organisations, plans and actions that relate to joint interests and 
visions.3 

Control of Resources, Political Dominance and 
Social Movements 

Having situated the post-Marxists in relation to other perspectives, how 
do they themselves wish to proceed when investigating politics and 
development? No uniform collection of social scientists, let it be noted, is 
in question here. The tendencies are many and often new; it is hard to 
know which will be the most significant. Allow me, then, to zero in on 
the four streams that I myself find most interesting:' one path starts with 
production and class but broadens the analysis; another begins instead 
with institutions but situates them in the dynamics of socio-economic 
and political conflicts; and yet two other approaches focus on political 
domination and movements while similarly relating them to the wider 
context. 

Broadened Class Analysis and Contextualised 
Institutions 

The first tendency is, thus, to broaden the analysis of how production 
takes place. When studying, to begin with, people's capacity to produce 
more, better and more efficiently, one must also consider whether this is 
done in a manner that is environmentally sustainable over the long term. 
To get an idea of what this implies one need just recall, for instance, 
Union Carbide's death toll in Bhopal, India, or the plantation owner's 
recent slashing, burning and eclipsing of the sun in South-East Asia. 

When investigating, moreover, how the division of labour is struc
tured, who controls the means of production, or how the surplus is 
accumulated, distributed and utilised, one should take care to include 
those important processes, means of control, and factors of production 
missed by conventional Marxism, For example, certain groups can 
acquire exclusive control over vital resources by political means; resour
ces which they may then direct to uses which are more or less profitable 
and developmental, and which they can use to extract monopoly rent 
besides - rents which, finally, may be squandered or invested 
productively. 
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In this way, then, account can be taken of how capitalism expands 
differently over time and in different parts of the Third World. There is 
not 011.e�tlLaca1m11Jate capital bi rt .many. Markets vary; so aoes the 
manner in which they are regulated. State intervention, moreover, takes a 
variety of forms and degrees.5 

One can also examine political institutions, organisations and actors in 
depth. Actually, this is the second tendency that I would like to highlight. 
Of course, one may simply add an analysis of institutions when one has 
already covered as much as possible by employing the broadened class 
analysis indicated above. More innovative and fruitful, however, is to 
place institutions at the point of intersection between, on the one hand, 
the fundamental social and economic conditions on which they rest, and 
on the other, the actors who influence such institutions and are limited 
by them. In this way, the interplay between actors and their circum
stances can be analysed. 6 

On what resources, for example, do rent-seeking politicians or power
ful organisations rely? Can these actors contribute to development? What 
is the institutional framework or rules of the game? On whose interests 
would they be based? What are the implications for democracy's pros
pects? To what extent does capitalist expansion depend on political 
monopolisation and coercion? 

Those are the kind of questions that become increasingly important 
when we have to go beyond, for instance, the discussion of democratic 
institutions as such, or the elitist crafting of them, in order to study the 
broader dynamics of their introduction, survival and further develop
ment. One pioneering study is Rueschemeyer et al.' s Capitalist Develop
ment and Democracy, which stresses the importance for the emergence of 
democratic institutions of the new conflicts and classes under capitalism, 
especially the working class, rather than capitalism as such and the 
middle class.7 Another illustration is the attempt by several scholars to 
situate their analyses of political institutions in the framework of specific 
sections and levels of the state and various social forces.8 

Similarly, those are the kind of questions that we have to pose when 
studies of the institutional set-up as such are no longer enough to 
understand the rapid development and the driving forces involved in 
the current crisis in East and South-East Asia. Good examples may be 
found among the recent studies of the industrial policies and new 
interests and classes emerging with the rise of capital in East and South
East Asia.9 

What conclusions can be drawn, then, about politics and develop
ment? Just like many institutionalists, post-Marxists claim that the 
importance of free and dynamic economic entrepreneurs has been over
stated, while that of state intervention has been underrated (both as 
regards the historical development of Western Europe and the experi
ence of developing countries today). On a general level they would also 
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agree that many classes in Third World societies - including business
men and landowners - remain weaker than they were in Europe. When 
it comes to explaining why the state and its leaders are not just relatively 
independent but also capable of effective action, however, post-Marxists 
first look for the source of the power of institutions, organisations, 
politicians and bureaucrats in the control over resources. To begin with, 
such actors themselves control many important resources. Moreover, in 
many cases - and most clearly in connection with deregulation, privati
sation and structural adjustment - they transform themselves or their 
close associates into what might be called private political capitalists. In 
addition to many of the earlier Third World cases of structural adjust
ment in Africa (and to some extent Latin America), this also applies in 
cases like China, India and Indonesia, where at an earlier stage broad 
and radical national movements had exercised a strong pressure from 
below on behalf of state intervention to promote development but where 
privatisation has then taken root. Politically injected capitalism of this sort 
may inhibit a more advanced development of civil society, including 
popular organising and politicisation in accordance with interests and 
ideas. So even if de-monopolisation is an important question for large 
societal groups, the prospects for a stable and thoroughgoing democrat
isation are not the best. In the currently crisis-ridden countries of East 
and South-East Asia, for example, certain advances have been made in 
South Korea and Thailand, where some popular organisations have 
emerged, while the situation is more difficult in Indonesia where no 
orderly transition from the old regime was possible and where there are 
no popular mass organisations to build democracy on (aside from 
religious movements ) rn 

Political Domination 

A third problem area is the more detailed study of the various forms of 
political domination that emerge together with the late and often politi
cally injected capitalist expansion. 

To begin with, many comparative sociologists and historians argue 
(and risk some idealisation thereby) that the early industrialisation of 
Western Europe created a civil society with a broad and comparatively 
uniform labour movement. This meant the people could be integrated 
into politics and democratic forms of government could emerge. On the 
other hand, in many developing countries (as well as in the Balkans, for 
example), a process of industrialisation that is limited and delayed yields 
a weak civil society characterised by popular organisations which are 
likewise weak and fragmented. At the same time, restricted or elitist 
forms of democratic government are often introduced among the middle 
class and the ruling sectors, whereupon politicians try to incorporate the 
popular classes and to gain their votes by such means as clientelism and 
populism. For instance, this is the way in which Nicos Mouzelis goes 
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about analysing the cases of Argentina and Chile.11 A similar framework 
may well make sense in countries such as India and the Philippines.12 

Other scholars choose in a similar spirit to focus on just those 
institutions and organisations that link the state and society, for instance 
political parties and corporative arrangements. How do various sections 
of the state relate to actors and forces in society? In many post-colonial 
countries, dominating state apparatuses and ruling parties are under
mined. What, then, are the new links between the state and society?13 
Will some kind of corporatist arrangements emerge in countries like 
China?14 What are the role and dynamics of religious and ethnic loyalties 
in South Asia?15 PautBr.ass,ameng·"EJ!hers,'8tresses the ways in which 
political leaders nouris_li._JillcLemplo.y .. primordial Ioyalties.16 Of Africa, �god Miimifan]-poir>JUQ_!li.e Iez..i'\fY_oLindirect.filte coloJJ.ialism still 
drawn upon by rulers and contending parties -" 

Yet another approach is to stress - together with the early Marxist 
revisionist Antonio Gramsci, who fought against fascism in Italy - that 
not only material interests but also political ideas influence and dom
inate people. How do people interpret reality? How are they governed 
by the so-called dominant discourses (interpretative patterns composed 
of identities, expressions, assertions and conceptions)? How do they 
affect these discourses in turn? What is the importance of modern mass 
culture and increasingly global notions of freedom, equality and demo
cracy? How does all this interact with ethnic and religious identities? So 
far, theoretical writings have dominated.18 A genuine empirical applica
tion in three volumes, however, is now available, testifying to the 
fruitfulness of thus analysing the growth of Hindu nationalism in India; 
the latter, it is argued, is ..Jes.La.bnu.t _primordiaL.identitiesJhil!Lfue 
co!;!t_�"c..tll_aJisation of modem _ide��o_f..Q�m<lflJ!ti<::jjg_\ill;_and fre.�zns.19 

Popular Movements 

Many post-Marxists, finally, focus upon how the uneven (and often 
politically injected) capitalist expansion leads to many (and frequently 
overlapping) conflicts, identities and loyalties. Old social and political 
movements develop problems. New movements appear, rooted in the 
socio-economic conflicts but also in environmental and women's move
ments. How does all this influence society? What are the political 
implications? What kind of development is fostered? We shall return to 
these problems in the final chapter of the book, but let us point to the 
main schools of thought. 

Two points of departure dominate. The first is sceptical of the fashion
able and normative ideas about the emergence and positive impact of 
civil societies (dense associational life and public communication) in the 
West and among citizens assumed to be equal. Rather, while nobody is 
against civil society as such, the first tendency is rooted in the previously 
mentioned comparative historical and sociological approaches that stress 
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resources, inequalities, conflicts" and more or less organised actions.20 
What is the relation between the new contradictions and problems, on 
the one hand, and the dynamics and behaviour of old and new move
ments, on the other? What are the tendencies and potential of new 
protests and organisations among labour, peasants, professionals, stu
dents, environmentalists and others, as well as, for instance, among 
community organisations?21 

Moreover, such movements (which can be more or less organised) 
often meet with difficulties in forming powerful political blocs - while it 
is easier for unscrupulous politicians to use religion or ethnic differences 
to mobilise popular support. On the other hand, a degree of economic 
and political liberalisation may widen the space for popular movements. 
Perhaps it is less necessary than before to conquer the state before 
promoting alternative development. Democratisation from below (to 
foster basic forms of democracy as well as to further develop them) may 
therefore become a more realistic alternative. Maybe this means there is 
hope for a democratisation process which is thoroughgoing and pop
ularly rooted .22 

The second point of departure is also interested in conflicts and 
inequalities (and should not be confused with post-modern and institu
tionalist studies of civil society). Its focus, however, is more on people's 
own perceptions and on their framing of new movements. This relates to 
the previously mentioned post-Marxist interest in political and ideologi
cal domination. How do people interpret reality? How do they react 
against the so-called dominant discourses? When does it become possi
ble, for example, for clients not merely to complain about an unfair 
patron but to break with the oppressive relationship as a whole? When 
do new movements emerge? Why do some become radical and others 
reactionary?23 

From Substantive Theory to Analytical 
Framework 

While scholars within the institutionalist framework have set aside much 
of their old explanatory basis in hard-core modernisation theories, the 
post-Marxists abandon much of classical Marxism's determinist per
spective on politics and the state, recognising instead the explanatory 
power of the political and ideological spheres. Post-Marxists continue to 
insist, however, on situating politics and ideology and institutions in 
their societal context and on heeding what they regard as fundamental 
material interests and conflicts. In this respect the post-Marxists draw 
extensively on the comparative historians and sociologists who first 
revolted against the functionalism and harmonious aspects of the mod
ernisation school of thought. 
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This post-Marxist rethinking in the main, I would argue, is done in 
three steps. First, the post-Marxists part with many of the substantive 
theories of a determinist nature characterising conventional Marxism, in 
particular those based on its theory of value. 

Next, they concentrate on sketching a framework - a conceptual and 
analytical context - within which to formulate and test different hypoth
eses. They try in this way to retain a sense of the whole, even while 
immersing themselves in particulars. At the same time, they refrain from 
tossing material explanations on to the scrap heap just for the sake of 
giving political institutions and ideas the attention they are due; the one 
approach does not exclude the other, in their view. 

Within this framework they proceed, finally, on two fronts. On the one, 
they seek to explain as much as possible with the help of a broadened 
analysis of how vital resources are controlled and surpluses are accumu
lated, distributed and used - and then they supplement this with 
analyses of institutions, politics and ideology etc. On the other, they 
begin instead with institutions but situate them in the dynamics of socio
economic and political conflicts. 

They identify, in other words, important factors within both the state 
and society - and perhaps especially in the linkage between them. 
Politics and economics are politically firmly intertwined in developing 
countries. The earlier Marxist interest in how structures govern human 
behaviour is now complemented by a recognition of the importance of 
institutions. Revisionist institutionalists, meanwhile, are doing the con
verse. Post-Marxists also devote their attention, finally, to social and 
political movements and organisations, and to the importance of ideas 
and so-called discourses in analysing relations of power. Thus the 
interplay between actors and structures I institutions often assumes a 
central importance. 

The big problem for post-Marxists is that they cannot do everything at 
once. Giving up on hard-core Marxist theory and determinism makes 
way for eclecticism and fragmentation. It is easier to say than to solve 
this by using the overall picture as a framework, within which one can 
zero in on institutions or social movements, test different explanations 
and yet hold the pieces together. 

New Movements and an Alternative Common 
Interest 

As mentioned earlier, post-Marxist analyses are far from uniform. Nor 
do they lend support to an integrated political development project. The 
criticisms made of earlier social and economic determinism have led, of 
course, to the abandonment of the old theses about a development from 
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capitalism to socialism decreed by historical laws. Even so, I would like 
to highlight some important tendencies. 

Nowadays post-Marxists pay attention not just to fundamental socio
economic factors but also to the scope, forms, content and ideas of 
politics. Thus they underline that even political changes, which by earlier 
standards would have counted as marginal, are in fact important. Such 
changes may include the introduction of elite-dominated elections, some 
civic rights and freedoms, and less brutal structural adjustment 
programmes.24 

Second, there is a widespread interest in new social and political 
movements and organisations. That these are called new can be seen 
primarily as an expression of the fact that many complex contradictions 
and problems have appeared in connection with the rapid changes 
taking place in developing countries (and which conventional Marxist 
analytical tools cannot adequately capture). The implicit thesis here is 
that many of these movements may bear the seed of a new generation of 
radical and popularly rooted demands, actions and organisations. Many 
of the old movements and organisations, on the other hand, have become 
rigid and incapable of taking the new questions on. Some have even 
become part of the problem, in much the same way as the earlier radical 
nation-state projects. It may happen, according to the post-Marxists, that 
certain new movements - and some of the old ones - will converge and 
become politicised, in the sense of taking the step from channelling a 
variety of interests and ideas to joining together to create a common 
political development project.25 And perhaps, in that case, democrat
isation from below can become both a vital instrument and a part of the 
goal itself.26 

The majority of post-Marxists hold fast, finally, to the view that 
significant antagonisms between different groups and classes in society 
render it impossible to discern any self-evident common interest in 
development questions (in relation to which special interests can then be 
defined). On the contrary, there are various ways of promoting develop
ment. One can invest, certainly, in the social groups who are already 
strong. One can count on the likelihood, certainly, that if such persons 
are granted higher profits and a better business climate, some of them 
will also increase their investments. One could assert, certainly, that this 
will improve the conditions of the common people in the end. But many 
post-Marxists believe that the result, in terms of development, would be 
at IE. a,; _g".od_ ( �d-o! g:r_e.a.tei:__]oe_11efiL to-lfle- majority besides)-� 
investrn�··w=mad.e_1:o. the..highest--Oegret;-.po.s§ibk_ in the <l.J'n<'mic 
effects of a redistribution of resources. This means investmgrnore in the 
p�maf&riy;whosecapaci\Y for hard and innovative labour is not 
fully utilised under prevailing conditions, than in the minority who are 
already strong - roughly as when land is redistributed from feudal-like 
landlords to industrious and independent peasants, in order thereby to 
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increase production, reduce poverty, prepare the way for industrialis
ation, and create the pre-conditions for democracy. 

Summary 

1. The post-Marxists come from two directions. Revisionist Marxists 
abandon their deterrninist perspective on politics and the state, 
recognising instead the explanatory power of politics and ideology. 
They insist, however, on the continued need to take fundamental 
material factors, different interests, and conflicts into account. At the 
same time, revisionist institutionalists argue that politics in general 
and the state in particular must be analysed in the context of the 
conflicts and social forces in society. 

2. While recognising the importance of rent-seeking politicians ,and 
bureaucrats, post-Marxists add analyses of rent-seeking among pri
vate business as well; theyjo not reduce the political to a question of 
hldividual self-interest, but start out from people's place in the social 
and economic structure - and discuss, thus, different interests as well 
as the more or less productive utilisation of rents. 

3. While recognising the significance of institutions and organisations, 
post-Marxists discuss also material resources. tbejr mqhjljsation and 
unequal distribution, and the conflicts over them. This, the claim 
gOes, IS 1n order to explam, for mstance, why state �titutions and 
organisations vary in efficiency and stability, and how they change 
over time. 

4. Post-Marxists attempt to account for the different ways in which 
capitalism expands in the Third World (including through political 
means). Substantive determinist theories and narrow institutional 
studies are set aside. The object is to combine class analysis and 
institutional analysis. Simultaneously, post-Marxists stress how 
important it is to study people's interests and ideas, as well as social_. 
and political movements and or�anisations (especially those linking 
the state" and society). Essatthrlly, �ms, post Ivlarxists draw at length 
on comparative historical and sociological approaches fo�ing upon 
inequalities, conflicts, and more or less organised actions. 

5. The major problem for the post-Marxists is that they cannot do 
everything at once. They try to maintain a sense of the whole and 
avoid fragmentation by means of a framework which enables them 
to focus on varied situations and to test alternative explanations. 

6. There is no uniform post-Marxist project. Above all, the old idea of a 
law-bound historical development from capitalism to socialism has 
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been set aside. The majority of post-Marxists claim, however, that 
fundamental social and other conflicts make it difficult to discern 
neither a self-evident common interest in questions of development 
nor (in contraposition to this) a set of obviously threatening special 
interests. In addition, post-Marxists argue that voluntary association 
and public conununication in dense civil societies are not enough. 
One must pay special attention to different interests, and to social 
and political movements and organisations. Old ones change; new 
ones grow in step with the rapid transformation of the developing 
countries. Some of these may bear the seeds of a new generation of 
radical and popularly rooted demands, actions and political develop
ment projects, with the introduction and deepening of democracy in 
the foreground. 

Notes 

1 See some of the contributions in Migdal et al., State Power and Social Forces. 
2 For shldies of politically applied Marxism, see for example Omvedt, Rein

venting Revolution; and TOmquist, VVhat's Wrong With Marxism and 'Communists 
and Democracy in the Philippines'. 

3 We shall return to the details of the critique of the civil society and social 
capital paradigm in Chapter 13. 

4 Please note here, as in this chapter in general, that it is rarely possible to 
identify standard works. Usually, therefore, I only give examples of the research 
I have in mind. 

5 For a good example, see Bangura, 'Authoritarian Rule and Democracy in 
Africa' . 

6 Cf. Isaac, Power and Marxist Theory. 
7 Rueschemeyer et al., Capitalist Development and Democracy. 
8 See some of the contributions in Migdal et al., State Power and Social Forces -

the chapter by Kohli, however, is on the borderline between institutionalism and 
the post-Marxist focus upon conflicts and social forces; and the same may be said 
of Peter Evans' Embedded Autonomy, 'Introduction: Development Strategies 
Across the Public-Private Divide' and 'Government Action, Social Capital and 
Development'. 

9 See, for example, Joma et al., Southeast Asia's Misunderstood Miracle; Jomo, 
Tigers in Trouble; and Hadiz, Workers and State in New Order Indonesia. See also the 
following edited volumes: Hewison et al., Southeast Asia in the 1990s; Rodan, 
Political Oppositions in Industrialising Asia; Robison and Goodman_, The New Rich 
in Asia; and Rodan et al., The Political Economy of South East Asia. Cf. also, for 
example, Gibbon et al., Authoritarianism, Democracy, and Structural Adjustment; 
and Gibbon, Social Change and Economic Reform in Africa. 

10 For similar worries with reference to Africa cf., for example, the previously 
cited works by Gibbon, his 'Some Reflections on "Civil Society" and Political 
Change'; and Mamdani, Citizen and Subject. 

11 See, in the first instance, Mouzelis, Politics in the Semi-Periphery. Later on 
Mouzelis has tried to formulate a paradigm in which he compares the way in 
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which a society is dominated politically and ideologically with the way in which 
goods are produced. In part, then, one draws certain parallels between political 
activity and technical developments in production; in part, one likens control 
over political apparatuses to control over economic units. See Mouzelis, Post
Marxist Alternatives. 

12 For a somewhat related and stimulating analysis of the Philippines, see 
Anderson, 'Cacique Democracy and the Philippines'. 

13 Cf. Migdal, 'The State in Society'. Cf. also - on the borderline between 
instihl.tionalism and post-Marxism - Kohli, 'Centralization and Powerlessness'. 

14 Cf., for example, Shue, 'State Power and Social Organisation in China'; and 
Unger and Chan, 'Corporatism in China' . 

15 For an overview, see Ahmed, State, Nation and Ethnicity in Contemporary 
South Asia. 

16 See at first hand Brass, Ethnicity and Nationalism. 
17 Mamdani, Citizen and Subject. 
18 Among the theoretical classics is Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist 

Strategy. Among the more empirically related standard works is also Anderson, 
Imagined Communities. 

19 Blom Hansen, The Saffron Wave. 
20 Cf. Chapters 6 and 8. 
21 For a few examples, see- Brandell, Workers in Third-World Industrialisation; 

Andr� and Beckman, Union Power in the Nigerian Textile Industry; Lindberg and 
Sverrisson, Social Movements in Development; Rudebeck, 1'Vhen Democracy Makes 
Sense; Rudebeck and T6mquist, with Rojas, Democratisation in the Third World; 
and Mohanty and Mukherji, with Tornquist, People's Rights. Cf. also the efforts to 
develop analyses of 'Social Forces: Engaged with State Power', in Migdal et al., 
State Power and Social Forces. 

22 For references, see Chapter 13. 
23 Cf., for example, rele1Taii-F parts of Escobar and Alvarez, The Making of Social 

Movements in Latin America. 
24 See, for example, Beckman, 'Whose Democracy?'. 
25 Cf., for example, Omvedt, Reinventing Revolution. 
26 Again, we shall return to those issues in Chapter 13. 



PART 3 
FROM A SCHOOL TO A 

PERSPECTIVE AND STUDY OF 
ONE'S OWN: THE CASE OF 

DEMOCRATISATION 

The purpose of the critical analysis of the schools contained in Part 2 was 
to help the reader form a picture of, and take a position towards, the 
various ways of describing and explaining the problems at hand, before 
making a choice about how to describe and explain, and then moving on. 
But how does one make this choice? And how does one move on from 
that point? 

It bears stressing that while one ought to know about the different 
approaches before choosing, this does not mean one must embrace one or 
the .other narrowly defined school. It suffices, rather, to stay within a 
given coherent fram�ork. 

To begin with, this is because there is at least one general weakness in 
almost all the approaches (something that first became clear to me 
during the course of my work and which I have been unable to consider 
in the manner that I wished to) - this is that the l)istorical perspectives 
are even shorter and the historically oriented explanations yet more 
deficient than I had feared. Perhaps this is because social scientists who 
focus on the actors and structures of today have often predominated. A 
further reason may lie in the fact that research funds have for the most 
part come from trendos.ensitive am! re@l\sc9ri.e.nt�<i.gtl.IJ.istries for foreign 
affairs and aid agencies. For whatever reason, however, the historical 
proportions are often unrealistic. Ideas and·projects like land reform are 
expected to yield the outcome desired within a few years. The anti
colonial struggle and the radical nation-state project are already dis
missed and forgotten. Suddenly, rapid development is discovered in East 
Asia. A horde of analysts immediately connect it to factors lying closest 
in time (like belated state-led export drives). Until mid-1997 they even 
contended that the authoritarian cum market-oriented countries in 
South-East Asia were better than the more regulated ones further to the 
north. Then, a short time later, many of the very same actors flee the area 
and at best, like the World Bank, confess that they 'got it wrong'. Almost 
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all development theory (dependency perspectives too) is based on 
comparison with an idealised and inaccurate picture of a Western 
developmental idyll. And those, on the other hand, who heed the facts of 
historical continuity are seldom able to explain what fades away and 
what survives. 

Moreover, in some res ects the various schools and t e ri :ven 
comp ement each other - whether this is because their distinct emphases 
have grown out of differing contexts (for example, dependency theory 
out of problems of ioverty in Latin America, or institutional theories 
often out of developmental states in East Asia), or because they focus on 
different factors...( for example, classes and institutions). 

The strategy I would recommend, then, is that after acquainting 
oneself with the various schools, one begins by selecting the research 
t�ds to be of greatest interest: democratisatig!t_ill.Jhe 1:l:!ir.ci 
World, for example, or how the state, interest organisations, ideology or 
ethnicity affect the relationship between politics and development. 

One can return thereafter to the various schools and their differing 
explanations, and ask quite simply whether, and if so how, earlier 
research has treated the theme in which one is interested. The impor
tance of gender, for instance, has rarely been considered.1 What theories 
and perspectives are on offer? If we want to test them, what are the 
critical empirical cases to research? If we want to describe and explain 
important empirical questions, which are the most fruitful categories and 
theories to guide us? Can they be combined? In what areas is more work 
needed? How can this be done? 

Finally, however, one must be careful. One cannot simply pluck up, as 
if�s111o�d, whatever dishes strike one's fancy. ]he undogmati"C 
approactll recommend should not be confused with spineless pragma
tism. I would gladly see the iron curtains separating the old schools 
broken up, yet it is important, notwithstanding this, to retain a coherent 
overarching framework. The Rarts or explanations with which 011e is 
working must hold together. Elements borrowed from another per� 
spect!Ve-·must ·therefore be related to one's 'own' framework. 

Let me just take one example to clarify what I mean. If one is inclined 
towards structural explanations in the main, but at the same time is 
persuaded that neo-classica] analyses of rent-seeking capture something 
important, one is compelled to ask how one's original view that the 
behaviour of individuals is governed by their place in the structure can 
be reconciled with the neo-classical assumption that human behaviour 
springs from individual rational self-interest.2 

A framework can either be set out on the basis of the earlier (and much 
more uniform) schools, or one can choose to work within one of the two 
later ones; the institutionalist or the post-Marxist. These latter, in any 
case, are more in the manner of analytical frameworks than of sub
stantive 'grand theories'. 
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I believe, in fact, that most researchers can agree on this nowadays. 
The grand substantive theories and schools - whether with Marxist or 
non-Marxist roots - are on the wane. Not even the latest attempt of this 
Kiild - the neo-classicist argument about rent-seeking politicians and 
bureaucrats - has wind in its sails any longer. T�,,_. 
approache�_Cl_f_t_h_<:._()_EE9Site type - post-modernist analyses of imaginary 
fragments -.. have .taken over instead. Rather, it seems to me, it is broad 
analyti�_frameworks - like the institutionalist andJ2ost-Marxist ones -
that are gaining ground. They offer no simple overarching explanations, 
but they at any rate provide conceptual and analytical contexts. The road 
is then open for sketching and testing theories and hypotheses which 
may be more or less applicable to the developing world as a whole, but 
which must in any event be relevant to the country or area on which one 
has focused. The results obtained thereby can be compared to other 
cases, finally, and one can try to generalise from them. 
Accordingly - since one must start with the issues one personally finds 
to be most interesting and important, proceeding from a knowledge of 
the various schools of thought to a perspective and study of one's own -
Part 3 of the book can only be based on an example. The theme chosen as 
an example is one of the most central contemporary ones: processes of 
democratisation within the framework of Third World development. 

I shift here, consequently, from my aim in Part 2 - to analyse the 
different schools critically but without pushing a thesis to the effect that 
one particular orientation is best - to give an example of how one can 
argue for a perspective and study area of one's own. In Part 3 I will argue 
for theses of my own. 

In Chapter 12 I shall show how one can specify the problem of democrat
isation and take a position on the contributions of the various schools. In 
this example, the conclusion is that we should go beyond the preoccupa
tion with the middle class, the rational elite and 'good governance', and 
focus i"stead on the problems of democratisation from below. 

The next question, then, is how one should go about the actual study 
of one's own. Hence, Chapter 13 is an example of how one can argue for 
a specific approach and research design. In this example, the dominant 
paradigm of civil society and social capital is criticised. Rather, I argue, 
one should focus on the politics of democratisation in terms of political 
space, inclusion and politicisation. 

Notes 

1 For important work, see Waylen, Gender in Third World Politics. 
2 For instance, some post-Marxists solve this by rejecting the assumption of 

individual rational self-interest, even while discussing how people try to collect 
rents on the basis of their ownership and control of productive ·resources, that is, 
their place in the structure. Cf. the section on post-Marxism above; Cf. also 
Tornquist, What's Wrong with Marxism? Vols 1 and 2. 



12 Towards the Study of 
Democratisation in the Context 
of Late Development 

The new buzzwords of the 1990s are democracy and democratisation.' It 
is necessary, first, to specify the concepts one is using. Like most 
democracy researchers, I find it most fruitful scientifically, and least 
dubious politically, to start off with a definition of democracy which is 
narrow and universalist rather than broad and culturally relativist. Most 
would seem to be agreed that the core of modern democracy is the 
sovereignty of the people in accordance with �r!!2�.!£!.�� constitu
tionally guaranteed po]itical e9uality among citizens_�!:__.members Who 
are ind�nd"nt enou.g.�Sillfil own wilLOr, put in terms more 
amenable to empirical investigation: co�a!__g_��r.fl_Illen!_�-t� 
basis of m�ty�ecis!Qn��ong adult citizens or members who have .< 
one·v�sh,An egua}.tigh!:t:§:.��Cf�on, ai1(JJ£�0:om £lli��Cll 3 
andassocia_\i_gr:t,_Democratisation, in turn, may thus be defined in terms 
of the promotion and further development of democracy as an idea and 
as a method. 

Universalist minimum definitions, however, do not mean that all the 
factors which are in some sense related to democracy and democrat
isation have the same general validity. On the contrary, these vary over 
time and between cultures and social and economic systems; and both 
scholars am!..J?oliticians hold varying views about them.2 

Th��f democracy can vary between, for example, direct and 
inili!ect F'opular Q"_Vernment and control: similarly the forms of demo=--· 
Cratisation (or tlie means to promote democracy) include, for instance, wQ!]&�..or.llLlisid.ethg_es+ablished palitical system. T��!'yef democracy can range from a situation in which the public 
sector 1s small to one in which the de.f!l.Q_cratic publi�mb�'.:"�.8-
virtually everything people have in common (including factories, the 
various associations of civil society, and perhaps the division of labour 
within the household). Similarly we may include the extent to which 
actors promote democratisation beyond a narrowly defined political 
sphere. � 

ThE11tnf democracy is about w�� like to�mo"!,:>t
isation and democracy fo�. The outcome (intended and actual) can vary 
in terms of efficiency and, for instance, from the promotion of social and 
economic equality to the establishment of neo-liberal policies (so long as 
the minimally defined democratic procedures indicated above are 
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respected). Similarly we should ask what kind of democracy the demo
cratisers are out for and how they intend to use it. 

Probably the most important question, however - the one that we 
should focus upon - concerns �re-condiJiQns for �'!'ocracy_and 
democratisation. In addition to fair elections, and freedom of speech and 
association - which go with the minimum definition of democracy itself 
- some actors may argue, for instance, that democratisation requires less 
socio-economic inequality, while others may say that private property 
rights and a capitalist market economy are vital. 

The specific answer to the questj()'l21Frl!c.c.ondiliQ_ns depends, of course, 
on the scope,�fcifillS-anOCOnfent of de�� and cJ�mocratisation - as 
well as on the -country ofperliiip.s pro�ince being examined. Even so, let 
us begin with the conclusions which others have reached on an over
arching level. 

Back again, then, to the schools in Part 2 - but this time on the basis of 
the instrumental question about how earlier research has dealt with, 
primarily, the pre-conditions for democracy and democratisation in the 
context of Third World development. First, a small repetition of the 
explanatory models which are available. Then, a discussion about how 
fruitful these models are, what problems need further research, and how 
such problems can best be approached. 

Democratic and Authoritarian Modernisation 

Just three or four decades ago, the predominant view held that capitalist 
!11.9derni��fum-J!Ild expansion - of an idealised Western sort - was a 
fundan1ental pre-condition for political development and democracy in 
developing countries. Both Marxists and non-Marxists carried out bw� 
society-oriented studies. Those inspired by conventional � 
stressed the social and economic structure and the importance of a �� (which could lead the fight for a nation-state and 
settle accounts with feudal remnants).3��spo�e otmodern_::.. 
as_ opposed to traditional - values ame>_Ill; __ groups and individuals, 
particulatlf m 1he IQ'iidd]e clas[:S" __ _ 

Soon enough, o�evised these perspectives. As we have seen, 
SamooUiJJ.nfu:tgton was among those claiming that social and economic 
modernisation did not lead automatically to political development and 
democracy, but rather to new social and economic conflicts (which the 
old political institutions and organisations were incapable of handling). 
'Political order', therefore, had to be created through stable and modem 
institutions and organisations (in the worst case, with the help of 
modernising military officers), in order to enable the middle class to take 
part in government and to prevent popular revolt. Similarly, Eastern-bloc 
Marxists took the view that modernisation seldom produced a national 
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bourgeoisie or working class strong enough to push through a function
ing liberal democracy. It was therefore both possible and necessary to bet 
on progressive politicians and state administrators (again, in the worst 
case, with the assistance of officers), in order that land reform and 
industrialisation might be introduced, thus generating stronger popular 
forces. 

The �heo�-reeall;-tcrrned all this upside-down. 
They '\'"argued that capitalism and modernisation did not create the pre
conditions for democracy at all, but rather for dictatorship. The develop
ing countries were not genuinely independent. The rulers were more 
dependent on foreign capital than on the resources and citizens of their 
own countries. A sort of permanent state of emergency became unavoid
able. In the worst case, people had to take to armed struggle in order to 
ch�e the way of things. 

C@arxist.class.an(ilVS!SJmon mod�fie�_this picture, certainly, by trying to 
take account of -how varioiiS O:fi;anised ltiteres+s attempted to influence 
the state and take advantage of it. Some of these researchers also talked 
about an 'overdeveloped' Third World state which had inherited strong 
colonial institutions and organisations, and which had become unusually 
autonomous in relation to the classes out in society. Yet even if this 
approach could help us explain why democracy emerged and survived 
in a few countries such as India, the major impact of the analysis was to 
contribute to a more refined and dynamic analysis of the authoritarian 
systems found in the majority of developing countries. 

Final!x-.E'cai:iy scholars explained the lack of democracy tQQre in terms 
Qf.tllestate.Land the social forces acting within it than in-terms..uf...classes 
oU:t fu society. Neo-classicists spoke of nt-see in olitic� ' and 
bureaucrats who monopolised state organs in err o · erest. Many �-."':gued that the successful developmental states rested 
on aiitornmous,.�efficient and authoritarian governance. The inefficiency 
and decay of democratic government in such countries as India testified 
to the lack of universalist administration and strong political institutions 
and organisations. 6st"-� finally, pointed to the fact that capi
talism in the Third World as ofterr-beerr-introduced by forces which 
have acquired for themselves the exclusive coµtrol of state resources and 
regulatory powers - which again pres"Pposed aullionfanan governance, 
or at least state-dominated corporatism-0r.acornlflna:tiorr-fil-l*'f"'lism 
and cacique(boss )-democracy. 

Neo-Modemism, the Rational Elite, Civil Society 
and 'Good Governance' 

Thus, at the end of the seventies and the start of the eighties - when 
democracy began, despite everything, to sprout in the Third World - the 
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most advanced research was much bytter at e�laining the absence of 
democracy than democratia:aties. 

The fact that events took the course that they did had some con
sequences. On the one hand, we may recall, universalist political devel
opment approaches rooted in the modernisation aradi m ed 
to a pla nour. ccor ng to many scholars, actual developments 
had proved the correctness of the harshly criticised old theses. 

For one thing, non-Marxists claim that social and economic modernisa
tion in general, and the growth of a stronger middle class in particular, 
clearly promotes democracy. In the mid-1980s, as we know, such grand 
old scholars as Seymour Martiµ Lipset initiated, together with others, a 
large-scale US research project on the basis of this approach (albeit in a 
manner less rigid than in the fifties and sixties, and with a particular 
focus on effective democratic leadership). Samuel untin ton 
reappeared with similar claims as well, stressing the importance -
naturally - of stable political institu · ·sations and leadership.4 

On similar grounds, moreover arxist theorlfs - which argued that 
capitalist development is a pre- ition fo !democracy - _ attracted 
attention once more. Some claimed, for example, that political mono
polisat�and complex a1ld arbitr�!YJ!._dmi�on are an-obst�le-to 
forceful capitalist expansion. This ma�e rise to elite-level negotiations 
and a degree-Ofliberalisation, which in tum can lead to limited demo
cratisation.5 In any -case, these researchers argue, it is the antagonisms 
and structures emerging with the rowth of capitalism that lay the basis 
for emocra�ij�;ation. t ers put a greater emphasis on t e socra o es 
active in such contexts, and on the role of the w�ss in particular. 

I In this the form a ·th more conventional modernisation 
theorists, with their fixation on the middle class and e nahona 
b.Q.urgeoisie.7 

On the other hand, m��w �p�cy-
o,�nte�ly� of capitalism generating aUrhoritari,;-n rule,<ful J}Ot 
r�allyilbandoothelr long-term structural approaches but rather iut'r!lem 
on �g instead to focus on the actual transitions from author
itarian to more democratic rule. They describe these transitions as .illL 
incom lete r . . . akes durin eriods of 
econ mic and ideological crisis and institutional disintegration. eir 
explanations, we may a , focus on ard- soft- mers' within 
the elite interact with each other, how they are influenced y tlie rules of 
the game, and how they interpret these rules and try to change them. 
This all varies from country to country, of course, but a common feature 
is that 'the bourgeoisie, or at least important segments of it, regard the 
authoritarian regime as "dispensabl!'" . . .  either because it has laid the 
foundation for further capitalist development or because it has demon
strated its incompetence for so doing'. A further common circumstance is 
the 'resurrection' of civjl sadety.9 
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By contrast, those inspire neo-classical pers e ·ves Cl.id not con-
tent themselves with putting their o d approaches to one side; rather, 
they held strictly to their claims about selfish, rent-seeking politicians 
who nourish 'oyerpoliticisation' and 'futile' political short cuts to devel
opment. They take the view, therefore, that democratisation presupposes 
the ,dismant!ing of tfie state - except for those functions involving the 
maintenance of law and order, the protection of the capitalist market 
economy, and the deepening of civil society (including on the inter
national level). Structural adjustment, the claim goes, is thus a pre
requisite for democratisation. 

At roughly the same time, political scientists and others · developed 
new institutional and organisational perspectives. The state, they said, is 
not just the extended arm of the ruling class; it is important in its own 
right. It has distinct functions and interests of its own (in political 
stability, for instance, or maintaining a favourable position vis-a-vis other 
states). This in turn requires extensive resources and popular support of 
some sort - which can make room for a degree of democratisation. 

Other scholars, as we have seen, focusedQiiore on institutions (in the 
sense of rules of the game). The result has been a series of studies of how 
institutional conditions, ind11 djng new constitutions and electoral syli
tems, affect ne otiations between different rational elites durin the 
transition from authoritarfan to more demorratjc e. In a parallel 
fashion, many researchers focus on the significance of constitutional 
governance, stable institutions and organisations, and effective rule, 
especially now that the main theme has become 'the consolidation of 
democracy' n One basic prescription would seem to involve the ideas 
about 'good governance' supported by the World Bank. Another is 
iridicated by the respect shown in the West for the (until recently) stable 
and efficient institutions and organisations found in the developmental 
states of East and South-East Asia, including the attempts made to 
incorporate significant interest groups tluough co-optation and state
co�ative arrangements. 

/l'�, we should remember the renewed interest in how culture and 
institutions out in society affect governance and administration. An 
example may be seen in the argument that social capital - in the form of 
mutual trust and co-operation among citizens - promotes effective 
democracy.12 

How Fruitful are the Explanatory Models of 
Today? 

After this brief repetition of the most important explanatory models, the 
question before us is how relevant and vital are they? 

2. 
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L s consider this uestio an e e to three common situations 
in the developini. world. TH ..>prevails in countries where nation-
state development projects and centralised democratic government are in 
c�C!�d transformation - as in, for example, India or Mexico. The rSeCoild JS seen in those many countries where authoritarian rule replac<:_d '1nn:rted democratic forms of government and thereafter ran aground, and 
where the middle class led a rebirth of the civil society and elitist 
democracy that had earlier existed; examples include sev,,�i.es in 
Latin America and Africa and the Philippines as well. Th�ains 
in countries where authoritarian rule contributed to rapid social and 
economic development, and where dominant groups claim that too 
much democratisation risks undermining all that has been achieved; 
many of the states of East and South-East Asia fit the bill here. 

Modernisation and the Middle Class 

Let us look first at the non-Marxist thesis that social and economic 
modernisation and a stronger middle class prepare the way for demo
cracy. Naturally, this approach has much to recommend it. 

H r the same rocesses and social forces also lie behind man of 
the problems democracy faces tod'!Y, uc of the economic and political 
deregulation that has occurred may be unavoidable, but in any event it 
contributes to a continued weakening of institutions and organisations 
vital to democracy. Even the Philippines, for example - with its widely 
appreciated middle-class-led democratisation - continues to be stamped 
by the elitist boss-democracy of former times, notwithstanding the fact 
that the social basis of the old system (in the form of political clans and 
clientelism) is slowly being undermined. A solid new basis for continued 
democratisation is still missing (as might be provided, for instance, by 
popularly based organisations which stand for different interests and 
ideas about how society should be organised, and which keep an eye on 
their political representatives). And in countries where authoritarian 
policies have been especially important in the development process, 
there is often a shortage of the comparatively independent business
men and middle-class groupings that have otherwise provided the basis 
for the transition from authoritarian to more democratic forms of 
government. 

On the other hand, conventional persp<;ctives inspired by the mod
ernisation paradigm do not always take into account the extremely 
important role which certain new and well-educated middle-class 
gr . · the rocess of democratisation. This particularly 
means Journalists, lawyers,. tea ers, cu hua workers, clergy and envi
ronmental experts (and female activists from among all such groups) 
who form independent organisations to defend their rights, their pro
fessional integrity, and/ or to perform genuine development work 
(thereby linking up with broader popular needs and aspirations). 
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The Dynamics and Conflicts of Capitalism 

Second, let us consider the Marxist modernisation thesis that capitalism 
undermines political monopoly and arbitrary rule, and in the process 
creates a civil society, new conflicts, and above all a working class that 
pushes through democratic changes. Of course there is also much in 
this. 

At the same time, it is difficult to generalise from European experi 
enc�s to the Third World, es eciall in the case of countries and areas _ 

wliere t e po itical sphere is and has been of particular importance 1:; 
capitalist development. Even if deregulation, privatisation and attempts 
to increase the efficiency of state administration are or have been on the 
agenda in the great majority of developing countries, former power
holders usually succeed in reorganising their networks and in keeping 
the resources they have captured. The division of labour and the patterns 
of subordination and exploitation are very complex. Even in the newly 
industrialising countries - such as those in East and South-East Asia - we 
are far from a classical protracted industrial and cultural transformation 
in general, and the emergence of a large and comparatively homogen
eous working class in particular. So even if the workers will be likely to 
play an exceedingly important role in democratisation in the Third 
World, we must identify that which distinguishes these cases from the 
specific historical instances forming the basis for the generalisations 
generally accepted about the connection between capitalism and demo
cracy B This is necessary if we are to be able, in the best case, to revise 
perspectives and to test generalisations. 

Elite-led Transitions 

Third, we might take a look at the studies done of transitions from 
authoritarian to more democratic government which emerged from 
negotiations between political elites (yielding a sort of '�rafted instant 
democracy'). This is quite clearly a fruitful approach for analysing many 
developing countries. Elite horse-trading has been a prominent feature of 
the transition from authoritarian to more democratic rule in such coun
tries as Chile, South Africa and even the Philippines (Marcos' s forced 
departure and peaceful demonstrations notwithstanding) and Indonesia. 
Recently, moreover, the special characteristics of many African transi
tions have been analysed in terms of less negotiations among the elite 
(with their roots in extensive private business commiiiilties)and more 
rallying of the masses behind politicians who try t� ·getaccessto .. llie 
relatively extensive resources of the state and its patronage systems.14 

Those elitist perspectives, however, disregard the lengthy ang.,.far
reacrung o osttion - and constructive work too - of ordinary people 
which had prepared the way for inute emocra a on y way of 
elite negotiations and contending politicians rallying the masses. Nor do 
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they provide us with any real help in understanding why the popular 
opposition has so rarely been able either to influence (still less to 
participate in) the transition itself, or to play an important role after
wards (as far as the so-called consolidation and deepening of democracy 
is concerned). 

This lack of pap111ar incJusjon and influence also applies in part to 
countries where the nation-state development prqject and centralised 
democratic rule are in crisis and transformation (for example, India and 
Mexico). Here also the most significant attempts to recreate and to 
deepen democracy come from popular action groups and grassroots 
organisations - which seldom are really capable of influencing the 
political system, or even becoming properly integrated into it. 

Fina))_ we must a ain recall that in countries where authoritarian rule 
contributed (and to some extent still contributes) to rapr social an 
economic development, we usually cannot find that comhjnation nf 
businessmen and the middle class on the one hand, and a relativeJy
independent civil society on the othe� which otherwise has provided the 
basis for an 'instant democracy' emerging from negotiations between 
elites. In those authoritarian developmental states we may rather expect 
a combination of limited liberalisation through a combination of the 
Latin American horse-trading between various power-holders and the 
African top-down mobilising of the masses behind politicians who try to 
get access to state resources (often by way of nourishing ethnic and 
religious loyalties). At present, Indonesia is a good example; maybe 
Nigeria will follow. 

The State versus Civil Society 

Fourth, let us examine the liberal thesis of the state versus civil society. 
No one denies, of course, that free citizens and associations are a 
constituent part of democracy (or at least a pre-condition for it). 

On the other hand, I would argue, theories which hold that deepening 
c�vil society in itself promote'i' democracy are not fruitful. Even when 
elite-led democratisation has been combined with the middle-class-led 
resurrection of civil society, Jhis has mai.nl.y prep_.ared .. the way for 
politicaLboss-rule-.atJ:he local level and personalised populism at the 
national (as, for example, in the Philippines). In countries with disinte
grating nation-state projects and centralised democratic rule (for exam
ple, India), liberalisation is more likely to nourish clientelism, 
group-specific organising, and populist mobilisation on the basis of 
religious or cultural identity. And as we have seen, where authoritarian 
regimes still hold out, rivatisafion and dere Iation have mainly 
enabled most of the old power-holders to reorganise their networ s an 
legalise their virtually private possession of the greater part of the 
resources they had already earlia..contm1Ied (this is even so in so-called 
socialist countries like China). The separation between the state and 
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civil society remains unclear. The spe.Qal role of popular efforts in cj;l'il 
society, finally, are also open to criticisID.:-rcrthe-tieffitts�ver, 
we shall return in the concluding chapter of the book. 

There is also an international aspect to the thesis of the state versus 
civil society. · · terna · onal u ort r 
hu,�s unde · e authoritari re ·mes and fo ter d mocra -
especially when associations in civil society collaborate over borders. 
Naturally it is easy, on the one hand, to agree to this proposition, at least 
if one recalls the exposed position in which pro-democracy actors still 
find themselves under regimes such as the Nigerian or Indonesian. On 
the other hand, it is important to remember that one of democracy's pre
conditions is a clearly demarcated demos - consisting of citizens or 
members with the right to govern themselves. As far as I know, there are 
no examples - at any rate hitherto 15 of aoy ooa•Gn >hlJ' gen>Iine process 
of democratisation which has not been related to the nation-state, or to a 
relatively autonomous rei:ion of local government within the same.16 

'Good Governance' 

Fifth, let us look at the new institutionalism and 'good governance'. 
These have spread the crucial insight that the pre-conditions of demo
cracy are not just social and economic in character - many organisational 
and political-institutional factors are necessary too. 

Yet, even if - needless to say - no one opposes the demand for effective 
and unimpeachable governance, the real problem is to discmrer tl.e 
conditions under which such governance can achially_nnerge. There is a 
shortage of such studies. As pointed out in Chapter 10, even the recent 
World Bank report on the state fails to identify driving social, economic 
and political forces. Instead, 'good governance' is offered up - at best 
together with 'instant democracy' - much as neo-liberal market solutions 
have been hawked the world over by IMF economists for quite some 
time now. 

In other words, institutionalists who do search for the causes of 'good 
governance' tend, moreover, to consider the problem from above, much 
as Samuel Huntington did.17 Popular opposition from below easily 
becomes a disturbing or 'dysfunctional' element. Effective market gov
ernance in East Asia is often explained, for instance, in terms of the 
autonomy of the state over troublesome groups and 'special interests' 
out in society. Robert Wade, we may recall, even concludes his celebrated 
book on this subject with the recommendation that 'effective institutions 
of political authority [should be developed] before, [and] corporatist 
institutions as or before, the system is democratised' rn As already 
indicated, moreover, such authors mainly relate ineffective governance in 
such countries as India to 'overpoliticisation', and to 'soft' political and 
administrative institutions and organisations which are unable to handle 
wide-ranging demands or to execute political decisions.19 Actually, the 
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recent World Bank report on 'good government' tends to restrict demo
cratisation to the introduction of elections. Efficient state institutions in 
consultation with co-operating people in civil societies are regarded as 
more important. 

Social Capital 

Sixth, we may recall the renewed interest in civic virhtes, confidence and 
co-operation - as collected under the heading of 'social capital'. Such 
things are clearly an important aspect of the forms of democracy, and 
they are important for outcomes as well. 

Tuat a democratic culture promotes democragr is of crnuse a self
evid.ent..im,th. Many of the researchers in question argue, however, that 
they are searching for practices and attitudes which can promote demo
cratisation, deepen an already existing democracy, and render it more 
effective. It still remains, though, to explain the growth of social capital 
in a marmer which is persuasive - which amounts to more than just 
citing contestable historical continuities. And even if social capital is seen 
as a pre-condition for some kind of 'good democracy' - and under 
certain conditions there may be a good deal in that - there is something 
worrying about how the social-capital school - lik@..the..Mac,.i�
logic school of old - tends to explain politics in an essentially reduction-

.
t wa , without devoting any attention woTih mentiwctng to decisive 

e a va s such as political activity, strategic action and 
organisation. As already mentioned, we shall return to a critique of the 
civil society and social capital paradigm in the concluding chapter. 

Which Research Problems Merit Continued 
Attention? 

Against the background of the oversights and deficiencies noted in the 
discussion of established perspectives on democratisation, there is reason 
to highlight the following ten factors and circumstances as especially 
worthy of future study: 

1. What are the pre-conditions for consolidating and deepening demo
cratisation processes led by the middle class? Even such exemplary 
cases as the Philippines, after all, still recall the elitist boss
democracy of former times. 

2. What will happen in those countries where authoritarian regimes 
contributed to rapid social and economic development, while at the 
same time that combination of businessmen and the middle class on 
the one hand, and a relatively independent civil society on the 
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other, which have provided the circumstances for democracy else
where carmot be found? What are the pre-conditions for the emer
gence of a reasonably autonomous civil society alongside a 
politically injected type of capitalist development? 

3. What is the character and importance of organisations among the 
new well-educated middle-class groups, especially when these con- · 
nect up with broader popular aspirations and demands? 

4. Is there any prospect that the workers in countries characterised by 
a politically injected capitalist expansion can come to play as 
important a role in democratisation as their counterparts once did 
in Europe? 

5. How does widespread popular struggle pave the way for, and how 
does it condition, elitist mobilisation of mass support and/ or elite 
negotiation over transition from authoritarian rule and on to further 
democratisation? 

6. How is it the case that reasonably genuine popular forces have so 
rarely been able to influence, still less participate in, the transition 
from authoritarian to more democratic rule, or to play an important 
role thereafter in consolidating and deepening democracy? What 
are the pre-conditions that must be fulfilled, in other words, to 
enable popular forces to be integrated into the political system, 
rather than being incorporated into it by such means as clientelism, 
populism and state-corporatism? 

7. How do globalisation and international support for human rights 
and democracy affect the emergence - indispensable for every 
process of democratisation - of a clearly demarcated demos? 

8. Under what conditions can so-called 'good governance' emerge? 
What are the driving forces? What is the relation then between 
efforts to foster, on the one hand, effective institutionalisation and 
organisation from above, and, on the other, alternative strivings and 
demands from below? 

9. Under what conditions does social capital develop within different 
societies and groups? In what ways does it affect democracy and 
democratisation? 

10. What are the pre-conditions (structural and institutional as well as, 
for example, ideological) that must be fulfilled in order for popular 
movements to be able to converge with each other? What condi
tions are requisite to their generating such overarching questions, 
perspectives and organisations as can lead to a more effective and 
comprehensive politics of democratisation? 

Notes 

1 The following is based on T6rnquist, 'Whither Studies of Asian Democrat
isation' kasarinlan and Economic and Political Weekly. 
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2 For an interesting discussion, see Markoff, Waves of Democracy. 
3 Including Moore, Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy. 
4 Diamond et al., Democracy in Developing Countries; and Huntington, The Third 

Wave. 
5 Cf., for example, Hewison et al., Southeast Asia in the 1990s. 
6 Cf., for example, Therbom, 'The Rule of Capital and the Rise of 

Democracy'. 
7 See especially Rueschemeyer et al., Capitalist Development and Democracy. 
8 O'Donnell and Schmitter, Transitions from Authoritarian Rule. 
9 Ibid., pp. 27 and 48ff. 
10 See, for example, Przeworski, Democracy and the Market. 
11 See, for example, Mainwaring et al., Issues in Democratic Consolidation. 
12 See Putnam, Making Democracy Work; and, for example, Agora project, 

Democracy and Social Capital in Segmented Societies; and Evans, 'Introduction: 
Development Strategies Across the Public-Private Divide' and 'Goverrunent 
Action, Social Capital and Development' . 

13 For some recent attempt in this direction, see Brandelt Workers in Third
World Industrialisation; Hadiz, Workers and State in New Order Indonesia; and 
Andr� and Beckman, Union Power in the Nigerian Textile Industry. 

14 Bratton and van de Walle, Democratic Experiments in Africa. 
15 Not even in studies like Held, Democracy and the Global Order. 
16 Plus, of course, democratisation within various associations with a clearly 

demarcated membership. 
17 Huntington, 'Political Development and Political Decay' and Political Order 

in Changing Societies. 
18 Wade, Governing the Market. My combination of Wade's recommendations 8 

and 9, pp. 372-7. 
19 Cf. Kohli, Democracy and Discontent. 

1 3  From Civil Society and 
Social Capital To the Politics of 
Democratisation 

The important but rather overlooked problems in the debate on demo
cratisation that we pointed to in Chapter 12 have one common denomi
nator: they all require that we look at democracy in more depth, at its 
basic building blocks. So the next question is, how do we actually go 
about studying the process of democratisation from below?1 

As we know, the paradigm in vogue is of civil society, and of civic 
community generating social capital. Is this relevant and fruitful? I do 
not think so. I shall dispute the paradigm in four sections: first by 
recalling its general theoretical weaknesses; second by questioning its 
relevance in the Tltird World; tltird by arguing that it nevertheless does 
not address the most urgent problems; fourth by showing how empirical 
results from my own comparative studies of popular efforts at democrat
isation in civil society speak against the theses. Finally, therefore, I shall 
argue instead for an alternative approach in terms of the study of politics 
of the democratisation. 

Before going further, the reader might wish to return to the general 
presentation of the paradigm in Chapter 10, in the sub-section entitled 
'Civil Society and Social Capital'. Hence, it may suffice to give just a brief 
summary of the general theses on democracy here:2 

• Civil society - or independent associations and public communication 
- is a pre-condition for democracy. 

• The stronger (or more dense and vibrant) the civil society, the better 
the democracy. 

• Just as civil society is threatened by 'too much politics' and an 
extended state, so is democracy. 

• The social capital proponents, however, argue that civil society is not 
enough, rather it takes a civic community. 

• Democratisation in general, and democratic performance in particu
lar, is due to social capital. 

• Social capital is roughly the same as inter-personal trust, enabling co
operation among people and their keeping track of government. 

• Trust varies with unhierarchical associational life, including football 
clubs and bird-watching societies. 

• This kind of associational life is due to historical 'path dependence'. 
(The original argument, for instance, is that the dense associational 
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life in northern Italy is rooted in the late-medieval city-state 
culture.) 

• Therefore, if one wishes to promote democratic governance, one 
should support networks and, for instance, co-operative community 
development schemes. 

General Theoretical Weaknesses 

To use a common formulation, civil society and social capital may be fine 
as normative concepts (and personally I subscribe to most of the ideals), 
but I do not find them to be effective analytical tools in studies of 
democratisation.3 

First, as was already pointed out in Chapter 10, �s paradigm sets 
aside relations of power in civil society and assumes citizens to be equal. 
Yet most social science research indicates that conflicts over power, 
related for instance to class and gender, and differences, associated for 
instance with ethnicity and religion, are absolutely fundamental -
includin in processes of democratisation. 

econd, ardly anyone would dispute the importance of associations 
a ic discourse that are relatively independent of the state, and, 
even better, of the market as well - but the processes behind all this are 
also set aside by the paradigm. Historically civil society sigfufies a
politically created society of citizens (excluding slaves, mobs, natives and 
immigrants and, of course, distinguished from anarchy). The Greeks 
explicitly talked of politike koinonia, political community, and the Romaris 
distinguished societas civilis, socie� citizens, from non-citizen societies 
like those based on residence or kinship. Hence one should be careful in 
contr�as..ting or eyen indtmg fl0litic!3 a±iEI seaety against each other. On 
the other hand it is fruitful, of course, to distinguish between civil 
government of the society' as a whole (including through parties "aii"d 
parliamentarians) on the one hand, and the administrative and military 
state apparatuses on the other. We need to allow for the power that flows 
outofluer:archies, legal authority, guns, common resources and the 
executive control of them. But even in the few cases where civil society 
theorists make this distinction, there is a lack of interest in the extent to 
which governments are in command of their state apparatuses, and 
citizens are in command of their governments. For instance, in the almost 
800-page standard work on civil society and politics by Cohen and Arato 
there is hardly any theoretical or empirical reference to the pro
democratising effects of close to a century of North European co
operation between popular movements, government and state at various 
levels; parts of which have also been labelled social corporatism and 
associative democracy. Yet I believe most of us would agree on the 
difference between state I civil society relations in well-established 
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democracies and in dictatorships like Poland under the Communists, or 
L · merica under the juntas. Thii!:!, ,there is ;mibiguity on the. importance of the economy. Most 
an agree that modern civil society emerges with the rise of rela
tively independent socio-economic relations as against the family, the 
feudal lord and the absolutist state. Some add the mixed blessing of 
capitalism in terms of its anti-social effects. But the civil society paradigm 
offers no precise tools to analyse these dynamics. In this field it is rather 
the Marxist-oriented framework that is most sharp and critical. It stresses 
the atomisation of people under a 'bourgeois' division of labour and a 
social plurality which, if not resisted politically, tends to produce bureau
cratic authoritarianism rather than a political plurality. But even in 
Cohen and Arato' s rather radical theorisation of civil society, this is 
hardly discussed nor made use of. On the contrary, it is assumed that the 
best way of_fighting_t_he negative effects of _<:apitalil;m is IQ further deep_en 
the same crgiJ socief.JJ_ that c"]Zitalism_is givi11g birth.J:o, and to bet on 'people 
themselves' and their autonomy (including their special identities) as 

_a�--4!1-d in order to influence, the state and politics. 
� the existence and strength of civil society are poor historical 
explanations for democracy Civil society has coexisted with very differ
ent types of regime - including fascism in Italy and Germany. To take but 
one additional example, the very vibrant Swedish civil society with its 
deep historical roots stands in sharp contrast to the country's compar
atively late democratisation. 

Civil rights, of course, are of vital importance for any democrat, and 
once the right to vote is added, rights and suffrage together form much 
of the basis for the particular way of governing society at large, its 
resources and its organs, that we call democratic. �µt ciyjl rights are 
never the same as democracy. Before becoming part of democracy they 
are rathei:_ elements of constih!tionalism. And even though the free 
'space' of some civil rights usually turns into a hotbed for popular 
participation and struggle for democracy, we should remember that 
democracy has often come about through illegal means and despite the 

· lack of civil rights. Anyway, democratic struggles within or outside such 
a liberal space are more a question of socio-economic conflicts (such as 
on class) and of politics aiming to alter the rules, as well as the division 
of labour and resources (at least to such an extent that both civil and 
political rights become universal), than a question of civil society associa
tions to amuse and help each other, no matter how important, within the 
framework of existing rules and inequalities. 

It is true that civil society activists who fought the totalitarian regimes 
in Poland and Latin America consciously limited themselves to the 
strengthening of civil society, and to the democratising of some of its 
associations, in order thus to influence and undermine the regimes - as it 
was impossible to conquer the state, fight the armies, and democratise 
the society and its institutions as a whole. But it is equally true that the 
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very processes of transition to democracy soon called for political 
organisations and actors - and that many well-intentioned and hard
working grassroots activists were thus set aside. Some of the leading civil 
society theorists themselves began to write about this.4 

What then of the extended ideas on the importance for democracy of a 
stron� civil society in terms of vibrant associational life in civic commu
nities; an associational life that is said to be due to path dependence on 
old city-state cultures, to generate social capital in the form of trust 
which facilitates interpersonal co-operation, and in the final instance to 
p�e good democratic government as well? 
�)one may question tl:!_e 'big bang'5 path dependence explanation. 
The thesis does not help us to analyse the reproduction of history - to 
explain what survives and why - and to account for the fact that 
seemingly similar phenomena like associations do not necessarily have 
the same function (for example, to promote democratic government) 
under different conditions. Much of the thesis, as we know, is based on 
Robert Putnam's argument that the successful institutional reforms in 
northern Italy are because it has inherited more social capital than the 
south.6 In faet,however, sclmlars-uf-Italy's history convincingly argue 
that Pub)filILhas not.accounted for changes over time, that the degree of 
civicness is much more fluctuating than stated, that vital norms are fairly 
similar in the regions, and that the critical differences between them were 
rather 'megaconstraints imposed by geography, location (earthquake 
areas in the south), economics, and politics' .7 For instance, according to 
Sidney Tarrow, 'every regime that governed southern Italy from the 
Norman establishment of a centralised monarchy in the twelfth century 
to the unified government which took over there in 1861 was foreign and 
governed with a logic of colonial exploitation, [and] southern Italy's 
semicolonial status [did not] suddenly disappear with unification' .8 The 
only plausible reason why a well-read scholar like Putnam could miss 
this, Tarrow argues, is that there is something wrong with 'the model 
wit�ch he turned to history' .9 �ml, yet other_ and neglected factors seem to he significant - both in 
order to account for the form of government (including democracy) and 
the very rise of social capital. How can it be explained, for instance, that 
Sicily, by 1922, had the 'highest number of locally constituted and 
operated farmer cooperatives and the second highest number of locally 
established . . .  rural credit institutions in Italy'? Why did the labour 
movement in the Q•Jlli_.aJJ..ata_r_egion of Apulia really fight fascism and 
why wasit-;ilionger and more powerful than its counterpart in Emilia 
Romagna'?10 Why did fascism emerge in Putnam's northern civic and 
therefore inherently pro-democratic communities in the first place? What 
of their contemporary scandals over bad governance and corruption -
and of the rise of civic associations in the south?11 Perhaps most 
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important of all: what of the deliberate and powerful efforts of the Italian 
Communists, and many Socialists and Christian Democrats too, in vital 
parts of thg __ north--sfilce-·the-late·"ftinetemth-.cenh11y to constitute and 
work- tfuough ci�1z-Given the weakness of the path 
dependence explanation, it is plausible that this kind of politics is of vital 
importance both in the process of democratisation and in the creating of 
social capital -" 

In_ other words, the--c��i� both concerned with the rise and the 
effe�t f T ·rd, t ·ere ore, one may specifica y ques on 
how and why social cap1 would translate into democratisation and 
efficient democratic government. In Putrlam' s shajy there are correla- _, 
tjons but few causal chains an<! no agents of change. Why and how 
would football clubs always promote co-operation outside the clubs and 
in wider societal fields? What is 'the causal chain between bird watching 
and political activism'?14 How far are people capable of really standing 
up against non-performing governments and suggesting other policies? 
Again, how and why do Putnam and his followers exclude other 
plau · �xplanations for all this - including the state and politics? 

inallY,. hy would civic community demands have to be Eien:u'}Uatic? 
On a c oser look, one finds, actually, that the dependent variable of the 
social capital analysts is neither democratisation nor democratic practice 
(despite the titles of books and applications for funds) but government 
performance - which is not part of the 'normal' definitions ofaemocracy 
but rather used to be stressed by instrumental Leninists, among others.15 
The content or outcome of democracy, of course, has some bearing on its 
consolidation, but as we know from fascism in Europe or the pre-crisis 
East and South-East Asia, government performance is not altogether 
clearly related to a democratic type of regime. 

Problems of Generalisation 

Applying the civil society I social capital paradigm outside its primarily 
European framework also means that historical realities tend to be set 
aside. For instance, while Gfuatt Thero em's stl><lies on the rise of 
modernity and democracy point to the relevance of civil society (and 
even civil war) in the European framework, they also make clear that the 
shaping of citizen societies, or the demos, in the New World was rather 
directed against former colonists and natives; that the externally induced 
modernisation and subsequent steps towards democracy in countries 
like Japan-was-maffi!y=earrio<l Qllt +hrm1gh tb".:"..tate from above; and that 
the initiill modernisation in the colonies was first imposed by conquerors 
but later turned against them by nationalists, who often added initial 
democratisation and always made use of the state and politics.16 
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On contemporary Africa, for instance, Mahmood Mamdani has 
recently demonstrated forcefully the problematic usage of the civil 
society I social capital paradigm in view of the legacy of late colonial
ism.17 'Actually existing civil societies' were primarily in urban arE;as; the 
rest, ther subjects, were under customary rule, which, howeVer, was 
integrated, refined and made use of by the colonisers. Much of the 
nationalist struggle was about deracialising the civil societies - where
after the lives of subjects were either governed through clientelism or 
'enlightened and developmental' one-party states. Democratisation 
among the subjects at the grassroots level was rarely even attempted. 
The few real efforts are still lacking firm co-ordination with urban civil 
society movements. And equally isolated civil society movements, 
including many of the recent pro-democracy ones, either turn shallow 
and formalistic - or approach, again, the lives of subjects through 
potentially explosive clientelistic linkages based on, for instance, ethnic
ity or religion. Similar stories could be told of many other parts of the 
Third World. (Of Asia, though, one might add that there were more and 
stronger, but not necessarily more successful, efforts to create real 
citizens and promote democratisation tluough 'anti-feudal' rural 
struggles.) 

Currently it is true, of course, that commerce and capitalist relations 
are also spreading. But this far from always comes with the kind of 
politically rather independent business and middle classes, and the 
relative separation between the state and civil society, with which 
modernisation is often associated. Even before the crisis in dynamic 
Indonesia, for instance, there was some dismantling of the state, but 
primarily by factions which monopolised its resources even earlier, 
rather than by strong new capitalists and members of the middle classes 
from 'outside' (who usually become partners instead). Surviving rulers 
and executives reorganise their 'fiefdoms' and networks, and are able to 
legalise the privatisation of formerly public resources which they have 
already laid their hands on. In fact, this privatisation is making it 
increasingly difficult to regulate daily transactions and conflicts, not to 
mention political succession. Hence this is also the background to much 
of the current crisis in the area. 

Finally, the specific attempts to export the social capital thesis are up 
against additional problems, primarily the inability of the thesis to 
account for the legacy of late colonialism (already displayed in Putnam's 
study of the relations between northern and southern Italy) and its 
difficulties jn bandHng social cap�� religion, or 
coexisting with authoxi±arian.ntlers like the Indonesian ones.�oreover, 
the adherents of the thesis do not even put it to the test for its much
criticised path dependence explanation of the rise of social capital and 
for its negligence of 'intermediary' variables between social capital and 
efficient democratic governance (including socio-economic dynamics, 
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government intervention, and political organisation). Just about the only 
thing they ask is whether their thesis is better than outdated and 
similarly deterministic ideas about connections between economic devel
opment and democracy.18 In fact, as already mentioned in Chapter 12, 
one may even equate the social capital school of the nineties with the 
capital logic school of the seventies. 

Dubious Relevance 

Social science is also about societal relevance, beyond the curiosity of 
applying and testing theses around the globe. Do researchers and their 
analytical tools really tackle existing and vital societal dilemmas? Since 
the eighties, the civil society paradigm (later on supplemented with the 
theses about social capital) has been widely acclaimed. This is not the 
place to discuss why,19 but at the very least the paradigm is not 
particularly helpful if one considers, as many of us do, the lack of 
popul__ar...122ktical&g<>ni8fttieR and-representation-Dased on interests and 
ideologies to be th� .ms>sl.serious.pmhl<;m� de.mocratisatie&.--Et 
is seen as the- most serious problem because: 

• the genuine efforts at democratisation which emerged in the course 
of the liberation struggles were undermined ho.th by the deterioration 
of the movements themselves and by the rise of new authoritarian 
forces which repressed the movements and reduced or redirected 
ambitious land reforms and health and educational programmes, all 
initially aimed at turning subjects into citizens; 

• the then emerging civil movements which contributed to the under
mining of the authoritarian regimes (as in Latin America and the 
Philippines during the eighties) were unable to generate efficient 
political organisations and representatives - wherefore the inevitable 
horse-trading associated with most transitions to democracy was 
captured by the traditional political elites, their clientelism, and their 
(sometimes) emerging state-corporatism; 

• the related problems of 'consolidating' democracy may best be 
summarised, by Adam Przeworski et al., as 'something more pro
found . . .  than institutional factors', namely 'the absence of collective 
projects, of socially integrating ideologies, of clearly identifiable 
political forces, of crystallised structures of interests to be 
representedf ;20 

11 still persisting authoritarian rule, even in dynamic East and South
East Asia, goes hand in hand with the rise of capitalism, general 
modernisation, elements of civil society, and the creation of social 
capital - but not necessarily with democratisation. 
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The Weakness of Politics Against Fragmentation 

Finally, fu_e new paradigm js not only q.vestionahle but ou:right insuffi
cient if there is anything to my own results from some eight years of 
'going down' 16- renewal-oriented popular organisations . in the field; 
'going-downto these organisations (since many old parties, strategies 
and scholarly theories are becoming increasingly invalid)21 in order to 
study over time the processes of democratisation from below through the 
movements' ways of promoting similar ideas of civil society I social 
capital and democratisation under very different conditions;22 

• in the till recently economically dynamic but politically repressive 
Indonesia, where the old popular movements have been eliminated 
and new ones are only beginning to appear; 

• in Asia's Latin America, the Philippines, where the old Left has 
become irrelevant and new movements are trying to make their 
way; . 

• in the most impressive case of attempts to renew the radical and 
democratic nation-state development project from below through 
popular movements and government policies, that is in the south
western Indian state of Kerala. 

�na:bleandinsuftrciefiIDecause m a  

.// / !!ise three cases the scholarly puzzle and the societal
_
dilemma is,� 

• / all the organisations that I have followed have prunanly had problems 
1. with uniting fragmented interests, ideas, groups and actions. This is 

lj " despite a relatively strong civil society in the Philippines and perhaps 
the Third World's strongest civil society m Kerala; and 

• despite the organisations themselves having done their best to pro
mote in most cases civil society and in all cases social capital. 

So the decisive problem of democratisation is not one of civil socie!}'/ / 

\"-.__ and social capital but of w · · f democratisa · ords, 
that 1s, a lack of the ability to get people to unite aroun common 
interests and ideas and, in the process, to fight for democratisation. 
Moreover, there are strong indications that social capital does not emerge 
on its own in civil society but through deliberate political work and 
efforts. 

Let me give some general examples from the three contexts: Indonesia, 
the Philippines and Kerala. 

Indonesia23 

j The basic problem for the democracy movement in Indonesia is that new 

I dissidents are isolated from the people m general. This 1s because of the 
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destruction of the broad popular movements in the mid-sixties and the 
authoritarian rule during Suharto's New Order. 'Hl±-reeeR#y-it was even 
impossible to form membership-based autonomous organisations. Aside 
from religious organisations, there 'a'fi!· hardly any movements among 
people themselves to relate to. The same holds true in terms of critical 
ideologies and historical consciousness. Most of the dissident groups 
have had to work from above and out of the main urban centres, where 
a certain degree of protection was and is available from friends and 
temporary allies in influential positions. In this way, fragmented layers 
of dissidents have developed over the years. 

The expansion of capitalism may indirectly promote democratisation, 
but is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, the expansion is related 
both to authoritarian state intervention and to a division of labour that 
often breaks down old class alliances and gives rise to a multiplicity of 
interests and movements. On the other hand, even limited liberalisation 
has created some space which may allow a few people to try to partially 
improve their standard of living by different local efforts - rather than 
always having to grab political power first and thereafter rely on state 
intervention. For many years, this local space and this need to overcome 
socio-economic fragmentation have spurred on pro-democracy work 
from below. Despite everything, it has thus been possible for a lot of 
development-oriented NGOs to relate to new social classes in society, 
and for a new generation of radical students to relate to peasants (hard 
hit by evictions) and new industrial workers. Hence the new movements 
are potentially significant and more than a product of the global wave of 
democracy and some quarrels within Jakarta's political theatre - they are 
also conditioned by the expansion of capital and the new classes thus 
emerging. 

Moreover, there has been a tendency since the early nineties to link up 
alternative development and human rights work in civil society with 
politics. Major groupings try their best to relate specific issues and 
special interests to more general perspectives. But in doing so they also 
tend to get stuck in either their limited kind of politicisation with some 
social foundation at the grassroots, or their attempts at broader per
spectives without much social basis - finally even causing trouble for 
each other, and for their followers. 

Hence, they themselves were not able to generate a democratic open
ing. Instead, 'external' rallying points gave and give rise to more general 
movements for transition from authoritarian rule. And within such a 
broader movement many of the outright democrats have related to 
legally accepted populist democrats, while others have held on to 
fragmented activism and development work, or insisted on 'consistent' 
top-down party building. 

This is what happened in mid-1996 when the government ousted 
moderate opposition leader Megawati Sukarnoputri, while many genu
ine democrats tried to relate to the recognised political system by 
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mobilising as ma1:':/'. pot�ntial voters a�ible behind her in the face of 
the 1997 electi�£ F;n;;iiyth.treglme disp!�efunn 

ltselrbyCTad<mg Clown on demonstrators and the democracy movement 
in general with brutal force (thus ironically generating ethnic and 
religious riots instead). But simultaneously the basic weakness of the 
movement itself became equally obvious - its fragmentation and its 
separation between top-down activists who tend to 'run offside' and I 
grassroots a.ctivists who have not yet been able to generate interest-based � · .  

---�m=ass org__amsations Jro�PW.-.·-·- - ------------------·-
At the time of writing, the economic and political crisis has accen

tuated this. Even though the market, most business leaders, the IMF, the 
World Bank and the international media were finally against the Suharto 
regime, nobody found an alternative to it. For many years they had all 
boosted the regime and its general policies. This helped to generate 
increasingly powerful semi-private vested interests, who were directly or 
indirectly dependent on Suharto's patronage; it undermined all attempts 
at building institutions and organisations that could have paved the way 
for social contracts, compromises among civil, religious and military 
reformists, and orderly succession; and it sustained the weak position of 
the democracy movement, making it almost impossible to build mass
based representative organisations (such as trade unions) and, of course, 
political parties - beyond movements based on religious and ethnic 
loyalties. 

The Philippines24 

Probably the most astounding breakthrough for the Third World's new 
democratic middle-class uprisings took place in the Philippines in Feb
ruary 1986. Peaceful mass demonstrations and protests against massive 
electoral rigging incapacitated the military and brought down the Mar
cos regime. The Communist-led 'national democrats' and their mainly 
peasant-based New People's Army, who until then had continuously 
gained strength, swiftly lost the initiative. Corazon Aquino became the 
new president. Economic and political liberties were saluted. The Phil
ippines became in vogue in the international aid market. Almost inune
diately, however, the many NGOs and popular movements that had 
contributed to the undermining of the regime lost ground. Even today 
the polity continues to be almost a caricature of the individualistic, 
personality-oriented and ideology-resistant American settler-democracy 
- which was exported to the former US colony and was then conformed 
with and taken advantage of by feudal-like clans and bosses. Of course, 
much of the old socio-economic basis of the restored Philippine 'cacique 
democracy' is falling apart, but new solid forms are failing to appear; 
though there was, at least till the current crisis, some economic progress 
and relative political stability at the fringes of the dynamic countries of 
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East and South-East Asia. The widely esteemed middle-class democrat
isation, however, still has no solid foundation, including a reasonably 
clear-cut representation of different interests and ideas for societal 
change. 

The most vital question, therefore, is whether and how new popular 
movements and organisations could instead become significant in 
anchoring democracy. For most of the old 'national democrats', political 
democratisation in general and electoral politics in particular were 
simply not meaningful. In the early nineties I decided instead to follow 
the experiences of renewal-oriented sections of the Left.25 None of them 
were parties but rather significant groups promoting slightly different 
ideas about 'new politics' and linking up with like-minded cause
oriented organisations, NGOs and unions. In the face of the 1992 
elections three of them formed an electoral movement which adopted an 
agenda generated by many different progressive groupings as its own 
programme. The key-words were 'people's interest', 'participatory 
democracy', 'sustainable development', and 'genuine structural reform'. 
In the spirit of realism, leading members also brokered an alliance with 
the liberal electoral coalition, with respected senator Salonga as its 
presidential candidate. It is true that most movement activists were eager 
to stress that the new political efforts were subordinate to their basic 
tasks as, for instance, unionists or NGO-workers 'in support of people's 
own initiatives' and various forms of extra-parliamentary pressure poli
tics. But now they really wanted to supplement and make use of all this 
to mobilise votes for progressive political representatives. 

The results, however, indicated that the certified capacity of the new 
movements and associated organisations to carry out actions, conduct 
alternative development work, nourish civil society and support 'ideal' 
community networks and co-operation could not be transformed into 
votes and a more widespread and dynamic politics of democratisation. 
For instance, most activists gave priority to their 'normal' progressive 
work independently of partisan and especially electoral politics. Many 
groupings did not link up with the new efforts at all. It was an uphill 
task to convince radical people, whom the Left had been telling for years 
and years that it did not matter which way they voted, that this time it 
would really make a difference. As a result, rival candidates gained a lot 
of votes even from people who had otherwise fought against them - for 
instance, within a union or an action group or co-operative. Collective 
interests, such as those ascribed to peasants, workers or co-operative 
members, were usually not strong enough to generate votes for pro
gressive candidates. Outright vote-buying could not be resisted even in 
the then stronghold of the huge co-operative in Tarlac, led by the 
dissenting and retired legendary founder of the New People's Army, 
'Dante' Buscayno. And as the electoral movement basically carried the 
same issues that its constituent groupings were otherwise used to 
emphasising in their extra-parliamentary work, and paid little attention 
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to how one should govern public resources and implement their great 
general ideas, the field was open instead to populist candidates and 
clientelist politics. 

In view of these experiences most leading activists talked of the need 
to institutionalise the electoral movement, but little happened. In the face 
of the 1995 elections, moreover, progressive groups and movements had 
further disintegrated. The renewal-oriented organisations were still there 
but limited themselves to supporting various 'reasonable' individual 
candidates and to local efforts where there should be more space for 
progressive grassroots organisations and NGOs, thanks to the decentrali
sation of state powers. Simultaneously, however, the implementation in 
the mid-nineties of the Local Government Code also paved the way for 
traditional bosses and their client organisations. It is true that much 
experience has now been gained, that civil society is stronger, and that 
social capital has been promoted. But the basic problem is still to 
transform fragmented interests, groups and actions into an extended 
politics of democratisation. At the time of writing (before the 1998 
elections) it remains to be seen, for instance, how much work will be put 
into the fairly new permanent political vehicle, 'Akbayan! - Citizens' 
Action Party', and what may come out of it. Many sections of the 
movement seem to bet instead on sectoral representation and to mobilise 
support behind various traditional politicians in (at best) exchange for 
certain 'pro-people policies'. 

Kerala26 

Kerala is different. It has won international recognition for having 
accomplished, in addition to stable democracy, comparatively high levels 
of health, education and social welfare, despite a gross national product 
per capita that is lower than the Indian average. This has been related to 
a long history of an unusually vibrant civil society (much of which 
would now be called social capital) with deep roots, particularly in the 
south, in various socio-religious reform movements and later on in many 
other citizen associations as well, such as co-operatives and a library 
movement. This Kerala model of human development, despite slow 
growth, is no longer valid because of stagnant growth and India's 
structural adjustment, among other reasons. But a new generation of 
civil society associations, including the impressive People's Science 
Movement (KSSP), has been vital in generating huge campaigns for civil 
action and community development co-operation. Since the late seven
ties there have been forceful campaigns against environmental destruc
tion and for literacy, decentralisation, community-based group farming 
and resource mapping. This has also generated further democratisation 
and has positively effected government performance. At present, for 
instance, genuine decentralisation and an absolutely unique process of 
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planning from below is going on with extensive popular parti
cipation.27 

This, however, is only one and a sometimes distorted side of the coin. 
One must also add that the positive results vary over time - and that 
they (given the economic constraints) vary much more with popular 
politics and government policies than with the vibrancy of civil society 
or the (roughly estimated) degree of social capital. 

In a comparative Indian perspective, to begin with, Amartaya Sen and 
Jean Dreze have recently concluded that 'determined public action' 
explains the positive human development in Kerala as compared with 
the less impressive West Bengal and miserable (but economically partly 
dynamic) Uttar Pradesh. The liberation of economic initiatives, they 
argue, must therefore be accompanied by more,, not less, government 
intervention in favour of public action.28 

In addition to this, let us discuss Putnam's claim that it is difficult to 
test the competing hypothesis mentioned earlier that radical politics 
rather than path dependent social capital explains both citizen co
operation and good democratic government - that this is difficult 
because leftists have never even come to power in southern Italy, and 
only then would it have been possible to study their performance.29 
However we may now do it in Kerala and West Bengal. 

In Kerala the strong leftist movement is rooted in the former British 
Malabar in the north - with much less civil society and social capital than 
in the subordinated princely states of Cochin and Travancore in the 
south. Thanks to popular pressure and state intervention, those socialists 
and Communists have not only managed to implement India's most 
consistent land reform in the state as a whole, but also to create more 
civic communities in the previously so feudal north than in the south 
where, for instance, caste identities still play a more important role. Even 
right now a new massive campaign for popular planning from below 
seems to be more successful in rural than urban areas, as well as around 
the Trichur district in the centre and further north than in the old civil 
societies of the south. 

Similarly, the Communists in West Bengal do not only have their main 
base in rural areas with deep feudal roots, but have also, right there and 
since the mid-seventies, managed to generate India's most impressive 
democratic decentralisation, and a good deal of community co-operation 
and development too (despite using some alternative patronage and 
many top-down policies, as compared with Kerala). This is a bit more 
than one can say of the eastern part of Bengal, Bangladesh, where, in the 
late-seventies, there existed similar landlordism and ideas about demo
cratic decentralisation, but where thereafter emerged a myriad of volun
tary associations (promoted by all kinds of foreign agencies in favour of 
civil society and social capital) rather than forceful democratic 
Communists.30 
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Back in Kerala again, as should be clear by now, it was thus the broad, 
radical and politicised popular movements beyond communalism that 
from about the twenties and onwards generated much of the democrat
isation and positive human development in the state, both from outside 
and later on also from inside the state government and administration. 
Despite the otherwise impressive land reform, however, stagnant growth 
and civic co-operation now constitute a major problem. But this problem 
is primarily related to the consistently bourgeois character of the reform. 
A positive outcome was that there were far more independent citizens 
than in West Bengal - a negative one was the economically rather unco
operative individuals and families. Hence, while intensive political 
organisation and state intervention survived, this 'old' organisation and 
politicisation was increasingly affected by privatised and atomised eco
nomic activities and interests - soon extending beyond farming into 
commerce, real estate, etc. So even though many now talk of / over
politicisation', this is only true in the sense that atomised economic 
actors often make selfish and unproductive use of state and conventional 
politics. The root cause is, thus, privatisation and atomisation causing a 
lack of co-operation among the producers and the citizens at various 
levels. And the remedying of such problems in turn, as we shall see in a 
moment, actually requires a good deal of political facilitation. 

Moreover, while it is true that much of the renewal-oriented work to 
promote alternative development by way of further democratisation has 

\ grown out of civil society movements like the KSSP, the latter has often 
i. been accused of abstaining from the otherwise 'normal' NGO pattern of 

neglecting the importance of radical politics and established leftist 
organisations.31 More importantly, however, my results show that the 

,�roblems of extending and sustaining many of the remarkable popular 
ampaigns from the mid-eighties to the early nineties were not because 

(
'
of respect for the established Left but rather the lack of efficient politics 

�of the movements themselves. 
On this point, due to lack of space, let us turn directly to the common 

denominators. First, in the social setting of Kerala, marked by the 
expansion of petty capitalist relations after the land reform and with 
incoming migrant money from the Gulf, there did not seem to be 
widespread immediate interest among the many dispersed farmers in 
the movements' ideas about joint democratic control and management of 
land and other resources to improve production. Despite the campaigns, 
no powerful_�'?£aL..IJl.'.l.Y!!l!l"!1L(like the one for land _reform) came 
fo�icr.se'cond, most non-party .d.evelop��!JI�ii![ern�hvgs-Jliai•�
suggeSfed made little sense withill-ffiefOgfc ·of the public administration 
and "the ·estaolislfed leffisf movemen:ts�and "parties·-::_···· aside from when 
such activities formed part of the Left Front government's top-down 
development policies. The activists were politically isolated, therefore, 
and left without such necessary measures as a consistent democratic 
decentralisation. Third, the reformists th�1llselv__e§jQJJU!L.it-dillicul.!;..J;o 
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expli�oliticise their d��ctions (by which is not neces
sarily meant party-politicise; we shall soon come back to this concept). 
Perhaps they were simply incapable of, or uninterested in, so doing. 
Anyway, the reformists rather restricted themselves to creating the pre
condit10ns for maior social and political forces to move forward32 -
which the latter did not do. Fourth,-"1'1a!�eductio.nisrn . and/ or 
p�litical_ cCJ_nsiciITatio.ns....pre;vmltwAh<4"eformists from dealing with the 
ongms of such problems, including the multiplicity of socio-economic 
interests and conflicts, plus their links with vested interests within the 
obstructive logic of established politics, conservative as well as leftist. 

Again there was, thus, a lack of convergence of fragmented issues, 
groups and actions - despite one of the most vibrant civil societies one 
can think of - because in the last instance the renewal-oriented groups 
could not master the politics of promoting such a convergence, while the 
established parties and institutions abstained from promoting it. 

Activists, however, have learnt their lesson.33 Most of the campaigns 
could not be sustained when the Left Front lost the elections in 1991 .34 
But after some time reformists managed to htrn instead a decentralis

_
ation srheme.imp<>sed by New Delhi against the dubious ways in which -
the new Congress-led Kerala state government tried to undermine the 
same. Hence the reformists succeeded also in getting the opposition Left 
Front polit1C1ans, who used to be hesitant while in office, to jump on the 
bandwagon and to commit themselves to more consistent decentralis
ation, if and when they were voted back into office. 

Interestingly, this neither caused the Left Front to really use the 1995 
panchayat35 elections to develop local demands, initiatives and visions, 
nor to. give decentralisation and local development top priority in the 
followmg 1996 Assembly elections. Such an orientation, quite obviously, 
would have called instead for alternative forces and pressure from 
below. But thereafter this pressure was rapidly and skilfully facilitated 
(as compared with the previous 'campaign period' until 1991). Once the 
Left had won the elections and the Communist patriarch E.M.S Namboo
diri

_
p

_
ad had insisted on consistent decentralisation, scholarly as well as 

pohtically very able activists managed to get access to the State Planning 
Board, to use years of expenence from KSSP projects to immediately 
launch a well-prepared massive popular campaign for planning from 
below, and to simultaneously have leading politicians proudly promise 
that no longer would only a few per cent of the state development 
budget go to all panchayats that seriously involve themselves in the 
programme, but rather between 35 and 40 per cent. Hence there is new 
space for the .f'.reviously contained popular efforts - but only thanks to 
elect10ns, pohtical pressure and to govenunent intervention. The local 
govenunents have got some real powers and many fresh politicians have 
been elected, particularly women. The centralised parties must produce 
results m the new development arenas, which gives some elbow-room to 
reformists. Supported by reformists-cum-experts, local govenunents may 
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alter the centralised and compartmentalised administration, try to co
ordinate various measures at district, block and village levels, and most 
importantly facilitate the corning together of the myriad of dispersed 
voluntary associations (and the fragmented social capital that they have 
come to nourish) for joint societal efforts. The earlier kind of popular 
movement campaigns may be more institutionalised and legitimate 
(including from a democratic point of view) when carried out in mutu
ally respectful co-operation with elected local governments. In Scandi
navia we may recall 'the good old' co-operation between popular 
movements and governments at various levels. At any rate, many 
obstacles still lie ahead in Kerala. I am particularly worried that politi
cians and bureaucrats with vested interests may cause the impressive 
planning from below not to be followed up rapidly and efficiently 
enough by new regulations and an equally impressive campaign to 
institutionalise (politically and administratively) the planning efforts and 
to really implement the projects.36 Yet, a more politically developed 
society of citizens may stand a good chance of taking the crucial steps 
ahead. 

Fragmentation of Interests and Democratisation 

To sum up so far, the politics of democratisation is more decisive than a 
vibrant civil society with social capital. Even in such societies, the major 
problem of democratisation is the fragmentation of interests, groups and 
actions, no matter if well intended. To overcome this, links must be 
developed between various civil society efforts as well as between them 
and state or local authorities - that is, politics and a political society. 

Against this conclusion on the �".£i!'!i£tJ>ortai:i£e _ _of_p�l!?c�_ O]l_g_gi.ay 
arw"1:lmt-i:lreve�_gn1rntati0It-·�€Sts. . .and.-it&--socie-ec-OR.Gmic 
root�e fundamental. The division of labour, the subordination of 
people and th.;--appropnanon of surplus are extremely complex and 
contradictory under the present expansion of capitalism. This breeds 
individualistic strategies of survival, clientelism, group-specific organis
ation, and mobilisation on the basis of religious and cultural identities. 
We are far from a classical protracted industrial and cultural transforma
tion in general, and the emergence of large and comparatively homoge
neous working-class movements in particular. 

M�ecy:��is_�li!i_c:_ag:l:'Ia�itated. Many 
vital resources and other pre-conditions for profitable busines:f\:includ
ing the subordination of labour and the regulation of the markets) are 
controlled through the state and frequently monopolised by special 
groups and individuals. The most obvious example is the way in which 
the Suharto family made use of the state to get privileged access to 
profitable sectors of the Indonesian economy as a whole. However, much 
less dominating characteristics such as the semi-private political control 
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in Kerala of a rural co-operative bank or the assigrunent of contractors is 
also important. 

This �litical faciEt"cti<:>!1_o[s<!J2it!llisIDJ:ill.Q"1gll_ the monopolisation of 
var_i<J.10§_�-s-wa&-neg�hy:_fui,_gld leffiSf"inovemenrs 
�c:s. They gayg__£ric_>_ijty_ill._stea�_to pi;iva_t"1y con�o!��'_<lfi?":�d - -
capital._Iience they could not fight effectively the simultaneous nse Of 
economic and political monopolies, rather they sometimes even pro
moted this. 

But things have changed, lessons have been learnt, and new realities 
have given rise to new conflicts, interests and movements. Oose studies 
of many years of movements' efforts in as different contexts as the 
Philippines, Kerala and Indonesia show that two.maj_m���-(�1!!2.11£ 
others) wh.jLJ:hey give priarity-�_are: (a) JlrnLtheyp__g�� 
to fightp_()!lli91ly_the 'Il:_�oj!�'!_tion of_gt"flY_�i!!c:rent crucial resources 
and regulaoons, aud{b)..thauhe.y.m.u:;LJin.Jii!._':\'a.y OI�E!1I�:§§:_ __ 
ordinating efficient action among people and groups whose interests are 
not �yc1ear.:cmaruhhus-urITTym:g· as suCh.- - --- - ·----

For instance, displaced peasants, marginalised traders, repressed 
workers or frustrated students who try to improve their lives in Indo
nesia continue to almost immediately face the §i!l!e at various levels. 
Land reform but also commercialism in rural Kerala make necessary new 
forms of co-operation over the use of scattered resources - including 
land, water, inputs and labour - which in turn calls for political decen
tralisation and improved institutions for democratic local government. 
Dante Buscayno' s negligence of internal democratisation in 'his' huge co
operative in Tarlac (in order to move on as rapidly as possible to more 
advanced political tasks) proved as disastrous as the nearby eruption of 
Mt. Pinatubo when members did not act in accordance with the basic 
interests as 'genuine peasants' that he had ascribed to them. 

At any rate, as the problem of s.o0it:�9mic J!:"!i":'ce_ntation -�
� and of similar importance in the three different contexts, it is 
only a fundamental background factor for studies of democratisation -
but not a factor for describing and explaining different processes and 
outcomes. Rather we must first study the kinds of democratisation that 
the movements attempt and then analyse how they go about it. 

The movements have different views of democracy and democrat
isation. Yet they would probably agree with the lllini!num definitions 
offered in the previous chapter (Chapter 12). They neithefSUl:iscribeto 
the post-modernist idea of everything being culturally specific, nor to the 
neo-nationalistic and authoritarian idea that there is some kind of 'Asian 
value democracy'. They have no proble�-�eparating democracy as a 
procedure from its content - that is, itS com�nt)in terms o!_!_he particular:_ 
alternative development which the�1de upon ana get 
implemented in democratic ways. N.JlLill:e there any serious problems of 
distinguishing between the variol'.G:formtl (or procedures) of democracy 
that they like to give priority to�s more or less direct popular 
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control and participation. But much of this goes for democracy as a 
rather static and universal method. Democratisation (or the way to 
democracy and to its further development) is some · -lffe nt. 
To begin with, this incluE-¥at� ideas about the re-conditions r 
democracy and about it extens��And these pre-con C""O-· s 
extension vary with the con s in the different contexts and with the 
perspectives of the different movements. Further, some may limit 
democratisation to the introduction of basic civil rights, while others may 
argue that it also calls for land reform, total literacy, education and other 
basic entitlements.37 Some may say that democratisation may be limited 
to the conventional political sphere, while others would like to extend it 
to parts of the economy and civil society. My point, however, is not to 
make a full list or to produce a normative definition, but rather to allow 
for an open and critical analysis of actors' various positions on the pre
conditions for and scope of democracy. 

Towards the Study of the Politics of 
Democratisation 

Equally important is that besides aiming at certain forms of democracy 
(and certain democratic decisions to promote development), and then 
proposing a way of getting there through the fulfilment of certain pre
conditions, as indicated above, the a�o requjr�cilmt meanASJ! 
forms of demJ!crlllisatioU- to P€ able t" really-travel that path. It is··
precisely this process of developing and applying the means of getting 
movements' ideas · of democratisation off the ground in terms of the 
politics of democratisation that we need to concentrate upon. And the 
question, then, is how to approach and analyse this process, to best 
explain it and to help to shape discussions on how to support it. 

As we have now moved beyond the paradigm of civil society/ social 
capital, and are focusing rather on links between various movements in 
civil society, and between them and state or local authorities, we have to 
look instead for analytical tools among scholars of socio-political move
ments and parties,38 and for relevant institutional linkages between the 
state and society.39 I suggest that to study the process of democratisation 
from below by analysing movements' politics of democratisation, we 
should concentrate on three aspects. First, given the 'political oppor
tunity structure' that movement analysts talk of, what is the space for the 
pro-democracy efforts? Second, as people also have to come together and 
affect politics, what are the 'mobilisation structures' (to use the language 
of the same theorists) that movements apply; that is, how are people 
included into politics? Third, as these people are included into politics to 
put forward their interests and ideas, how are these interests and ideas 
politicised? 
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Political Space 

It is reasonable to distinguish four dimensions of factors which together 
constitute the political opportunity structure conditioning the move
ments' politics: 

l. the relative openness or closedness of the political system (widely 
defined to include not just the state and political institutions but also, 
for instance, groups putting forward popular demands); 

2. the relative stability or instability of the alignments among dominat
ing groups constituting the basis for the established polity; 

3. the possibilities for movements to link up with sections of the elite; 
4. the capacity and propensity of the state in particular to repress 

movements.40 

However, I am in full agreement with the conclusion that 'the core idea 
weaving together the disparate threads . . .  is the opening and closing of 
political space and its institutional and substantive location' .41 On the 
one hand we may then_ study this si:;ce a

. 
s such. On .fhe-o.ther hand we 

may also a�s the'!l_selves read th�op�tunities 
ancfwJ:latthey therefore conclude in terms oftn�atiable for their ;:ii<il£J=myself make basicstudies of the opportunity structures in the 
various cases, but then focus on analysing what tl1e movements arrive at. 
This may be categorised along two dinlensions. First whether or not they 
believe that there is space enough for meaningful work within the 
established political system. (The political system - parts of which are 
'established' - is defined widely to include not only the formal political 
institutions but also, for example, the generation of political pressure and 
demands from within civil society.) Second, whether they believe that it 
is possible and necessary to promote democratisation directly in civil 
society under the prevailing conditions (including unequal division · of 
power and resources) - or if they feel that one can and has to first create 
or capture political instruments such as party and state institutions, at 
best democratise them, and thereafter politically facilitate civil rights and 
a 'good' civil society.42 In Figure 13.l we thus we arrive at four basic 
positions.43 

In Indonesia - until the recent fall of Suharto - there was little space for 
pm-democracy work within the established system, high risk of repres
s10n, few signs of real splits within the ruling coalition, and only 
occasional possibilities for movements to link up with limited sections of 
the elite. Hence, the radicals were to the left in the matrix and the 
moderates to the right. The explicitly politicising activists aiming at the 
state and the political system - including those who linked up with 
Megawati early in 1996 and faced repression - are found in box I. Below 
in box III are many other radical democrats who instead gave priority to 
more indirect work in civil society, for instance by promoting civil and 
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and, some add, harness NGOs more or less related 

popular movements to to II to promote 
promote democratisation democratisation 

Figure 13 .1  Movements' basic positions on the space for 
political work 

human rights and alternative development. In box II, on the contrary, are 
the less explicitly democratically oriented persons who tried to work 
through the two recognised 'opposition' parties, as did Megawati before 
she was ousted, or within various state apparatuses and the pro
government Association of Muslim Intellectuals (ICMI) (though the 
latter was already at that time getting increasingly associated with the 
regime), like the former NGO leader Adi Sasono. In box IV, finally, are 
many semi-autonomous NGO workers but also the Muslim leader 
Abdurrachman Wahid (Gus Dur). The latter did not link up with the 
government but stayed within the established widely defined political 
system and tried to affect it indirectly with the kind of self-restrictive 
actions in support of a more autonomous civil society that we know from 
the eighties in Eastern Europe. Much of all this will change, of course, 
qfter the recent fall of Suharto. One possible scenario is that of the 

:Philippines. J In the Philippines the propensity for repression has gone down and the 
political system is open. Yet there are few chances for renewal-oriented 
democrats to work within the framework of simple-majority elections in 
single-member constituencies characterised by 'machine politics', per
sonalities (for example, within film, sport and media), and local bosses 
with access to business or shady government finance. Also, ex-general 
and president (till 1988) Ramos was fairly successful in building a new 
ruling coalition among leading politicians and businessmen, including in 
the provinces. Democratisers may well relate to sections of the elite on 
specific issues, but on general issues it is probably less easy now than 
earlier. Since the early nineties, therefore, there have been two main 
tendencies among the renewal-oriented groups. One is to move from box 
I to box II, that is to combine extra-parliamentary work with also 
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entering into and trying to change the established polity, for instance via 
electoral coalitions and a new party. The other tendency is to try to work 
'part-time' in boxes III and IV respectively, for instance by harnessing 
autonomous community development while also occasionally relating 
this to electoral mobilisation behind the 'least worst politicians' and 
NGO representation in local government development councils. 

Kerala is characterised by a non-repressive and open system but also '\ 
by a deep-rooted bipolar party-politicisation of various socio-economic . 
as well as caste and religious pillars, within which movements and their / 
leaders can relate to factions of the elite. Uruecognised avant-garde i 
politics in box I is now (with hardly any Naxalites left) limited to a few 
action groups, while certain NGOs promoting, for instance, community ; -fI'�; 
organisation continue work in box III. Most of the democratisers are 
rather within the established political forces of the Left Fron'f and/ or 
associated with movements like the autonomous KSSP in box IV. In the 
latter case they try to complement and reform progressive party and 
party-politicised popular organisations, as well as government and 
panchayat policies, by way of their own relatively independent actions in 
civil society, constantly benefiting from close conta�s with s�ctions of thej 
political an

. 
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Politics, essentlally,_Js about people coming together on what should be 
held in common and how this shou�overned in a politicallY. created 
society such as a nation-state or a municipalgy. Given the spheres in 
which actors have found that there is most space for their work, how 
do people really come together to affect and be included in the politi
cal discourse and struggles? We may label this third dimension political 
inclusion and (ideally) consider it in each of the boxes in the previous 
matrix. 

In general accordance with Nicos Mouzelis, one may distinguish 
historically (as we know from previous chapters) between the integration 
of people into politics on the basis of relatively autonomous broad 
popular movements generated by comprehensive economic develop
ment (like in many parts of Western Europe), and the elitist incorporation 
of people with less solid organisations of their own into comparatively 
advanced polities in economically late-developing societies Oike in the 
Balkans and many Third World countries).44 

These concepts, of course, call for further elaboration. Following 
Mouzelis, one may talk of two ways of incorporating people into 
comparatively advanced polities: clientelism and populism. Oientelism, 
primarily, is associated with bosses on different levels with their own 
capacity to deliver patronage in return for services and votes. At present, 
I would add, clientelism is sometimes 'modernised' in the form of state-
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corporatism. Populism, on the other hand, generally goes with charis
matic leaders who are able to express popular feelings and ideas, but not 
necessarily interests, and whose positions are essential to the stability of 
adjoining leaders and their ability to patronise followers. In addition to 
this, I would argue, political leaders aiming at integrating people into 
politics have sometimes tried short cuts by adding elements of clientel
ism (and occasionally populism as well), for instance the Communists in 
West Bengal with access to state resources and a strong party machinery. 
Let us label this alternative patronage. 

How, then, do movements try to integrate rather than incorporate 
people into politics? In general accordance with Sidney Tarrow, one may 
distinguish between two basic methods: one emphasising autonomous 
collective action and another focusing upon the internalisation of actions 
and movements in organisations with some leadership. Tarrow argues, 
and my studies confirm, that the most important but often-neglected 
element of movement organising is what he calls the 'mobilising struc
tures'. These link the 'centre' (in terms of formally organised leadership 
identifying aims and means) and the 'periphery' (in terms of the actual 
collective action in the field). The 'mobilising structures' are thus 'permit
ting movement co-ordination and allowing movements to persist over 
time'.45 Historically, he continues, there are two solutions to the problem, 
one with roots in anarchist and one in democratic socialist thinking.46 
The anarchist approach emphasises people's natural and spontaneous 
willingness and ability to resist repression and exploitation through 
linked networks and federations of autonomous associations - in reality, 
however, through instigating organic leaders as spearheads. The social 
democratic concept stresses the need for political ideology, organisation 
and intervention through an integrated structure of parties, unions and 
self-help organisations.47 As these labels often carry different and biased 
connotations, however, I shall talk instead of federative and unitary 
forms of integration.48 

Thus we arrive at two ways of incorporating people into politics: (I) 
populism and (II) clientelism/ state-corporatism. Moreover, the combina
tion of integration and incorporation tends towards the latter and may be 
called (III) alternative patronage. Finally, the two ways of integrating 
people: (IV) federative and (V) unitary. (See Figure 13.2.) 

If we then add the positions related to space for political work within 
the political system and civil society respectively, we end up with the 
summarising matrix shown in Figure 13.2. 

Politicisation of Interests and Issues 

Considering how people are included into politics, however, is not 
enough. In each of our ten strategic positions in Figure 13.2 we must 
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Incorporation Integration 
II Ill IV v 
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(state-corporatism) patronage 

In/ out of system In/out of system In/out of system In/out of system In/out of system 

Little space 
1. For 2. For 3. Leading 4. Networking 5. General 
example, example, radical patrons avant-garde organisers 

for work in Megawati in Sasono within in, for catalysts 
civil society - Indonesia ICMi in example, 

hence it has to Indonesia - at party and 

be politically 
least till NGO alliance 

facilitated 
recently 

Space for 
6. For 7. For 8. Local 9. 10. 
example, Gus example, radical 'Independent' Movement 

work in civil Dur in NGOs related patrons in, for NGOs Mth organisers-
society - hence Indonesia- to ICMi in example, a grassroots cum-

this may be at least till Indonesia- at party or NGO activities co-ordinators 

strengthened 
recently least till 

directly 
recently 

Figure 13.2 Basic strategic concepts among 
pro-democratising movements on space for work and ways of 
including people into poli tics 

simultaneously analyse also the content of the politics of democratisation 
in terms of how interests and issues are politicised. Th�� 
analytical tools On the basis of a Marxist-oriented understanding of civil 
society and democracy, Peter Gibbon, among others, has succinctly 
suggested some exciting propositions. These were hinted at already at 
the beginning of this chapter and may now serve as a point of departure. 
Modern civil society primarily reflects the 'bourgeois' social division of 
labour with its individualised and privatised entities. The plurality of 
groupings thus generated is not likely by itself to promote general 
interests and democratic forms of government. Rather the associations 
may tum into prisoners of the process through the deepening of civil 
society, thus becoming unable to combine single issues and specific 
interests by way of politicisation. 

This way of conceptualising politicisation, however, is both too narrow 
(and partly normative), as it is not problematised, and too general, as it 
tends to include all aspects of politics. We should not rule out politicisa
tion through, for example, development-oriented civil society organisa
tions. And just like pluralism, of course, politicisation is not a sufficient 
recipe for democratisation, as recently demonstrated in the former 
Yugoslavia, and earlier when carried out with the very best of intentions 
within the framework of various socialist projects. Hence, there is a need 
for qualifications. Moreover, we have to be more precise. W� 
alrea<ly-.disrussed�hov.'-p.eople_are_imall�i.fu:s. So let us now 
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d' res� the waysin-w&iehinterests,Ia:eaS � .. � and i��- that is, put into a societal 
- ( I perspective hy people-wfarhav'('-C-omeJ:ogether about what should be 

held in common and how this should be organised in a politically created 
society such as a nation state or a municipality. Three aspects are most 
important: the basis, the forms and the content. 

The basis of politicisation may be derived from the kinds of ideas and 
interests about which people come together and which they consider in a 
societal perspective. Let us distinguish between, first, single issues and/ 
or specific interests and, second, ideologies and/ or collective interests. 
The forms of politicisation are by definition related to societal organs like 
the state or local government (otherwise we may talk of, for example, 
privatisation), but vary according to whether one 'only' demands that 
certain policies should be carried out by these organs or also really 
engages in promoting similar ends through self-management, for 
instance by way of co-operatives. The content of politicisation, of course, is 
about different ideas, ideologies and concrete policies, plus the ways in 
which various movements articulate norms and ideas, such as demo
cratic rights and equality, in different contexts. The basis and forms of 
politicisation may be illustrated in a simple figure, whereafter we have to 
add the content in each box. (See Figure 13.3.) 

In this way we may distinguish four types of politicisation. In box A 
we find the kind of single pluralism where pressure groups, single-issue 
movements and special interest organisations try to affect state or local 
government policies; in box B, dual pluralism with various groups and 
organisations putting forward their demands while also self-managing 
issues and interests; in box C, the single social type of politicisation with 
organisations or corporations demanding state or local government 
policies on the basis of ideologies and/ or collective interests; in box D, 
dual social politicisation through similar organisations which also, to a 
considerable extent, manage common interests. 

Basis of 

politicisation 

Single issues or 

specific interests 

Ideology or 

collective interests 

Forms of politicisation 

Via state/local 

government only 

A Single pluralism 

C. Single social 

Also via 

self-management 

B. Dual pluralism 

D. Dual social 

Figure 13.3 Types of politicisation 
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Divisive Politicisation 

Ideally we should now consider for all our cases and over time the ten 
strategic options and (for each of them) the four types of politicisation, 
but in this context a few illustrations of the fruitfulness of the venture 
will have to do. 

In Indonesia, the populism that was so important during the Sukarno 
period has now returned to the explicitly political level with his daugh
ter (box 1 of Figure 13.2), and to civil society with Gus Dur (box 6), leader 
of the world's largest and comparatively pluralist Muslim organisation 
Nahdlatul Ulama. Insiders like Adi Sasono, on the other hand, tried to 
turn pro-government ICMI into a forum for the modernisation of cli
entelism into Malaysian-like state-corporatism (box 2) - and under the 
new president Habibie he may be rather succesful. The most genuine 
and outspoken democrats, however, were until recently outside the 
system and among the myriad of groupings at the other end of Figure 
13.2. 

While recalling the important difference between the explicitly polit
ical activists focusing on state and government, and those working more 
indirectly in civil society, we now also pay attention to their ways of 
mobilising and organising. Ever since the liberation struggle much of the 
activism in Indonesia, especially among students and now also in several 
NGOs, is based on radical, courageous, often personalised and some
times moral leadership that is supposed to ignite people's spontaneous 
ability to resist (box 4). In the late eighties, a new generation of activists 
began staging daring demonstrations, trying to give a voice to sub
ordinated people. 'Action maniacs' constantly hunted for new issues that 
would attract media attention but did demonstrate also that there was 
more space for radical action than most 'established' dissidents 
thought. 

The general organisers, on the other hand, continue to agree on the 
need to change state and government but draw instead on two other 
political traditions (box 5). First, the middle-class intellectuals who tried 
to build 'modem' parties but ended up in the fifties and sixties with 
elitist formations like that of the socialists, or elite-based parties based on 
conventional loyalties, like those of the Muslims and populist national
ists. Second, the reformist Communists who also made use of some 
conventional loyalties but still managed to build in the fifties and sixties 
a comparatively 'modern' party with some 20 million people in attached 
popular organisations. What now remains are basically leaders from the 
elitist tradition who first supported Suharto but then turned critics and 
were deprived of their organisational bases .. Their main remaining asset 
is some integrity and legitimacy in the eyes of many people, and among 
Western governments and agencies. In the face of the current crisis and 
the possible return of mass politics, there are attempts to draw again (as 
during the fifties and sixties) on conventional loyalties among Muslims 
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and populist nationalists. The reformist Communists, on the other hand, 
are no more - but instead a new generation of mostly young former 
'action maniacs', who since 1994 put their faith in ideology and organis
ation to build a new socialist party by mobilising from above workers, 
urban poor, displaced peasants and frustrated students. Here are, thus, 
the roots of the People's Democratic Party (PRO), that was made a 
scapegoat after the riots in Jakarta in mid-1996 and then faced 
repression. 

Finally, most grassroots groups and supportive NGOs 'empower' civil 
society in the federative column (of Figure 13.2), harnessing people's 
own protests but staying out of explicit politics and leaving it to the 
'people themselves' to organise (box 9). 

None of those major actors trying to integrate people into politics, 
however, had till recently been markedly successful. Hence, their demo
cratising potential does not vary directly with their strategic positions. 
The important common denominator is instead their pattern of politi
cisation. There was � -�a�ic,,?��ent�tion tow

.
a�.

ds sing�e. iss�es �_Q_J3.�cific 
interests (boxes A-and lfln-l'!gme--1T3)-;-esj5eCiaJifamong-ihe comp-:ll
atively firmly based grassroots workers (box 9 in Figure 13.2) and the 
many rather free-floating avant-garde catalysts (box 4). Moreover, when 
(as since about 1994) almost all the actors made efforts anyway to 
address general problems of democratisation they did so, first, within the 
framework of 'their' old strategic positions and, second, by relating 
'their' issues or 'their' interests to general problems and ideologies. The 
end result was both conflicts between various factions and a tendency to 
unintentionally cause trouble for each other. This I have labelled divisive 
politicisation. 

The outcome in 1996, as we know by now, was that the political 
activists who sensed a political opening and short cut in the conflict over 
Megawati 'bet' on alternative patronage and 'ran offside' (box 3), while 
the long-term potential of the grassroots work was left behind. There
after the only optimistic prospect was that the strategic perspective of the 
still weak and untested movement organisers-cum-coordinators (box 10) 
- who tried to bring initiatives at the grassroots level together from 
below but within a unitary mobilisational framework - would gain 
strength and prove more fruitful. There were hopeful experiences from 
co-ordinating labour activists as well as supportive organisations; and 
there was a desperate need of non-party partisan but interest-based mass 
organisations - in order both for people to put forward their demands to 
any regime, and for reformist politicians to be able to negotiate social 
contracts with reasonably representative organisations. At least in princi
ple, moreover, the independent electoral watchdog KIPP could have 
been reconstructed into a non-party partisan democratic watch movement 
made up of not only daring top-down activists (as till 27 July 1996) but 
also those working at the grassroots level. 
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Box 1 3 . 1  The Indonesian lesson 

Suharto is gone. His 'New Order' regime remains. But it is 
undermined and disintegrating. Its perfidious survivors try to 
relegitimate their wealth and positions. Its anti-Communist 
supporters from the mid-1960s, who turned middle-class dissidents 
in the '70s, try to recover their losses. Its less compromising 
younger critics (and principled intellectuals) try contradictory ways of 
promoting a fresh start. So while the common people suffer, various 
factions of the elite quarrel, and the market and the West hesitates, 
it is time to ask why it all happened, and what chances there are for 
a more human order. What is the Indonesian lesson? 

The thesis in vogue is that the Indonesian problem was about too 
much politics and too much state; too many regulations and too little 
market. While the dissidents could not beat the regime, and others 
could not resist its patronage, it was only the market and the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) that finally stood up against the 
dragon, brought down Suharto and created an opening for 
democracy. Now there must be privatisation and deregulation and 
the opening up for foreign companies. 

These, of course, are but ideological half-truths. A critical analysis 
indicates instead that the actions of the market and its supporters 
were politically disastrous, contributed to a socio-economic 
catastrophe, obstructed democratisation, and only accidentally 
helped do away with Suharto. 

The crisis was not because of too much politics . . .  
To begin with, the economic crisis did not result from excessive 
regulations but from bad regulations, and from too little popular 
influence. Bad regulations that were exploited by special interests with 
the state, business and international finance; and too little popular 
influence capable of holding such special interests in check. As 
elsewhere in East Asia, the serious problems did not develop until 
private interests became stronger and deregulation increased. Then the 
regime was unable to co-ordinate the new groupings and could only 
hold down discontent among the new middle and working classes. 

. . .  but the problem was political 
Further, once the Indonesian crisis had erupted, conventional 
economic measures did not work. Many observers began to realise, 
therefore, that the basic problem was political rather than economic. 
Suddenly even conclusions drawn from critical analyses of the mid-
1996 crackdown on the democracy movement were no longer 
ignored: that is, that dissidents were too poorly organised to make a 
difference yet had to be supported since the regime was totally 
unable to regulate conflicts, reform itself, and prepare an 'orderly' 
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succession. But even though it became increasingly apparent that 
the crisis could only be solved through fundamental political 
changes, little was done to support rapid development of the only 
alternative - the democracy movement and the moderate reformists. 
Suharto's monopolies were no longer appreciated - but temporary 
stability was. 

'If you had only been able to give us an alternative' ,  the West 
derogatorily told democracy activists who faced an uphill battle after 
a recent crackdown and decades of repression and 'floating mass' 
politics. 

Actually, the West itself had been contributing to those difficulties 
of generating an alternative. Much of Sukarno's authoritarian 
nationalism in the late 1 950s was because the Dutch refused to give 
up their colonial interests; because the CIA supported separatist 
movements; and because the West wanted to prevent the 
communists and their unique modern interest-based mass 
movements from wining liberal democratic elections. Thereafter 
Western powers paved the way for the military takeover and the 
massacres in 1965-66. Their favourite liberal and so-called socialist 
administrators did not have a strong enough social and economic 
base to make a difference, so the United States in particular turned 
to the army instead. According to the conventional Cold War 
wisdom of the West (and Professor Huntington's then forthcoming 
'politics of order' theory) , the army would serve in policing and 
containing the masses, thereby allowing liberal middle-class experts 
to run the country. But as we know, once the Left had been 
massacred, and many others jailed, harassed and domesticated, it 
was rather the army generals who took over - with the middle-class 
experts as their servants. And yet, the repression, corruption and 
nepotism that followed were also sustained by political and extensive 
economic support from the West, including loans issued on the basis 
of political guarantees rather than on well-founded economic 
evaluations. Neither the IMF and its partners nor various corporate 
leaders had anything decisively negative to say about Suharto's 
Indonesia till hours before the crisis broke out. On the contrary, 
Indonesia was on the World Bank's top-ten list of promising 
emerging economies. 

Economic recipes deepen the crisis 
Moreover, as the Indonesian crisis evolved from September 1997 
onwards, the West not only abstained from betting on democrats 
and moderate reformists to tackle the basic political problems but 
instead referred the matter to neo-classical IMF economists. From 
October 1997 onwards their narrow-minded recipes diminished 
confidence in Indonesia's ability to avoid an economic breakdown. 
(Officials in the IMF and the World Bank later on admitted this 
themselves.) The situation deteriorated. Suharto had to look for 
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alternatives - and to create additional problems by nominating a vice 
president whom nobody would prefer to himself, Habibie. By 
January 1 998 the currency fell beyond imagination, the economy 
came to a standstill, people began to protest, anti-Chinese riots 
spread, and the regime was on the brink of collapse. According to 
the World Bank, no country has suffered a similarly harsh economic 
backlash since the Second World War. 

In fact, however, the economic backlash was like the US bombing 
of Baghdad during the Gulf War. Suharto was just as able to turn the 
negative into a positive, putting the blame on the West (and on the 
Chinese business community), as the West was unable to find an 
alternative to him. He was reappointed president in the March and 
formed a provocative kind of combat government with his daughter 
'T utut' as de facto prime minister and an absolute majority of family 
friends and loyalists in other posts. 

Concessions to stability 
Faced with the threat of a new Saddam Hussein, the West retreated. 
Too many business interests were at stake in Indonesia. Forty per 
cent of the world's shipping passes through its straits. Just before 
Easter, the IMF adopted Australia and Japan's so-called flexible 
positions and postponed some of its own far-reaching demands. 

This, of course, was a perfectly rational political decision. Given 
the situation and the interests of the powerful parties involved, 
democratisation as well as nee-liberal marketism had to give way to 
stability. If food and fuel subsidies had really been withdrawn by 
April, as the IMF initially requested, this would have been an 
invitation to massive riots. Meanwhile the World Bank and others 
tried to mobilise food and medical relief to meet immediate needs 
(worth 3 billion dollars), and trusted the military to keep people in 
check. The regime had got another temporary lease on life, it 
seemed. 

Inconceivable price hikes and early resignation 
My own analysis showed a weakness at this point. For on 10 April 
the Indonesian government managed to convince the IMF that 
essential subsidies should only be reduced step-by-step until October 
in order to prevent major social and political unrest. But less than a 
month later, on 4 May, the regime and the IMF agreed instead, quite 
unexpectedly, to increase the price of petrol by as much as 7 0 per 
cent and of kerosene by 25 per cent. Suharto went further than the 
IMF had sought - and the IMF applauded. I still cannot understand 
how even neo-classical economists could make such a politically 
irrational decision. Perhaps Suharto had lost touch altogether, while 
politically illiterate economists in Jakarta were short of money and 
wanted to impress their equally naive IMF colleagues in Washington 
as well as their critics in the US Congress. 
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Predictably, anyway, the new prices generated immediate public 
anger. This gave a new dimension to the student demonstrations that 
had hitherto been rather isolated, though increasing in number. In 
Medan, anti-Chinese riots and looting erupted and spread to Jakarta, 
where, a week later, the situation got out of hand. Demonstrating 
students were killed. Rioting and looting led to the burning to death 
of hundreds of people in shopping centres and to widespread acts of 
cruelty, including the rape of women of Chinese descent. Some of 
the excesses were aggravated by hardliners in the armed forces who 
wanted an excuse for more forceful intervention. But their 
provocations backfired. More and more people turned against the 
regime. The students occupied the parliament and no longer allowed 
themselves to be abused downtown. Suharto tried without success to 
win back the initiative by promising various reforms. He saved his 
skin only by resigning early, as the 'rats' (like the parliament speaker 
and several cabinet ministers) began to abandon the sinking ship. 

From breakdown to democracy? 
The Indonesian lesson is, thus, about the inability of the market, civil 
society and their proponents to prevent social and economic disaster 
for Indonesia's almost 200 million citizens by betting on political 
reform, popular representation, and democratisation. Once again 
the market and civil society libertarians have been proven wrong. 

But does not this breakdown create an opening for 
democratisation? The waters we sail into with this proposition are 
both uncharted and rough. I see four major problems. 

To begin with, most actors focus on how to alter the old regime 
that still remains. Everybody is busy repositioning themselves, 
consolidating their assets, and forming new parties and alliances. 
Incumbents (and their military and business allies) are delaying 
changes in order to be able to adapt, making whatever concessions 
are necessary to be able to steer their course. Established dissidents 
trade in their reputations and, occasionally, their popular followings, 
for reforms and 'positions' .  Radicals try to sustain popular protests 
to weaken shameless incumbents who might otherwise be able to 
stay on. The market and the West are interested in anything that 
looks stable enough to permit the payback of loans and safe returns 
on investments. It is hard to predict the outcome - except to say 
that as ordinary people get hungry the conflicts are likely to 
continue, escalate, and, at worst, open up for more extensive 
military and religious involvement. 

Meanwhile many donor agencies and students of society add that 
a weak democratic culture and civil society are equally problematic. 
Culture in terms of informal norms and patterns certainly becomes 
more important when organised institutions and rules of the game 
are weakened and even disintegrate. Yet I do not share the view that 
support for civil society is always the best way of building a democratic 
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culture. In many cases, such as the backing of free journalists, there 

are no problems, but all civil society associations do not necessarily 

promote democracy. And what is political culture but routinely 

practised remnants of yesterday's rules, institutions and organised 

politics? Hence, it is on the latter level of formal rules, institutions 

and organised politics at which change and improvements have to 

start. 
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Third, therefore, the fact that giving priority to the organising of 
constituencies based on shared societal interests and ideas does not 
make much sense among leading political actors in Indonesia is a 
more serious problem than a weak democratic culture. Even 
democrats go for short cuts like charisma, populism, religion and 
patronage in order to swiftly incorporate rather than gradually 
integrate people into politics. There is a shortage of time, of course, 
and everybody is afraid of losing out. But a common lesson learned 
from other transitions away from authoritarian rule is that without 
well-anchored politics and unionism there will be no meaningful 
democracy. And the conditions today are worse than they were 
during Indonesia's period of parliamentary democracy in the '50s, 
which ended in authoritarianism - or in the Philippines after Marcos, 
where populist bossism now prevails. 

Finally, we also know from other cases that the few genuine 
democrats who might be able to build such popular and well-rooted 
parties and unions are in desperate need of supportive rules of the 
game. At the same time, the progressive movements are rarely 
interested in such constitutional and legal formalities, until they later 
on have to fight uphill battles within unfavourable political systems. 

In conclusion, it is difficult for the Indonesians to learn from other 

experiences, given the current dynamics and the weakly organised 

democracy movement. Right now successful betting on popular 

organising and more favourable rules would be possible only if the 

West gave as much support to democratisation as it has to 
Indonesia's financial recovery. This is unlikely given the fact that the 

West has not so far been able to break out of its vicious circle of 
recurrent re-creation of the authoritarian Indonesian beast rather than 
helping to awaken its potentially democratic beauty. The more likely 
outcome, therefore, is rather a 'bad-guy democracy' within which 
incumbent bosses on various levels are able to survive, attract military 
and business allies, co-opt some dissidents, and mobilise mass 
support through Islamic populism - all well before genuine 
democratic activists and ordinary people manage to organise 
themselves. 

17 June 1998 

(First published in the Builetin of Concerned Asian Scholars, vol. 30, no. 3) 
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The Philippine story is, by now, less complicated, though the pattern is 
the same and even older. Megawati' s political sister Mrs Aquino, for 
instance, plays no role any more. The exciting democratisers are instead 
among 'our' groups at the other end of Figure 13.2, aiming at the 
integration of people into politics. As in Indonesia, certain leading 
personalities do play an important role in the Philippines, but many of 
them are less avant-garde catalysts (box 4) than related to general 
organising (box 5). To put it crudely, their problem is similar to that of 
their fellow Indonesians - they lack an organised popular base. It is true 
that some of them stayed out of the rigid 'national democrats', but this 
did not automatically render the independents a mass following. It is 
also true that many more left the same disciplined but increasingly 
irrelevant organisations later on, but this did not cause many of the rank 
and file to come along. 

Actually, the very basis of the new democratisers is cause-oriented 
groups and NGOs, related community organisations (including co
operatives), and some, but not broad-based, interest organisations, for 
instance among labourers (often box 9). They have all, quite naturally, a 
tendency to focus on specific interests and issues (boxes A and B in 
Figure 13.3). There were exciting attempts among the democratisers to 
prevent the isolation and fragmentation of progressive work at the 
grassroots level in civil society, for instance in co-operatives. But the fact 
that a few NGOs really tried co-ordination from below (box 10 in Figure 
13.2), and indirectly supported electoral efforts as well, was far from 
enough. Nor was the electoral movement of 1992 up to much in terms of 
general organisation on a unitary basis (box 5) but rather, as again in 
1995, an attempt to move towards alternative patronage short cuts 
(column III). This, however, is now much more firmly rooted at the local 
level than in Indonesia (box 8). Renewal-oriented action groups and 
NGOs hold on to their own efforts in civil society, while rallying behind 
reasonable politicians in elections. Many now have ample experience of 
the need to link their special tasks to general problems, but the pattern 
has mainly been to hold on to special strategic positions and different 
issues. 

In trying to solve this, the renewal-oriented forces that I follow have 
refuted conventional recipes in terms of a grand theory, tight ideology 
and cadre-based organisation. Some visualise instead a common frame
work of politics and society, as well as democratically run fora for 
various organisations and groups, within which activists can situate 
themselves, analyse the various movements, and consider different 
problems and issues. As these things have not emerged spontaneously 
from below, however, the question of how to initiate them remains to be 
answered. For a long while, coalitions and co-ordinating bodies have 
been among the initiatives (boxes 5 and 10). But there have been 
additional concrete problems of time, space, money and a limited 
number of activists; the need to sustain basic groups and movements; 
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and the need to influence at least local policies by participating in 

councils and making some difference in elections by relating to reason

able politicians with a chance of winning. Hence it is tempting to go for 

Americanised community action, pressure politics and lobbying behind 

'reasonable' politicians with access to media and moneyed bosses (boxes 

3 and 8 in Figure 13.2, and A and B in Figure 13.3). In the face of the 1998 

elections it remains to be seen whether it will be possible instead for the 

activists to co-ordinate the efforts from below (box 10), and use the new 

'Akbayan! - Citizens' Action Party' to provide an overall unitary frame

work (box 5). As already indicated, many activists seem to focus instead 

on sectoral (or regional) representation, and to trade support to the 'least 

w ·· se' �·tional politicians. 
· 

Kerala the pattern is even more clear-cut. Populism and clienteli�m, 

o cours are also found within the Left and some of the radical 

gra t� organisations. But generally speaking this is confined to the 

Congress-led front and the many civic associations related to caste and 

religion. As compared with the alternative patronage found in West 
X. Bengal (column III in Figure 13.2), the Kerala Communists, as already 

indicated, are subject to many more checks and balances - as their party 

grew out of popular organisations and because of their more consistent 

land reform, turning so many downtrodden people into comparatively 

independent citizens. The Left Front, and especially the leading Commu-

nist Party (Marxist), still dominates politics and general organising (box 

5).49 The 'leftist-clientelism' of today is mainly a question of commerce 

and semi-privatisation having crept into political and interest organisa-

tions as well as co-operatives, though the official picture remains a clear-

cut one of historical traditions of focusing upon collective interests and 

ideology. Party-politicisation, by now, is often associated with the 

favouring of special interests and vested interests related to political

cum-socio-economic pillars (occasionally shaped by caste and religion as 

well), and with the setting aside of broad societal interests in promoting 

both human and economic development (boxes 5 in Figure 13.2, and A 

and B in Figure 13.3). When therefore, on the other hand, civil society 

based movements like the�_pose this � proc:aim the need for 

'de-politicisation', the latter expression is in ac nus eamng'3inee the 

reformists fiivolfftm:a:J:-organisation-fonmmnonsocrefaraiffiSinstead of 

private or group-sp.ecific�nes.Henee;-theyrrather try a dual social type ,>;v 
of politicisation (box D m Figure 13.3)-:----- Yt> 

Having saiel H:ris, lwvvever, it is aiso-important-m-remember that in 

carrying out the re-politicisation, the reformists themselves have stum

bled over how to relate special tasks such as the promotion of health, 

education and production to societal government. But less so than in 

Indonesia and in the Philippines. Over the years �rogr:ammes-have 

become more comprehensive and linked to broad perspective&c·'.fheiocal 

resource-mapping.-]Jrogramme, for instance, is now firmly situated 

within the general framework of decentralised democratic governance -
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in co-oper,ation with state as well as local governments. Till recently, the reforrrusts maior problem has rather been the mobilisation and polit-1c1sat1on of demands for democratic decentralisation. This task was mainly left to the authorised parties (and the special interests that they harbour) .
. 
And when little happened the reformists' alternative development politics only proved possible in isolated showcase villages. During recent years, however, there has been a decisive gradual shift of many \KSSP members and actions from developmental, 'independent' grassroots work (box 9) to more promotion of local organising and coordmation among the people (box 10). The aim is thus to promote both 

. 
universalistic popular politics (as against particularistic politics related to 

, 
sep.arate. p�llars) and to change from below the established parties and ) ul ./
their pnonties. In the recent process of decentralisation and popular {\ \ .)/' planning - with the synchronisation of forceful work from above, 

• pressure from below and movements' capacity to really get campaigns 
1 / off the ground and work done - one can visualise ways of tackling these 

/ dilemmas. But there remain the uphill tasks of handling bureaucrats and politicians with vested interests, and pushing for the institutionalisation and actual implementation of the plans and projects. �r Mut!· ·-
Conclusion 

First, if there is something to the critique of the civil . society/ social capital paradigm offered in this chapter, we should focus instead on the politics of democratisation - and pay special attention . to the rise, potential and problems of the tenth strategic position in combination with the fourth type of politicisation (see Figures 13.2 and 13.3); that is, on 
.
mov:ment co-ordinators-cum-organisers with a dual social way of pohhasmg interests, ISsues and ideas. 

Second, if there is something to this conclusion, international support for Third World democratisation should be redirected from the inconclusive promotion of civil society and social capital to the specific support of genuine actors in real processes of democratisation - such as, to ta�e but three examples, the genuine Indonesian pro-democracy forces attempts to bridge the gap between top-down activists and those working at the grassroots level, the Philippine democratisers' efforts to c-0-ordinate movements from below and link them up with the building of a new party, or the Kerala reformists' propelling of decentralisation and popular planning from below. 
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1 The following analysis is based on TOmquist, 'Making Democratisation 
Work. 
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over time in the same settings) may in turn be compared with the methods 
discussed in McAdam et al., Comparative Perspectives on Social Movements -
though I am not primarily looking at structural factors as such but at the way in 
which movements' read them and try to alter them; cf. also Tarrow, 'States and 
Opportunities', p. 48££, who explains the similarities in different settings with 
reference to state-building. In my cases I would rather refer to the dual effects of 
the expansion of politically injected capitalism. 
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erment'' and Democratisation of Politics'.) 
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alities. 



Study Questions 

Most 'facts' need not be pounded into the head. The book can be used as 
a reference. One should commit the most important arguments to 
memory, however. Most of these are touched on, directly or indirectly, in 
the questions that follow. 

1. Present the main features of the argument that the relation between 
politics and development is similar across developing countries 
with respect to one fundamental matter: the symbiosis of the 
political and economic spheres. Then submit your own critical 
comments. 

2. Discuss the similarities and differences between the study of politi
cal modernisation (or political development), Third World politics, 
the politics of development, and politics and development. 

3. On a general level, what are the major analytical approaches that 
one may use as an analytical tool when reviewing the various 
schools of thought? 

4. Discuss how political and scientific conjunctures have left their 
mark on different descriptions and explanations of politics and 
development. 

5. Describe and discuss how adherents of the modernisation school 
distinguished between traditional and modem in developing 
countries. 

6. What were the similarities and differences between the ways in 
which non-Marxist and Marxist modernisation researchers descri
bed and explained politics and development? 

7. Analyse the similarities and differences between the two major 
political development projects that emerged within the modernisa
tion school: the Western modernisation project and the radical 
nation-state project. 

8. What were the most important objections that modernisation revi
sionists had to the original modernisation perspective? 

9. What were the basic arguments put forward by the comparative 
historians? 

10. Present the main themes of the argument that clientelism and 
patrimonialism characterise politics and development in develop
ing countries. 
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11. Sununarise and analyse the following: (a) Huntington's critique of 
the original modernisation approach, and (b) his view of the 'poli
tics of order' .  

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

What was the thesis of non-capitalist development, and what 
arguments were marshalled on its behalf? 

Discuss similarities and differences between the 'politics of order' 
and the 'non-capitalist development' theses respectively. 

Identify the most important differences, as regards the view taken 
of the relation between politics and development, between (a) the 
modernisation school (including those seeking to revise it), and (b) 
the dependency school. 

How did the dependency school differ from earlier Marxist per

spectives in regard to its analysis of politics and development? 

What did dependency theorists themselves have to say on the space 

for politics in developing countries? 

On what two points did the dependency revisionists criticise the 

original arguments of their school? 

How were new perspectives on politics generated by the theori
_
sts 

who stressed the importance of class politics and the relative 

autonomy of the state? 

How did the researchers who applied class analysis view the 

relation between politics and the state? 

Present the main features of the argument concerning the relative 

autonomy of the state in developing countries. 

Why did scholars of the neo-classical school (who stressed the 

destructive role of rent-seeking politicians and bureaucrats) take the 

view that no political short cuts to development were possible? 

What then could be done, in the view of these researchers, along 

political lines to foster development? 

What were the main criticisms launched by adherents of the 

primacy-of-institutions school of the theory of rent-seeking 

behaviour? 

24. Discuss what can be meant by 'institutions' . 

25. What are 'transaction costs', and what do they tell us about the 

relation between politics and development? 

26. How in general, in the view of institution-oriented political scien
tists, do institutions and organisations affect development? 

27. What were the main characteristics of the renaissance of political 
development studies? 
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28. Compare the major ways in which the renewed studies of demo
cracy and democratisation were carried out. 

29. Characterise the new studies of governance and discuss similarities 
and differences in relation to, for instance, Huntington's earlier 
analyses of political institutions. 

30. What are the main arguments (among scholars applying an institu
tionalist framework) about the role of civil society and social 
capital? 

31. Discuss how institutions and institutional development are 
explained. 

32. Discuss the meaning of 'good governance' as well as the character
istics and dynamics of the current policies in favour of it. 

33. Present the main outlines of the post-Marxist critique of (a) the neo
classical theory of rent-seeking politicians and bureaucrats, and 
(b) the thesis about the primacy of institutions. 

34. Summarise and analyse critically the post-Marxist attempt at a 
deepened analysis of the various ways in which capitalism expands 
in the Third World by political means. Then turn to their analysis of 
mterests and of social and political movements. 

35. Present and discuss critically the post-Marxists' way of analysing 
popular movements, and examine the hopes they place in these 
movements. 

36. Discuss, in the light of other perspectives, the post-Marxist view of 
the claim that a common interest exists in respect of development 
questions. 

37. Different schools stress the importance of civil society on different 
grounds, for example, the theory of rent-seeking, the claim that 
institutions are primary, the post-Marxist approach. Summarise and 
analyse the similarities and differences between these various ways 
of analysing civil society. 

38. Discuss the author's claims about how you can move beyond 
mformmg yourself about the various schools of thought to asking 
your own questions, stalcing out your own position, and carrying 
out your own studies. 

39. Discuss the way in which the author defines democracy and 
democratisation. 

40. Identify the main points in the author's critique of the mainstream 
analyses of democratisation in the Third World - and then discuss 
these points critically. 

41. The author argues, among other things, that the mainstream civil 
society paradigm neglects relations of power, the extent to which 
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civil society is politically created, and different paths to democracy? 
What does he mean and how would you criticise his arguments in 
turn? 

42. The author criticises the mainstream thesis about both the rise and 
effect of social capital. What are his arguments and what are their 
weak and strong points? 

43. Discuss the author's thesis that it is problematic and not very 
relevant to apply the civil society I social capital paradigm in the 
Third World. 

44. Do you find the author's argument about the main importance of 
the politics of democratisation to be empirically and theoretically 
coherent? Moreover, does it make sense in other empirical contexts 
that you yourself have some knowledge about? 

45. The author suggests that we should study problems of democrat
isation by focusing upon the political space, inclusion and polit
icisation. What, according to you, are the pros and cons of such an 
approach? 
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